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A frequency synthesizer for generation of radio-frequency

signals in portable communications applications is designed,

analyzed and tested. The synthesizer features a unique multi¬

loop system design and unique voltage-controlled oscillator

(VCO) and frequency summation blocks. Emphasis in the study

is on means of realizing wide synthesizer control bandwidth in

a synthesizer implemented on a single integrated circuit

substrate.

The synthesizer architecture presented in the study

includes elements of phase-locked loop (PLL) and direct sum-

and-divide frequency synthesis. The study includes a

description of the design and analyses of spur and noise

characteristics of the system output. Methods are discussed

for extending the design to improve output spur performance.

A tunable, monolithic ring-oscillator is utilized as the

VCO in some synthesizer loops. The design of this circuit is
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described in the study. The FM spectra of the oscillator and

the tuning characteristics are analyzed.

Coupling between loops of the multi-loop synthesizer is

accomplished via a frequency summation structure based on an

image-balanced multiplier. A time-domain analysis is

performed to define limits on input wave shape for the

structure.

The study includes a description of measured results on

a version of the synthesizer on a BICMOS process. Measured

and predicted spectral characteristics of the VCO and the

synthesizer are compared.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Purpose and Scope of the Research

Generation of radio or microwave frequency carriers via

frequency synthesis is an area of research that has been

somewhat neglected during the past decade, with the result

that existing frequency synthesizers in commercial communica¬

tions products are based on approaches developed ten to twenty

years ago. With the growth of commercial communications in

the land-mobile and cellular telephone bands, and with the

expected emergence of digital cellular telephone and personal

communications systems [1], [2], new frequency synthesis

requirements are evolving which cannot be met by existing

approaches. Thus, an environment is developing where new

research is needed in the area of frequency synthesis tech¬

niques .

While size, cost, spectral purity and power dissipation

are all areas where improvement in frequency synthesizer

technology could be sought, the single most pressing perfor¬

mance issue in frequency synthesis for commercial applications

is settling time. This is broadly defined as the time

required for a synthesizer to reach the correct steady state

frequency after a channel change or other external perturba¬

tion. Settling time is an important system consideration in
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time division multiple access (TDMA) and frequency-hopping

code division multiple access (CDMA) communications systems.

In frequency division multiple access (FDMA) systems, fast

settling time is desirable for minimizing susceptibility to

mechanical vibration and other environmental disturbances and

in facilitating implementation of features such as channel

scanning. Present synthesizer systems which are acceptable

for commercial communications units in terms of size, cost and

power dissipation generally have poor settling time perfor¬

mance. The goal of this study is to explore a synthesizer

design which is comparable to existing designs in size, cost

and power dissipation but exhibits faster settling time.

While settling time is important to many synthesizer

applications, its definition and measurement criteria are

dependent on the application. To avoid the ambiguity associ¬

ated with settling time, the related concept of controller

bandwidth is emphasized in this study as the benchmark for

comparing settling times of different synthesizers. The

concept of bandwidth is common to all synthesizers which

employ phase-locked loop (PLL) or filtering techniques. In

all such systems, settling time is limited by the bandwidth of

the synthesizer controller.

The synthesizer research performed in this dissertation

is in the form of a design. A unique synthesizer system with

the potential to satisfy commercial communications require¬

ments while providing a wider controller bandwidth than is

found in previously reported systems is designed, analyzed,
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constructed and tested. The design makes use of multiple PLL

frequency synthesizer blocks coupled in an arrangement which

minimizes discrete and continuous disturbances in the system

output spectrum. The inherently low level of coupling of

disturbances to the system output spectrum facilitates a wide

controller bandwidth. In previously reported synthesizers,

narrow filters are required to minimize disturbances in the

system output spectrum.

A key element of the dissertation is the exploration of

integrated circuit (IC) design techniques in the implementa¬

tion of the multi-loop synthesizer. The study includes

fabrication of an IC containing most of the functions of the

synthesizer system. Key circuits in the system are designed

to take advantage of the high degree of device matching and

low parasitic capacitance that is characteristic of the

integrated circuit environment.

The work presented here represents a "first-pass" effort

in the design of the synthesizer system. The system as

designed exhibits undesired discrete output spectrum compo¬

nents (spurs) at some frequencies which would be unacceptable

in most applications. Mechanisms which cause the spurs are

discussed in this report, as are possible design changes which

could minimize the problem. Suggestions for further research

on this topic are presented in the concluding chapter of this

dissertation.
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Original Elements of the Dissertation

The dissertation contains elements of both design and

analysis which represent original contributions of the author.

Original aspects of material are noted in the text as part of

the presentation. An overview is presented here.

Among the original design elements in the study are the

overall system design, and in particular, the combination of

integrated circuit and synthesizer system designs which

facilitates implementation of the system on a single IC.

While many of the system design techniques applied here have

been previously reported, the use of the multi-loop configura¬

tion in an integrated circuit environment to optimize the

performance of integrated circuit synthesizer elements is

unique.

Two synthesizer circuits also represent original design

contributions. The first is an integrated, tunable ring-

oscillator structure used as a voltage-controlled oscillator

(VCO). The second is an image-balanced multiplier circuit and

its associated driving circuitry. The circuits represent

essential blocks in the synthesizer system.

Many of the analyses produced in support of the synthe¬

sizer design are original. Most significant among these are

the analyses of the ring-oscillator output spectrum and image-

balanced multiplier time-domain output. The analysis of the

ring-oscillator is part of a larger description of the circuit

which includes sections on tuning characteristics, output

amplitude and output noise spectrum. The multiplier analysis
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features a time-domain derivation of conditions under which

the image-balanced multiplier acts as a frequency summation

operator. Additional analyses of some significance are the

calculations of the discrete and continuous output spectra of

the synthesizer system.

Organization of the Text

The remainder of this study is organized into separate

discussions, each addressing a major topic of the study:

In Chapter 2, background information for the study is

presented. The purpose of this chapter is to support the

technical detail presented later in the dissertation, and to

explain the factors which make the design unique and timely.

Topics include a description of the environment in which

synthesizers for commercial communications applications must

operate, a discussion of target specifications for the

synthesizer, and a review of the present state of the art in

frequency synthesis.

In Chapter 3, the synthesizer system design is presented.

The chapter includes a description and analysis of synthesizer

building blocks, a system analysis of the synthesizer design

that is the focus of this study, and a specification of the

design.

In Chapter 4, the implementation of the synthesizer

integrated circuit is described. Non-original circuits used

in the multi-loop synthesizer IC are also described.

In Chapter 5, the coupling mechanism used to inject

signals into PLL synthesis structures is described. The
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coupling mechanism performs a frequency summation operation,

producing an output signal whose frequency is the sum of the

frequencies its input signals. The chapter features a time-

domain analysis of the block which results in a set of

conditions under which correct frequency summation occurs.

In Chapter 6, the ring oscillator is described. The

chapter includes sections on the design of the structure and

on analyses of amplitude, tuning and spectral characteristics.

In Chapter 7, continuous and discrete output spectra for

the synthesizer system are analyzed. The chapter includes a

description of a program used to predict the discrete output

spectrum of the synthesizer as a function of carrier frequen¬

cy.

In Chapter 8, results of measurements on the working

synthesizer system are reported. Sections are included on the

ring oscillator and on all PLL blocks in the system.

In Chapter 9, a summary of the dissertation and closing

comments are presented.

Four appendices are included in the dissertation.

Appendix A contains the set of detailed schematics for the

synthesizer IC. Appendix B contains a description of the

differential emitter-coupled logic (ECL) used to implement

many of the circuits in the IC. Appendix C contains a listing

of the program used in the analysis of the discrete output

spectrum of the synthesizer. Appendix D contains a listing of

the program used to configure the synthesizer IC.



CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND

The Portable Communications Environment

Many similarities exist among user equipment for existing

and proposed wireless commercial communications services.

This similarity is an outgrowth of similar physical and

performance characteristics which define the services. The

combination of physical and performance attributes is de¬

scribed collectively in this paper as the "portable communi¬

cations environment." The term "portable" reflects the

partial or complete dependence of most commercial wireless

communications on portable, handheld user equipment.

Physical attributes for user equipment in the portable

communications environment are defined by the requirement for

portability and by the commercial nature of the communications

services. The portability requirement implies strict limita¬

tions on the size and power consumption of all components used

in the equipment. Cost, which can also be treated as a

physical attribute, is limited by the commercial nature of the

application. Most commercial wireless communications services

act as extensions or alternatives to wireline phone services.

Thus, the cost of the user unit must be sufficiently low to

compete on this basis.

7
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In terms of performance, services are designed primarily

for transmission of voice information and for operation in

areas where frequency spectrum is crowded and difficult to

obtain. As a result, operating frequencies tend to be closely

spaced and spectral purity of transmitted signals is rela¬

tively high.

Frequency synthesizers designed for user equipment in the

portable communications environment derive common attributes

from the equipment for which they are specified. As with the

complete user unit, the attributes can be grouped as either

physical or performance related. The two groups are discussed

qualitatively in the paragraphs below. Emphasis in the

discussion is on the impact of the different attributes on the

research presented in this dissertation.

Physical Attributes

Important physical attributes of frequency synthesizers

in the portable communications environment include size, power

consumption, cost and interface requirements. In all of these

areas, existing and reported synthesizers show considerable

similarity. A summary of current and reported practice with

regard to these physical attributes is presented here.

Collectively, the attributes serve as a benchmark. Whatever

the performance, new synthesizer designs must meet or exceed

the physical attribute benchmarks set by current designs.

Physical size. The physical size of existing and

reported synthesizer systems in the portable communications

environment varies widely in terms of spatial dimensions as
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applications are compared. However, the number and type of

components varies little from system to system. The typical

synthesizer contains a single integrated circuit package, a

fixed reference frequency source and discrete component

implementations for a low-pass filter and a VCO. New synthe¬

sizer systems in the portable environment would be limited to

similar numbers and types of components.

Cost. As with size, cost of comparable synthesizer

systems is difficult to compare directly. Variation in

packaging and performance specifications make accurate cost

comparisons difficult. However, the underlying cost-driving

factors are similar among most units in the portable communi¬

cations environment. Integrated circuits are either commer¬

cially available or are implemented with custom circuits built

on high-volume, standard IC processes. Discrete components

are largely standard, high volume items. Custom or exotic

components are rarely used. The reference frequency source is

simple, requiring no modulation and tuning only for frequency

setting. New approaches in frequency synthesis for this

environment would by limited to similar low cost techniques.

Power Consumption. Power for portable communications

equipment is supplied by battery, making minimization of power

consumption a desirable goal. Frequency synthesizer power

dissipation varies by application and operating frequency,

with typical values in the range 10 to 100 mW. For synthe¬

sizers with fast settling time, an acceptable value could be
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somewhat higher, since the synthesizer could be powered only

intermittently during times of no communications activity.

Interface requirements. In this category are grouped

supply, programming and output requirements. Typically in

portable communications equipment, DC power is available in

the form of a single regulated supply with value in the range

3 to 5 volts. Additional negative or high voltage supplies

must be generated using capacitive switching techniques [3].

A microcomputer is, almost universally, resident and available

to provide programming inputs to a synthesizer via a serial

bus. Synthesizer radio frequency (RF) outputs are generally

in the form of impedance-matched ports with output levels on

order of 0 dBm.

Performance Attributes

Key performance attributes of frequency synthesizers in

the portable communications environment include frequency

range and resolution, spectral purity and settling time.

While, to some degree, requirements for these attributes vary

with the application, many similarities exist in the require¬

ments for most portable communications applications. Factors

which link and differentiate frequency synthesizers with

respect to these attributes are discussed below.

Frequency range. The required range of synthesizer

operating frequencies varies considerably depending on the

type of communications service under consideration. Land-

mobile radio systems alone utilize parts of the spectrum in

the range 35 to 950 MHz. Cordless telephone and personal
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communications services have been proposed for frequencies as

high as 1900 MHz. It would be exceedingly difficult to design

a single frequency synthesizer to operate over this entire

range of frequencies. However, using the approach taken in

the design of most modern synthesizers, a common approach can

be used to cover the range.

Typically, a synthesizer consists of an oscillator which

produces a signal at or near the output frequency of the

system and a synthesizer network which acts either to control

or to modify the signal of that output oscillator. For any

synthesizer designed using this approach, a wide range of

frequency bands can be generated by designing the output

oscillator to operate in the correct band. Design of circuit¬

ry used to modify or control the oscillator frequency is

essentially independent of the operating frequency of the

oscillator. This is the approach used in the synthesizer

designed for this study.

Frequency resolution. Frequency resolution refers to the

spacing between frequencies produced by the synthesizer. In

the personal communications environment, frequency resolution

is relatively fine, at least compared to communications

activities such as satellite communications or broadcast

television. Within the personal communications environment,

frequency resolution requirements can be classified by system

access method. FDMA systems such as land-mobile radio and

most existing cellular telephone require narrow channel

spacings in the range 12.5 to 3 0 kHz. TDMA and CDMA systems,
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including the GSM digital cellular standard and proposed

personal communications systems, require channel spacings on

order of 200 kHz to 1.73 MHz [4].

Spectral purity. The output spectrum of the typical

synthesizer contains discrete and broadband disturbances. The

discrete disturbances, termed "spurs" in this paper, are

measured in units of dBc (decibels with respect to the carrier

power). The broadband noise is described by the sideband

noise ratio (SBNR) in units of dBc/Hz.

The required attenuation of noise and spurs with respect

to the synthesizer carrier is determined by the targeted

adjacent channel selectivity ratio of the communications

system. Typical values for this ratio are on order of -60 to

-90 dBc, depending on the system. For synthesizer design

purposes, discrete and continuous output spectra are specified

separately. Limits are assigned to each of the two distur¬

bance types such that the total spectral energy within a

system receiver bandwidth satisfies adjacent channel require¬

ments .

Settling time. Settling time refers to the time required

for the synthesizer output to the correct steady-state

frequency after a channel change or perturbation. The direct

importance of this specification to communication system

performance varies depending on the system access method. In

TDMA and CDMA systems, required settling time is small

(typically less than 1 mS) and critical to system performance.
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For FDMA systems, settling time is of secondary importance to

system operation.

In all systems, performance of the user unit is greatly

affected by settling time. This is a result of the character¬

istic of virtually all frequency synthesizers to produce

modulation of the output carrier in response to mechanical or

electrical disturbances to the physical environment about the

synthesizer. Systems with faster settling times tend to have

greater immunity to environmental disturbances. Additionally,

rapid settling times facilitate the design of user unit

features such as channel scanners and power consumption

reduction schemes.

While settling time is an important feature for frequency

synthesizers in the portable communications environment, it

tends to be difficult to apply as a benchmark. At present,

there is no standard definition of settling time. Settling

time measurement is further clouded by the use in some systems

of frequency steering or adaptive filter schemes to reduce

settling time at channel change. In this dissertation, the

benchmark used to evaluate settling time is synthesizer

control bandwidth. For feedback type synthesizers, this

refers to the bandwidth of the control loop. For synthesizers

which use bandpass filters, the control bandwidth is treated

as the equivalent low-pass filter bandwidth of the most narrow

bandpass filter in the system. In virtually all synthesizers,

control bandwidth limits settling time. Furthermore, the
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bandwidth can be measured independently of adaptive filter of

steering operations.

For comparison, an estimate is provided of the settling

time for a PLL synthesizer. The settling time is estimated

from the transfer function of a type 2 loop (a loop in which

the loop filter contains a single pole at frequency 0) with a

second order filter. An expression can be derived from the

transfer function of the loop:

'settling _2_^nf final ^
CO, AfOFFSET/

(2-1)

In the expression, Af0FFSET is the magnitude of the change in

frequency induced by the channel change, AfFINAL is the accept¬

able frequency error in the system and co^ is the unity gain

bandwidth of the PLL loop in radians/sec. The expression

provides an acceptable approximation for settling time for PLL

synthesizer with higher order filters. A rough approximation

for settling times of synthesizers whose settling time is

limited by bandpass filter bandwidth can be obtained using

the equivalent low-pass bandwidth in place of Cú^.

Specifications for the Synthesizer Design

The synthesizer design explored in this dissertation is

intended to be compatible with the portable communications

environment. Design specifications, developed from the

environment description of the previous section and adhered to

in the design except where noted, are presented here in

tabular form. Information in the tables represents specifica-
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tions for physical and performance attributes of the synthe¬

sizer system.

Physical Attributes

The physical attributes of Table 2-1 form a general

description of the synthesizer system under study. Each of

the listed restrictions is based on an overriding goal of

designing a synthesizer which can be implemented with physical

attributes comparable to previously reported designs. The one

area where the design presented here is not equal to the best

reported system is in power consumption, where the 75 mW

specification is higher than power consumption in many

existing and reported systems. The additional power consump¬

tion is partly the result of complex system structure (which

results in wide control bandwidth) and partly the result of a

circuit design not optimized for minimum power dissipation.

Additional effort and design risk required to reduce power

consumption could not be justified in this demonstration

study.

While the physical attributes define much of design

approach of the system presented in following chapters,

little explicit discussion of physical attributes appears in

the following chapters. It can be assumed that the design

meets all criteria described in Table 2-1.

Performance Attributes

Performance specifications are presented in Table 2-2.

In general, the collection of specifications represents

typical synthesizer requirements for an FDMA application.
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Table 2-1. Physical Attributes of Synthesizer System.

Attribute Specification

Size Synthesizer component listing.:
- one integrated circuit.
- one fixed frequency reference
signal source.

- one discrete loop filter.
- one discrete VCO.

Cost Driving
Factors

Integrated circuit:
- custom IC implemented on standard

BICMOS process.

Reference source:
- fixed frequency.
- no special tuning or modulation
requirements.

Discrete components:
- no custom or high performance
components.

Power dissi¬
pation

75 mW at 3.0 volts supply.

Interface
requirements

DC supplies:
- main supply: 2.9 to 5.0 volts at

25 mA.
- optional high voltage supply: 5.0
to 10.0 volts at 400 |1A (could be
supplied by voltage multiplier).

Programming:
- 3 wire serial interface.

Outputs:
- Outputs provided by discrete VCO.

No limitations due to system
design.

This focus on narrow channel spacing, FDMA compatible specifi¬

cations was chosen because it offers a more comprehensive test

of the synthesizer. Performance of the synthesizer to wide

channel spacing (TDMA or CDMA) specifications can be regarded

as a subset of the narrowband results.
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Table 2-2. Performance attributes of synthesizer system.

Specification Value

Frequency Range (MHz) 451.2 to 464.0

Channel Spacing (kHz) 12.5

Spurs (dBc/Hz) -70 max.

SBNR (dBc/Hz at offsets
from the carrier 25 kHz or

greater)

-120 max.

Control Bandwidth
(radians/sec)

27t* 25* 103

From a research perspective, the most critical specifica¬

tion in Table 2-2 is the control bandwidth of the synthesizer.

The target bandwidth of 2tt25*103 radians/sec was chosen

somewhat arbitrarily as a value which could be achieved using

the system design presented in the next chapter. As noted in

the review of existing technology in the next section, the

figure exceeds the best previously reported control bandwidth

by a factor of 50.

A settling time can be estimated using the expression in

(2-1). For an initial offset of 10 MHz, a maximum error of

100 Hz and a unity gain frequency equal to the design band¬

width value of 2tc*25*103 radians/sec, the estimated settling

time is 146 |IS.

As explained in the previous section, the choice of

operating frequency range is largely independent of the

synthesizer design approach. For this study, the test range

of 451.2 to 464.0 MHz was chosen. The values for the range

correspond to a portion of the UHF land-mobile band for which

test equipment and working user units are readily available.
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The 12.8 MHz range extent was chosen in relation to the system

reference frequency of the designed synthesizer. The reason¬

ing for this choice becomes apparent as design and test of the

synthesizer is presented.

It must be noted that the synthesizer as built and tested

in this dissertation does not meet output spectrum require¬

ments of Table 2-2. System SBNR is limited by a fixable

design error which could not be corrected for this study due

to limitations on time and access to IC processing. Output

spur amplitudes are above design targets due to fundamental

mechanisms in the synthesizer system. These mechanisms, along

with design changes which could reduce or correct the problem,

are discussed in later chapters of this work.

Survey of Existing Technology

The justification for the research presented here is that

no existing approach to synthesizer implementation can

simultaneously satisfy the physical and performance require¬

ments of Table 2-1 and Table 2-2. This is demonstrated in the

summary of existing synthesizer technology presented in this

section. The review includes current synthesizer approaches

which appear in textbooks, journals or existing portable

communications products. Discussion is limited synthesizer

system approaches. Present art in synthesizer functional

blocks is surveyed in the chapters where original blocks are

discussed.
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Phase-locked Loop Frequency Synthesis

This approach to frequency synthesis has been dominant in

portable communications applications since frequency synthe¬

sizers became prevalent in portable equipment in the 1970s.

The theory governing PLL frequency synthesis, understood since

the 1960s, is discussed in textbooks [5], [6]. New appli¬

cations and implementations continue to appear.

programmable N

Figure 2-1. Block diagram of PLL frequency synthesizer.

A typical PLL frequency synthesizer is shown in block

diagram form in Figure 2-1. The synthesizer consists of a

fixed reference frequency signal source, a VCO, a phase

detector, a loop filter and digital dividers at outputs of

both the reference signal source and the VCO. The circuit
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operates as a feedback control system, with the VCO output

frequency manipulated such that the phase error at the loop

phase detector output is maintained at a fixed value. The

steady state condition for operation can be described in terms

of the frequency of the reference source fR and the VCO f0 by

where N and R are the modulus values for the loop divider and

reference divider, respectively.

While the basic operation of the PLL synthesizer has been

unchanged in recent years, implementations have improved as

integrated circuit technology has matured. Shown in

Figure 2-1 is the grouping of operations used for the more

recent commercially available and reported systems. In this

configuration, a single integrated circuit substrate contains

all divider and phase detector operations in addition to gain

stages for the reference source. Other circuitry, for a

number of reasons, cannot be integrated. The reference source

requires a non-integratable piezo-electric crystal. Spectral

purity issues force implementation of the VCO using a discrete

inductor or resonator structure. Loop filter capacitor values

preclude integration. Implementations of the single-chip

divider and phase detector units have been reported in CMOS

[7] and BICMOS [8] technologies.

In comparison to the targeted attributes of the synthe¬

sizer designed for this study, PLL frequency synthesizers

compare well in physical attributes but not in performance
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attributes. In terms of physical attributes, the size, cost,

power dissipation and interface descriptions of Table 2-1 were

formulated from comparison to existing and reported PLL

synthesizers. Performance of PLL systems is limited due to a

fundamentally low control bandwidth, on order of 2%' 50

radians/sec for systems with spectral purity requirements

listed in Table 2-2. As seen in the table, this value is

several orders of magnitude less than the target value of

27f 25- 103 radians/sec.

The dynamics of the PLL synthesizer are discussed in

Chapter 3. For clarity, the mechanism responsible for low

control bandwidth in PLL synthesizers is demonstrated by

example, here, using Figure 2-1 and the expression in (2-2).

It can be seen from (2-2) that for integer R and N, the

frequency of the signal at the reference divider output must

be no greater than the frequency resolution of the channel

spacing. This results in a high value for loop divider

modulus N. For example values of 461.625 MHz for fQ and 12.5

kHz for channel spacing (from Table 2-2), the resulting value

for N is 36930. If the PLL is treated as a linear system, the

DC gain from the reference divider output to the VCO output is

91 dB. This high gain is applied to noise generated in the

reference path and to discrete frequency components of the

reference signal which are conducted through the phase

detector by parasitic and mismatch mechanisms. To minimize

the effects of these undesired components on the VCO output

spectrum, a narrow control bandwidth must be applied.
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Settling Time Improvement Techniques

Many schemes have been developed to overcome the slow

settling time of PLL frequency synthesizers. The schemes fall

into three basic categories depending on the approach. The

first category includes those schemes that steer or preset the

VCO frequency at the beginning of a channel change operation

[5, p. 242] . This reduces settling time by reducing the

magnitude of the frequency change required by the VCO. In

systems which use wide tuning range or phase detectors without

inherent steering, a steering circuit may be required for lock

acquisition. A second approach increases synthesizer band¬

width at channel change or in the presence of an out-of-lock

condition, then returns the loop to its narrow bandwidth after

equilibrium has been restored [9] . The wider bandwidth

facilitates reduced settling time in environments where

additional noise and spurs generated at channel change are not

a concern. A third approach employs two complete synthesizers

such that a channel change in one synthesizer can be imple¬

mented while another provides an output signal. This scheme

would be useful in frequency hopping environments.

All of these settling time reduction schemes share common

disadvantages of increased circuitry and poor response to non-

programmed perturbations to the loop. A synthesizer with

inherently wide bandwidth, such as the one studied in this

dissertation, overcomes these limitations. Also, any of the

schemes could be used with the wide-bandwidth synthesizer
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presented here to achieve further improvements in settling

time.

Fractional Division Frequency Synthesis

An extension to the PLL synthesis approach is the

fractional division frequency synthesizer. In this approach,

a divider control block is added to the basic PLL frequency

synthesizer structure as shown in Figure 2-2. The purpose of

the divider control block is to manipulate over time the

integer loop divider modulus N, creating a time-averaged value

of N which is non-integer.

The advantage of fractional division can be shown by

revisiting the example shown for basic PLL operation. The

example is illustrated in Figure 2-2, where the reference

divider modulus R is set to unity and integer portion of loop

divider modulus N is set to 36. Reference frequency fR (12.8

MHz) and output frequency f0 (461.625 MHz) are unchanged. The

effect of fractional division in the example is to manipulate

the instantaneous value of N such that the time-averaged value

has fractional part 66/1024. This results in the desired

synthesizer output frequency but a gain from reference divider

output to VCO output of 31 dB. An improvement of 60 dB is

realized compared to the simple PLL synthesizer. This example

demonstrates that the susceptibility of fractional division

systems to reference path disturbances can be lower than that

of equivalent PLL systems which employ integer division.

Fractional division synthesizers are limited in control

bandwidth due to the need to filter from the VCO output
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programmable N, num, den

Figure 2-2. Block diagram of fractional division synthe¬
sizer .

spectrum spurious frequency components at integer multiples of

the system frequency resolution. These "subharmonic" spurs

result from periodic manipulation of the loop divider modulus,

an activity which generates phase perturbations in the PLL

which appear in the VCO output spectrum. Analog [10] and

digital [10], [11], [12] methods have been reported

which minimize low frequency components of the disturbance.
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Of these, digital methods have proven to be the more effec¬

tive .

Most research in the area of fractional division has been

conducted by private corporations whose reports are released

in the form of patent documents. As such, measured perfor¬

mance of fractional division systems is generally not pub¬

lished. The best comparison of fractional division synthe¬

sizer performance to the target specifications can be found in

the performance of synthesizers in recently released portable

communications products. For narrowband systems (frequency

resolution on order of 12.5 kHz), the best known control

bandwidth is 2k- 500 radians/sec.1 Though information is

available for fractional division synthesizers for systems

with wider channel spacing, control bandwidths could be

expected to be wider for these systems. The improvement in

bandwidth with increased channel spacing is the result of

wider separation from the carrier of subharmonic spurs for

increased channel spacing.

Coherent Direct Synthesis

While coherent direct synthesis has not appeared in

recent literature or applications, its continued presence in

texts on frequency synthesis [6, p. 7] and spread spectrum

communications [13, p. 126] makes it worthy of discussion.

Also, the principles of operation for this method are used as

a building block in the system design presented in the next

Radius GP300 Land-Mobile Transceiver, manufactured by
Motorola, Inc.
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chapter. Synthesizers of this description are categorized by

output signals which are produced directly from a single

reference frequency via a combination of division, multiplica¬

tion, mixing and filtering operations. Several approaches can

be included in this category, the most common of which is the

sum-and-divide approach.

An example of a double-mix sum-and-divide synthesizer is

shown in Figure 2-3. The example frequencies shown in the

figure depict a typical scheme for generating frequency

461.625 MHz. The scheme presented in the figure is simplified

compared to an actual circuit. Not shown are the bandpass

filters required at each mixer and divider output and the

fixed frequency section required to produce the 11 input

signals required for the system.

As seen in the example, direct synthesis requires

considerable circuitry, including multiple filter elements

which are difficult to integrate. The large amount of

circuitry makes systems of this type incompatible with

portable communications environment on the bases of cost and

size. In performance, coherent direct synthesis systems can

meet or exceed all specifications of Table 2-2.

Direct Digital Synthesis

A relatively recent development, the direct digital

synthesizer (DDS) is constructed entirely (except for a

frequency reference) of digital, integratable components. As

shown in the block diagram of Figure 2-4, the system comprises

a reference frequency source, a digital accumulator, a read-
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*ALL FREQUENCIES ARE IN UNITS OF MHz.

2-3. Adjustable-frequency stage for a double-mix sum-and-divide frequency
synthesizer.
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only memory (ROM) and a digital-to-analog (D/A) converter. No

filtering or feedback is used.

Figure 2-4. Block diagram of direct digital frequency
synthesizer.

In operation, the synthesizer produces an output frequen¬

cy that is equal to the product of the reference frequency and

the accumulator capacity. The accumulator contents are

converted to a sinusoid or other output shape via the look-up

ROM. The ROM contents are converted to an analog output via

the D/A converter. While broadband noise produced in the

circuit is minimal, spurs are generated by the finite resolu¬

tion of both the accumulator and the D/A converter contribute

significantly to the output spectrum of the system. Recent

papers have characterized these effects [14], [15] .

While the direct digital synthesizer compares well to

many of the target attributes of Table 2-1 and Table 2-2,

power consumption for reported schemes exceeds acceptable

limits. This is a fundamental problem resulting from the

number of high-speed operations which must be performed in a

DDS. With improvements in IC technology, the DDS approach may

become viable for portable communications applications. To
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date, best reported performance is 5.0 watts for a 500 MHz

synthesizer with -30 dBc spurs [16], and 1.6 watts for a

100 MHz synthesizer with -32 dBc spurs [17] . A commercial

venture was announced in which a 16 bit D/A converter for DDS

applications would be developed [18]. The part, described

as "low power," would operate to 1 GHz, provide spur perfor¬

mance to the -90 dBc level, and require an estimated 2.0

watts. Clearly, power consumption for present DDS systems

exceeds requirements of the portable communications environ¬

ment by an order of magnitude or more.

Hybrid Approaches

An obvious extension of synthesizer technology is to

combine existing approaches to take advantage of the best

features of each. Variations of this technique are discussed

in textbooks [5] , [6] and used in test and measurement

equipment [19]. In all cases, the approaches are described

in the context of large systems implemented with discrete

components. Hybrid synthesizers optimized for IC implementa¬

tion are described in recent papers [20], [21] . These

systems are based on the use of separate integrated circuits

for each synthesizer element. Problems associated with

combining all synthesizer elements on a single substrate are

not addressed. The multiple IC approach makes such systems

unsuitable for portable communications applications on the

bases of size and cost. Performance of the reported systems

could be expected to exceed the requirements of Table 2-2.



CHAPTER 3
SYSTEM DESIGN OF THE MULTI-LOOP SYNTHESIZER

Overview

In this chapter, the system design of the wide bandwidth

synthesizer is developed. Described in the remainder of this

paper as the "multi-loop synthesizer," the design is actually

a hybrid. Elements of sum-and-divide direct synthesis are

employed along with multiple PLL structures. To maintain

compatibility with the target physical attributes discussed in

Chapter 2, the system is designed such that all elements

except a single VCO, a loop filter and a reference signal

source can be implemented on a single integrated circuit

substrate. This restriction drives optimization of the design

for use with synthesizer components which can be integrated.

The design is presented here both in general form and as

a completely specified system. The latter represents one of

a family of systems which could be built from the general

design. The purpose of the specified system is to provide a

vehicle for demonstration of the system design and the

component designs presented in following chapters. It is not

necessarily the optimal application of the general multi-loop

system design.

The presentation of the system design is arranged in four

sections. In the first two sections, PLL and sum-and-divide

30
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synthesis approaches are described and design equations are

derived. These building blocks are used in the third section

to develop the general structure of the multi-loop synth¬

esizer. In the final section, assumptions about component and

block performance are applied to complete the specification of

a demonstration system.

The design of the multi-loop synthesizer for implementa¬

tion on a single integrated circuit represents work original

to this dissertation. As discussed in the review of existing

technology in Chapter 2, other synthesizers have been reported

which combine PLL and sum-and-divide approaches [6], [19].

However, these designs require components which preclude

implementation on a single integrated circuit.

The PLL Synthesizer as a Building Block

The multi-loop synthesizer presented in this study

embodies the channel delineation and filter characteristics of

the PLL synthesizer. The characteristics are examined in this

section with the purpose of developing design equations for

application to the multi-loop design. The section is devel¬

oped with separate discussions on the linear model of the PLL,

the physical interpretation of the model and the PLL synthe¬

sizer output spectrum.

Much of the information in this section is adapted from

standard PLL analyses presented in textbooks [5], [6] on PLL

frequency synthesis. This section is included as a basis for

future work and for definition of terminology.
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Linear Representation of the PLL Synthesizer

The PLL synthesizer can be treated as a feedback control

system which manipulates the frequency of a VCO by forcing a

fed-back version of the oscillator output to match in phase a

fixed-frequency reference signal. The feedback network

consists of a programmable counter which acts to divide the

phase (or frequency) of the VCO output signal. In closed loop

operation, it is the programmed modulus of the counter which

determines the output frequency of the VCO.

Figure 3-1. Linear system representation of PLL synthesizer.

A block diagram of the linear system representation of

the synthesizer is shown in Figure 3-1. Loop parameters

include phase detector gain KD in amps/radian, loop filter

trans impedance F(s) in volts/amp, VCO gain Kv in

radians/sec/volt, and unitless loop divider modulus N.

Several signal points are labeled in the figure, including

reference signal point R and output signal point 0. Labeled
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signal points n1# n2 and n3 designate summing inputs for signal

transfer or noise analyses.

The representation of the synthesizer as a linear control

system is valid for a system whose output is at or near its

steady state value, an assumption which applies to synthe¬

sizers in normal operation. Under the linear system assump¬

tion, the response of the synthesizer to a stimulus can be

expressed as a transfer function. The transfer function of

the system at point 0 to a perturbation at point R can be

described by the expression

*0(S)
=

fcR(s)

KdF (s) —
S KnF(s)K,
Kv 11 + KDF(S) -S-± S +
S N

KDF(S)KV '
N

(3-1)

where <i>R(s) is the incremental phase of the signal at refer¬

ence point R and O0(s) is the incremental phase of the signal

at output point 0.

The response (3-1) is dependent on the loop filter

transfer function F(s) . For this analysis, F(s) is assumed to

be of form

F (s) Kf(s+z)
s (s+pj...(s+p,,.)

(3-2)

where KF is a constant, filter zero z is far below the unity

gain frequency of the loop o\, (to be defined below) , and

filter poles p3 through pk are well above the unity gain

frequency of the loop. A filter design of this description is

commonly applied in PLL synthesizers to insure system stabil¬

ity while minimizing steady state phase error and maximizing
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attenuation of spurious outputs [22]. Applying the re¬

strictions on pole and zero locations, the filter transimped¬

ance F(s) in the region about unity gain frequency a\, is flat.

The magnitude of the transimpedance can be approximated by

|F (s) |S“j“u PiP2...pk
= Ri (3-3)

The unity gain frequency of the loop is the frequency at

which the magnitude of the loop gain is identically equal to

unity. This can be found by setting the expression for loop

gain to unity and solving for frequency. Using the approxima¬

tion from (3-3), the loop gain can be expressed:

IPI =
Ky 1 KrjKyR,
S N SN

= 1. (3-4;

By performing the substitution s = jco^ and solving for co^, the

unity gain frequency of the loop can be found:

“u-T- (3-S)
By substituting (3-2), (3-3) and (3-5) into the original

transfer relation of (3-1), the transfer function can be

expressed in terms of (0^ and R:

$0(S)
$R(S)

No>u (s+z) p1p2...pk
(s+px) (s+p2)...(s+pk)

S 2 + (s+z) 0) Plp2."pk
u

(s+pa) (s +p2)... (s +pk)

(3-6)

Recalling that z is limited to values less than co^, a real

number q (q > 1) can be defined describing the ratio of to

z. Then,
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Nqu|s + -^*o(s)
= uv q

®»(s)

PiP2...pk
(s+pj (s+p2)...(s+pk) (3-7)

S* + |S + -^ CO P^-P*'
q ) u (s+Pl) (s +p2)... (s +pk)

The factor representing the loop filter poles in the denomina¬

tor of (3-7) can neglected. This follows from the previous

assumption that poles px through pk have values much greater

than oij. At frequencies where the factor containing loop

filter poles deviates significantly from unity, the denomina¬

tor of (3-7) is dominated by the s2 term. With the factor

containing the loop filter poles neglected in the denominator

of (3-7) , the transfer function can be expressed as the

product of a second order PLL transfer function and an

additional unity gain low-pass factor (containing the loop

filter poles):

ft0(s)
®r(s>

No.,|s + -^i
2S2 + SCO. +—-u

q

PiPa-Pk
(s+Pi) (s+p2).„ (s+pk)

(3-8)

The effect of ratio q in (3-8) can be demonstrated by a

plot of the magnitude of the transfer function for several

values of q. This is shown in Figure 3-2. Curves are

generated with the low-pass factor neglected. As seen in the

figure, the value of q affects the transfer function only in

the region near o^. Low values of q promote peaking of the

response, while a more flat response is achieved for higher

values.
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Figure 3-2. PLL transfer curve variation versus q.

Using methods similar to those used to derive (3-8) ,

transfer relationships can be derived for other points in the

PLL. Input points are defined in Figure 3-1. For transfer

relationships between the divider input and the VCO output

(point n2 to point 0) and between the phase detector output

and the VCO output (point n3 to point 0) , the transfer curve

of (3-8) can be modified by a constant. The transfer curve

from divider input to VCO output is

•o<b)
= fa)u(S +~qí) . PiPa-Pk (3-9)

«^(S) o,2 (S+px) (S+P2)...(S+pk)
S2 + SC|)U+

q



From the phase detector output to the VCO output,

transfer curve is
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the

N PiP2-Pk (3-10)

S2 + S(0+—-
u

q

c.,2 (s+px) (s+p2)...(s+pk)

where the transfer expression has units of radians/amp. The

closed loop transfer function between point n3 (summed to the

VCO output) and VCO output point 0 is

(3-11)

Unlike responses in other points in the loop, this transfer

function represents a high-pass response. The response is

independent of loop filter poles p3 through pk.

Magnitudes of transfer curves for the PLL output with

respect to inputs R, nx and n2 are shown in Figure 3-3. Curves

are plotted for q assigned value 4.0 and loop divider modulus

N assigned value 10. Loop filter poles are neglected. The

response from n3 to 0, not shown, matches in shape the

response from R to O.

Physical Interpretation of the Control System Model

The PLL synthesizer possesses characteristics of a

frequency control mechanism, a frequency summation operator

and a bandpass filter. All of these characteristics can be

demonstrated by viewing the transfer analysis of the previous

section in the context of the physical signals present in the

synthesizer. In that context, physical signals for all
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Figure 3-3. Typical PLL transfer function magnitudes.

labeled points in Figure 3-1 (except n3, which is a baseband

current) can be described in the time domain by sinusoidal

expressions with arguments consisting of a frequency term and

a generalized phase perturbation term. For the synthesizer

reference input signal at node R, the expression is

xR(t) = sin[o>Rt + 4>R(t) ] , (3-12)

where coR is the carrier frequency of the output signal and

4>R (t) is the time domain expression for an incremental

perturbation to the steady state condition of the loop. The

frequency domain incremental output phase <I>R(s) is the Laplace

transform of <]>R(t) :

®R(s) = 2{4>R(t)}. (3-13)
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Similar expressions can be derived for other nodes in

Figure 3-1.

The frequency control mechanism in the PLL can be

demonstrated through application of a perturbation to the loop

in the form of a step. For a perturbation of magnitude A<|>R

applied at point R at time t = 0, the time domain waveform can

be described

xR(t) = sin[coRt + AiJ^uit)] . (3-14)

The resulting incremental frequency-domain description of the

input is

$R(s) = S£{A<|>Ru(t)} = . (3-15)s

Substituting (3-15) into the transfer function of (3-8), an

expression for change in phase of the output as a result of

the step can be found:

<&Q(s) =

NO. s + -

Cl>,

Plp2-Pk

SG)U + -

(¿2 (S+Px) (S+P2)... (S+pk)
(3-16)

The steady state value for the phase change can be designated

A<)>0:

A<j>0 = <Mt)|t__ = sG(s)|s„0 = NA<|>r. (3-17)

Because the PLL can be treated as a linear system, (3-17) can

be extended to any set of inputs which can be expressed as a

summation of step inputs. This includes the case where <|>R(t)
is of the form of a frequency term ci^t. Then, the frequency
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at the PLL output Cúb can be expressed as a function of the

frequency at reference node R:

u0 = NCi)r. (3-18)

For fixed (Or, the synthesizer output frequency Cúb is determined

by the value of the loop divider modulus N.

The frequency summation characteristic of the PLL

synthesizer follows from the superposition property exhibited

by the PLL as a linear system. If a step input in phase with

magnitude A(j)n2 is applied at node n2, the steady state change

at output node 0 can be found through analysis of (3-9):

A<t>o = = sfc(s)U = A<i>n2. (3-19)

For simultaneously applied steps in phase at nodes n2 and R,

the change in phase at node 0 can be found through superposi¬

tion of the results of (3-17) and (3-19):

A4>0 = N*A<j>R + A<|>n2. (3-20)

By again extending the results to include frequency expres¬

sions, the frequency summation property of the PLL is demon¬

strated:

<*>0 = Nur + o>n2. (3-21)

Bandpass and bandstop filter characteristics of the PLL

synthesizer occur because the phase manipulated by the loop is

actually modulation on a steady-state carrier signal. When

viewed as an operation on a modulated carrier, the low-pass

responses (3-8) through (3-10) are translated in frequency to

the carrier frequency of the signal. The result in each case

is a bandpass response centered at the carrier frequency.
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Similarly, a bandstop response results from frequency transla¬

tion of the high-pass response of (3-11).

Spectral Characteristics of the PLL Synthesizer

At steady state, the output of the PLL synthesizer

consists of a carrier term modulated with deterministic

disturbances (spurs) and noise from various sources. In

typical systems, minimization of these disturbances in the

synthesizer output spectrum results in the definition of the

PLL unity gain bandwidth 0^ and the loop filter characteris¬

tics. The disturbance mechanisms can be characterized by the

nature of the source. Major disturbance mechanisms in the PLL

synthesizer are discussed below.

Reference spurs. Reference spurs appear as modulated

sub-carriers about the PLL output signal with separation from

the carrier equal to integer multiples of the reference

frequency. The amplitude of the actual reference spur is

limited by mismatch and parasitic coupling mechanisms in the

phase detector circuit. Modulation components result from

sampling of modulated phase detector input signals by the

phase detector. While not all phase detectors exhibit

sampling characteristics, the digital tri-state detectors used

in this study behave as samplers at a rate equal to the system

reference frequency.

Sub-harmonic reference Spurs rill. In systems which

employ a fractional loop divider, spurs can occur at sub¬

harmonics of the system reference frequency. These spurs

result from perturbation produced in the loop by the periodic
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time variation in the modulus of the divider. The amplitude

of the spur is dependent on the value of the fractional

divisor and on the pattern of modulus values used to produce

the average modulus. An upper bound for spur amplitude is

found by treating the spur as a disturbance of amplitude 2k

radians (1 cycle of the VCO output signal) applied to the loop

at the loop divider input (signal point n2) . The attenuation

of the spur from point n2 to output point 0 is described by

(3-9) . The upper bound on amplitude comes about because a

change in the loop divider modulus of unity results in a

change in phase at the divider output of 1/N cycles. The same

change reflected to the divider input would have magnitude 1.0

cycles or 2k radians.

VCO noise. The noise spectrum for virtually any oscilla¬

tor can be described by region. In the region far from the

carrier, the spectrum is dominated by noise whose distribution

is frequency independent. Closer to the carrier, distribution

of noise in a bandwidth is an inverse function of the frequen¬

cy separation from the carrier. Very close to the carrier,

the distribution of noise becomes an inverse function of the

carrier to a power greater than unity. This region, which can

be described as the "1/f" region, is neglected in this study.

Noise in the regions closer to the carrier has the additional

property that the distributions at equal separations above and

below the carrier frequency are correlated; that is, the

noise is FM modulated onto the carrier [5, p. 81].
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The effect of the PLL on VCO noise is described by

(3-11). Above the unity gain frequency of the loop, the PLL

has little effect on the spectrum of the VCO. Below the unity

gain frequency, the PLL acts as a filter to minimize noise in

the VCO output spectrum.

The limits of the regions for oscillator noise and the

noise density within those regions is dependent on the design

of the oscillator. In the multi-loop system, two types of

oscillator are applied. The oscillator used to generate the

system carrier frequency is implemented as a discrete second

order feedback oscillator or, as in the case of experiments

conducted on the constructed multi-loop synthesizer, with a

commercially available signal generator. In either case, the

oscillator satisfies system spectral purity requirements. A

second type of oscillator is used in other loops in the

system. This is a fully integrated tunable ring-oscillator.

Spectral purity of this circuit is not sufficient to meet

system spectral purity requirements. Therefore, the system

design must be arranged to minimize contributions of these

oscillators to the system output spectrum.

Reference source noise. The spectrum of the reference

oscillator can be treated as a special case of the more

general description of oscillator noise spectra presented

above. For the reference oscillator, non-flat regions of the

spectrum are assumed to reside at frequencies sufficiently

close to the carrier that they may be neglected. Thus, the
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noise spectrum of the reference oscillator can be regarded as

flat.

The effect of reference noise on the output spectrum of

the PLL synthesizer is described by (3-8) . The general shape

of the response is that of a low-pass filter with dominant

corner near unity gain frequency co^. The in-band gain of the

filter is N.

Phase detector and loop filter noise. Noise sources in

the phase detector output stages and the loop filter can be

major contributors to the PLL output spectrum. The sources

can be described as noise currents applied to the loop via

transfer function (3-10). For thermal noise generated in the

filter, shaping by the filter must be considered. Minimiza¬

tion of this noise is achieved though selection of a system

reference frequency and scaling of phase detector gain values

and loop filter component values. In this chapter, contribu¬

tions of these circuits to the system output spectrum are

neglected. The issue is addressed in the analysis of the

multi-loop system output spectrum in Chapter 7.

Noise in phase processing circuits. Circuits in the PLL

synthesizer which act directly on the phase of a signal

include the loop divider and portions of the phase detector.

In the multi-loop synthesizer design presented in this

chapter, the contributions of these circuits to the system

output spectrum is neglected. The issue is addressed further

in the analysis of the output spectrum in Chapter 7.
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Suin-and-Divide Synthesizer as a Building Block

As discussed in Chapter 2, sum-and-divide direct frequen¬

cy synthesis is difficult to implement using integrated

circuit techniques. The amount of circuitry and the number of

required bandpass filter operations make this approach better

suited to discrete implementations. However, the sum-and-

divide channel selection mechanism has some attractive

features which can be adapted to approaches more suited to

integrated circuit implementations. That channel selection

mechanism is described in this section. The discussion

presented in this section is a simplified version of the

discussions found in texts on frequency synthesis [5], [6] .

Figure 3-4. Simplified block diagram of sum-and-divide
frequency synthesizer.

A much-simplified block diagram of a sum-and-divide

frequency synthesizer is shown in Figure 3-4. The diagram

includes only those elements which impact the frequency

selection mechanism. Filters and other hardware not directly

related to channel selection have been eliminated. As seen in

the figure, the synthesizer consists of a cascaded series of

frequency dividers and signal multipliers. The signal
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multipliers are assumed to produce only the frequency summa¬

tion term for the two input frequencies. (This operation is

described in detail in Chapter 5.) Inputs to the synthesizer

are provided by the set of k input signals, each of form

s^t) = sin(27cfit) = sin[27i(fiot + ctAft)], (3-22)
where ct represents a non-negative integer. Notation for

inputs in the figure indicates the frequency of the input

signal.

For the synthesizer of Figure 3-4 with inputs described

by (3-22), the output frequency f0 can be described by

^ f2 f3 fk

^ f20+C2^f f30+C3Af fk0+CkAf= f10+c.¡Af + ——-— + ■-?° -3— + - + k0 k
(3-23)

P2P3 P2P3-Pk

Combining terms and representing the combination of fixed

frequency terms f10 through fk0 by a single frequency term frain,

the output frequency can be expressed

f0 = ¿min + Af ci + +
C2 C3
P2 P2P3

+ ... +

P2P3-Pk
(3-24)

The fundamental property on which sum-and-divide schemes

are based is that the frequency resolution of the synthesizer

output is finer than the resolution of inputs to the synthe¬

sizer network. This is demonstrated in (3-24) , where the

resolution of each input signal is Af, while the resolution of

the output waveform is Af divided by the product of divisors

P2 through Pk. The significance of this is realized in systems

where spurs associated with input signals are at frequency
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separations from the carrier equal to the frequency resolu¬

tions of the signals.

A related advantage of the sum-and-divide topology is the

noise reduction properties of the system with respect to

signals s2(t) through sk(t). Because the signals are divided

in the system output, noise modulated onto the carriers is

also divided. Thus, spectral purity requirements for signals

s2(t) through sk(t) are less stringent than the requirements

of the system output. Only sx(t), which contributes without

division to the system output, must meet the spectral purity

requirements of the system output signal.

A final issue to be considered in the sum-and-divide

synthesizer is the necessary range for each of the coeffi¬

cients c1 through ck. Assuming that all coefficients are

integers with minimum value 0, the tuning range of the

synthesizer is limited by c^ For a synthesizer range with

limits fmin and f„ax, the required range for cx is

(ci)V ■L/n
= int ^max ^min

Af
- 1. (3-25)

Maximum values for the remaining coefficients must be chosen

so that channel selection can be achieved throughout the

range. This can be achieved if the following condition is

met:

(ciL = -1. (3-26)
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Multi-Loop Synthesizer Structure

The multi-loop synthesizer design, the focus of this

dissertation, is a combination of the PLL and sum-and-divide

structures of the previous sections. Like the sum-and-divide

synthesizer, the structure presented here offers the advantage

of frequency resolution finer than the resolution of frequency

generators in the system. The multi-loop structure also takes

advantage of the filter characteristics of the PLL synthesiz¬

er. The combination of approaches makes possible a synthesiz¬

er with wider control loop bandwidth than conventional PLL

synthesizers with fewer components than sum-and-divide

systems.

Hybrid PLL and sum-and-divide approaches are discussed in

textbooks [6] and have been demonstrated in commercially
available test and measurement products [19] . However, these

approaches are predicated on discrete implementations and on

the use of bandpass filters in frequency summation mechanisms.

The design presented here is optimized for the integrated

circuit environment, and the use of bandpass filters is

avoided.

The description of the multi-loop synthesizer presented

in this section includes a discussion of the multi-loop
structure and derivations of expressions describing the

channel selection mechanism and the filter characteristics.

These topics are detailed in separate discussions below.
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Structure Description

A block diagram of the multi-loop synthesizer is shown

Figure 3-5. The structure consists of k cascaded PLL synthe¬

sizers linked with a common reference input at point R. Each

PLL unit i consists of a phase detector with gain KDi/ a loop

filter with transfer function F^s) a VCO with gain constant

Kvi and a programmable loop divider with modulus Ni. All PLL

loops except loop 1 include a reference divider with modulus

Ri and an interstage divider at the loop output with modulus

Pt. The PLL synthesizers are cascaded such that the output of

each loop i is injected into the subsequent loop i-1 at the

loop divider input. The coupling mechanism is a frequency

summation operator, the characteristics of which are defined

in Chapter 5. Each PLL synthesizer output is divided in

frequency by the interstage divider modulus Pt before injec¬

tion into the next stage. The system output at point 0 is the

output of loop 1.

In operation, each PLL performs the role of providing one

of the input signals of the sum-and-divide synthesizer of

Figure 3-4. The interstage dividers P2 through Pk function

identically to the interstage dividers of the sum-and-divide

synthesizer. Typically, frequency selection is controlled by

programming of the loop divider modulus values Nx through Nk.

Reference and interstage divider modulus values are normally

fixed for a given application.
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PHASE

Figure 3-5. Block diagram of multi-loop synthesizer.
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Control of Output Frequency

In the multi-loop synthesizer, each PLL synthesizer unit

provides both frequency summation and frequency selection

functions. This role is described in the frequency summation

expression for a PLL in (3-21) . Applying this relationship to

a loop i in the system of Figure 3-5, where the offset port

(port n2 in Figure 3-1) is driven by the divided down output

of loop i+1, the output frequency fA can be described:1

fi = fRTT + fR. i+i p
i ri+i

(3-27)

In the expression, coarse channel selection is performed by

adjustment of loop divider modulus Nt. Additional adjustment

is provided by the fui term which is combined with the ft term

in a frequency summing operation. This expression can be

applied recursively to define all loop output frequencies in

the system:

fo =
'

N,
+ N2

^ RlPl R2P1P2
Nv

RkPlP2'"Pk
(3-28]

The implied value for Px and Rx in the expression is unity.

The frequency control expression of (3-28) is similar in

form to (3-24), the frequency control expression for the sum-

and-divide synthesizer. The expressions are made identical

when fmin in (3-24) is assigned value 0, Af is replaced with

1As convention in this paper, it is assumed that all
frequency summation operators perform subtraction. The output
of the interstage divider is subtracted from the VCO output.
This results in a positive summation term in expressions for
PLL output frequency in terms of reference and offset frequen¬
cies .
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fR, and the Ci coefficients are replaced with the terms Ni/Ri.

Thus, the sum-and-divide characteristic of the multi-loop

synthesizer is demonstrated. For the case where all Rt other

than Rx are equal, and all loop divider values can be ex¬

pressed as rational fractions with equal denominators, the

frequency resolution of the multi-loop synthesizer is less

than the resolution of any individual loop by the product of

interstage divider values P2 through P>.

As with the sum-and-divide system, care must be taken to

insure that the synthesizer tunes to all frequencies in the

band of interest. For the system of Figure 3-5, tunability

can be limited by tuning ranges of the VCO or loop divider

blocks in the system.

Attenuation of Spurs and Noise

A characteristic of the multi-loop synthesizer which is

critical to its implementation on a single integrated circuit

is the attenuation of undesired spectral components produced

in the system. This is especially important for noise and

spur sources located in loops other than loop 1 because all

components in these loops are integrated and tend to produce

high levels of noise and spurs. In this section, the impact

of the multi-loop design on spurs and noise generated at

various points in the system is analyzed.

The processes by which noise and spur energy are trans¬

ferred to the system output spectrum are essentially linear

and can, therefore, be described by transfer functions. For

disturbances originating in loop 1, the transfers can be
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described by expressions (3-8) through (3-11) . For distur¬

bances originating in loops other than loop 1, transfer

functions for loops between the source and system output can

be cascaded. For example, the transfer function for the

response of the loop 1 output O01(s) to a disturbance at the

loop i VCO <E>nli(s) can be described

*01 (S) - 1 *0l<S> T~T ( 1 *W(B) \ (3-29)
4>nii(s) P±*nli(S> MlP5 *n2j(S> )'

where transfer function factors <J>oi (s) /<£>nli (s) and <X>0;j (s) /On2j (s)
can be expressed in the form of (3-8) and (3-9) , respectively.

As shown in this expression, three separate mechanisms act to

attenuate noise produced at the loop i VCO. For disturbances

at frequencies below the unity gain frequency of loop i, the

high-pass action of the loop i PLL to disturbances applied at

the VCO acts on the disturbance. For disturbance frequencies

above the unity gain frequencies of loops 1 through i-1, the

low-pass action of these loops is effective. At all frequen¬

cies, the disturbance is attenuated by the product of inter¬

stage dividers Px through P*.

Expressions similar to (3-29) can be formulated for

disturbances from other sources. The effect on the system

output spectrum of disturbances to the loop i reference signal

can be described

*oi(s) = l *oi (s) l *oj(s) \ (3-30)
*Ri<S> pi *Ri(S) *n2d(s) J'

For loop filter or phase detector noise currents, the expres¬

sion is
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*01 (s ) _ 1 *oi (S) TT 1 *0j (S) \ (3-31)
$n3i(s) Pi®n3l(s) MlPí ®n2j(s) J'

In both of these expressions, all loops 1 to i contribute low-

pass characteristics to the total response. No high-pass

mechanism occurs. As in (3-29), disturbances are attenuated

by the product of interstage dividers through

System Specification

To completely specify the design of the multi-loop

synthesizer, it is necessary to select values for system

parameters including reference frequency, VCO ranges, loop

divider modulus ranges, interstage divider values and loop

filter characteristics. In this section, an example is

presented which demonstrates multi-loop system trade-offs to

meet performance objectives. The performance objectives are

those described in Chapter 2 and restated in Table 3-1. The

implementation and test of the example design presented here

are discussed in Chapters 4 through 8.

Table 3-1. Performance attributes of synthesizer system.

Specification Value

Frequency Range (MHz) 451.2 to 464.0

Channel Spacing (kHz) 12.5

Spurs (dBc/Hz) -70 max.

SBNR (dBc/Hz at offsets
from the carrier 25 kHz or

greater)

-120 max.

Control Bandwidth
(radians/sec)

27C' 25* 103

Design values for the multi-loop synthesizer are deter¬

mined largely by system spectral purity and tuning range
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requirements and by performance capabilities of blocks which

comprise the system. While system performance requirements

have been discussed, block performance has not. This informa¬

tion is presented here in the form of assertions to be

justified in later chapters. Both the design specification

and the assertions and limitations on which it is based are

presented below.

Assertions and Limitations

In this section are stated the assumptions on which the

design specification is based. The assumptions are classified

either as assertions or limitations. Assertions are defining

statements of performance of blocks in the system. Support

for assertions, where necessary, is stated directly or

referenced to the chapter of this dissertation where the topic

is presented. Limitations are constraints imposed on the

operation of elements in the system to simplify design or to

insure correct performance of the element in question.

Support for limitations is stated with the limitation.

Assertion 1: discrete loop 1 VCO. A VCO function can be

implemented using either a commercially available signal

generator or discrete tunable oscillator. In either case,

specifications for the VCO can be made to exceed the tuning

and spectral purity requirements of Table 3-1. Justification

for this statement can be found in published performance of

commercially available signal generators [23] and land-

mobile radio products which employ discrete VCO structures

[24] .
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Assertion 2: tunable integrated ring-oscillators. VCO

structures for loops other than loop 1 can be implemented

using tunable ring-oscillator structures completely integrated

on an IC. The oscillators can be tuned over at least a 2:1

range in frequency with a maximum frequency of 60 MHz.

Spectral purity for frequencies below 60 MHz is -80 dBc/Hz or

better. The design and analysis of these structures is

presented in Chapter 6.

Assertion 3. frequency summation operator. Image-

balanced multiplier structures can be used to implement a

frequency summation operation on a class of periodic, symmet¬

ric, non-sinusoidal waveforms. Analysis and design of these

circuits are discussed in Chapter 5.

Assertion 4: spurious frequency outputs. For any loop

in the system, the discrete output spectrum is dominated by

sub-harmonic spurs produced by fractional dividers or by

reference spurs. As shown in Chapter 7, this assumption is

not true for some frequencies in the test range. Extensions

to the system design to insure that this assumption can be

made true are also discussed in Chapter 7. In the design

presented below, this assumption is used as if true for all

frequencies of interest.

Assertion 5: reference signal spectrum. A reference

signal frequency of 12 MHz or greater is adequate to insure

that sideband noise from the reference source does not

dominate the system output spectrum. This statement is

supported by performance of existing land-mobile radio
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equipment which produces transmit carriers and receiver local

oscillator signals through multiplication of the signals

produced by 12 to 19 MHz crystal oscillators [25]. The PLL

synthesizers used in the multi-loop system essentially perform

the same multiplication operation on the PLL reference signal.

Limitation 1: VCO quadrature outputs. Quadrature

signals must be available at the outputs all VCO circuits in

the system. This is the result of a requirement for quadra¬

ture inputs to the frequency summation operator as stated in

Chapter 5. For the integrated VCO structures discussed in

Chapter 6, quadrature outputs are inherent to the design. For

the discrete oscillator used in loop 1, a separate phase-shift

circuit must be employed. This circuit is discussed in

Chapter 4.

Limitation 2: interstage dividers. Modulus values for

all interstage dividers must be integer powers of 2 greater

than or equal to 4. This is to facilitate generation of

quadrature outputs of the divider to drive the frequency

summation block inputs. Design of the dividers is discussed

in Chapter 4.

Limitation 3: loop dividers. The minimum divider

modulus is 4.0. For fractional loop dividers, the denominator

must be a power of 2. As discussed in Chapter 4, these

restrictions simplify design of the dividers.

Limitation 4: loop filters. All loop filter transfer

functions must be in the form of (3-2) where loop filter zero

z is at frequency no greater than 0.3 times the unity gain
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frequency of the loop. For a loop filter with a single pole

Pi, the pole must be at frequency at least 3.0 times the unity

gain frequency of the loop. For a loop filter with 2 poles,

the poles may be coincident at frequency 6.0 times the unity

gain frequency of the loop. The limitations on pole and zero

locations are imposed to insure loop stability. Resulting

phase margin for the loops as described is 50 degrees.

Synthesis of Values for System Variables

With the above assertions and limitations, specification

of system parameters can be accomplished using the algorithm

diagrammed in Figure 3-6. The method is applied below to the

system specified in Table 3-1.

Step 1; determination of f„ and R-, through Rv. Reference

frequency selection is governed by two constraints. First,

from Assertion 5, the frequency must be 12 MHz or greater.

The second constraint is determined by restrictions on channel

spacing and on divider modulus values. From (3-28) the system

frequency resolution Af0 is equal to

Af0 fR (3-32)

where Dk is the fractional denominator of loop divider Nk.

From Limitations 2 and 3, both the interstage divider modulus

values and the fractional denominator must be powers of 2.

Thus, reference frequency fR must be equal to the product of

system frequency resolution Af0, reference divider modulus Rk

and a power of 2. That is,
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Figure 3-6. Flowchart describing the design procedure for
the multi-loop synthesizer.
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fR = Afo‘Rfc-21, (3-33)

where I is a positive integer.

Some design choice is found in the selection of fR. The

choice is used here to limit the value for Rk and reference

divider modulus values to a power of 2. This, along with

(3-33), limits fR to the product of Af0 and a power of 2. For

the 12.5 kHz requirement for Af0 in Table 3-1, the minimum

allowed value for system reference fR is 12.8 MHz. This value

is chosen as the reference frequency.

Values for reference divider modulus values are chosen to

satisfy the trade-off of maximizing the reference frequency

for each loop (to minimize closed-loop gain) while insuring

that the loop divider modulus is at least 4.0 for the minimum

operating frequency for each loop (from Limitation 3). A

value of 4.0 for each modulus value satisfies the power of 2

requirement, maintains loop reference frequencies at rela¬

tively high values and permits operation of each loop to a

minimum frequency of 12.8 MHz at the loop divider input.

Step 2, loop 1: definition of VCO range and Pi. From

Table 3-1, the required range of the system output is 451.2 to

464.0 MHz. This is identically the required range of the loop

1 VCO. From the system block diagram in Figure 3-5, there is

no interstage divider at the loop 1 output. Therefore, no

value assignment is required for Px.

Step 3, loop 1: loop filter characteristics and CQ,n. In

a typical design, loop 1 unity gain frequency oo^ would be

determined as a trade-off between settling time and VCO
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spectral filtering requirements. For this design, (0^ is

artificially specified in Table 3-1 as value 2k- 25*103

radians/sec, making trade-offs unnecessary. From the discus¬

sion in Chapter 2, the settling time of loop 1 is on order of

150 |iS. From Assertion 1, the spectral purity of the loop 1

VCO is sufficient for system requirements without additional

filtering. As shown in (3-11), the filter action of loop 1

for the unity gain frequency as specified provides no attenua¬

tion to the VCO spectrum in the region of interest (the region

where offset from the carrier is greater than 25 kHz).

The loop filter for loop 1 includes 2 poles of filtering

above the unity gain frequency. From Limitation 4, the poles

can be placed at location 6.0 times co^. Two filter poles are

used in this application to provide maximum filtering of spurs

in the system. More than 2 poles are not feasible due to

constraints on loop stability and thermal noise in filter

components.

Step 4, loop 1: loop frequency resolution. From

Assertion 3, spurious output of a loop is limited by frac¬

tional division spurs or reference spurs. From the discussion

on fractional division spur amplitude in this chapter, an

upper bound for fractional division spur amplitude in a loop

output spectrum can be approximated by the transfer function

gain of (3-9) at the spur frequency. A similar upper bound

can be set for reference spurs. From (3-21), it can be seen

that the loop frequency resolution, neglecting the offset term

from loop 2, is equal to the reference frequency divided by
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the fractional denominator of the loop divider. From Limita¬

tion 3, the fractional denominator is an integer power of 2.

Thus, the loop 1 frequency resolution is restricted to

products of the reference frequency fR and the inverse of a

power of 2 . By calculating loop attenuation for each frequen¬

cy choice using (3-9), it can be shown that a loop frequency

resolution of 3.2 MHz results a maximum spur value of -95 dB

and a frequency resolution of 1.6 MHz results in a maximum

spur value of -77 dB. The more conservative value of 3.2 MHz

is chosen.

Step 5, loop 1: system frequency resolution. This step

serves as a check to determine if a sufficient number of loops

has been specified for the system. For loop 1 in a single¬

loop system, the loop frequency resolution and the system

frequency resolution are identical. The 3.2 MHz value for

resolution is much larger than the specified system resolution

of 12.5 kHz, implying that additional loops are needed.

Step 2, loop 2: definition of VCO range and P-,. The

goal of this step is to maximize the interstage divider value

and to maximize the attenuation from the second loop to the

system output. At the same time, it is necessary to insure

continuous tuning of the system. Therefore, the frequency

range at the loop 2 interstage divider output must be greater

than or equal to the 3.2 MHz loop 1 frequency resolution.

From Assertion 2, the integrated loop 2 VCO is limited in

maximum frequency to 60 MHz and in ratio of maximum to minimum

frequency to 2:1. A range of 25.6 to 51.2 MHz satisfies the
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maximum frequency range and tuning range requirements. The

interstage divider value P2 for this VCO range is 8, an

integer power of 2 as required from Limitation 2.

Step 3, loop 2: loop filter characteristics and (Q,. The

total attenuation required for spectral noise produced in the

loop 2 VCO is 40 dB, the difference between the VCO spectral

noise of -80 dBc/Hz and the system specification of -120

dBc/Hz. Applying (3-29), the transfer function from the loop

2 VCO to the system output, 42 dB attenuation can be achieved

for a unity gain frequency oij2 with value 27C,200,103

radians/sec. Because spurs produced in this loop are

attenuated by the interstage divider and the output loop in

addition to the loop 2 filter action, a single filter pole

above the unity gain frequency is sufficient. Per Limitation

4, the value of the pole is 3.0 times the unity gain

frequency.

Steps 4 and 5, loop 2: loop frequency resolution. Using

reasoning similar to that used in loop 1 but including the

effects of P2 and the loop 2 transfer function, a loop

frequency resolution of 800 kHz produces spurs at level -94

dBc at the system output. The 800 kHz loop spacing results in

a system resolution of 100 kHz. Because the system resolution

is higher than the required value of 12.5 kHz, a third loop is

needed.

Steps 1 through 6, loop 3. Because of the large amount

of attenuation provided by interstage dividers, design of loop

3 is not critical. For simplicity, VCO range, unity gain
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frequency and filter requirements for the loop are specified

identically to loop 2. The loop 3 interstage divider value P3

can be assigned value 32 while maintaining continuous tuning.

The loop frequency resolution can be assigned value 3.2 MHz,

which results in the target system frequency resolution of

12.5 kHz. Because frequency resolution requirements are met,

the required number of loops in the system is 3.

Step 7: loop divider modulus ranges. The divider

modulus range can be found using the expression for the

frequency summing characteristic of a PLL with offset node in

(3-21). For loop 3, no offset value is present and the

divider range is determined solely by the reference frequency

and the VCO range. For reference frequency 3.2 MHz and VCO

range 25.6 MHz to 51.2 MHz, the required divider range is 8.0

to 16.0.

For loop 2, the offset produced by loop 1 must be

considered in addition to the reference frequency (3.2 MHz)

and VCO range (25.6 MHz to 51.2 MHz). The maximum magnitude

of the offset is the maximum loop 3 VCO frequency divided by

P3. This results in an offset with magnitude 1.6 MHz. A

maximum loop 2 divider modulus of 16.5 is required for maximum

loop 2 VCO frequency and positive offset. The minimum modulus

of 7.5 occurs for minimum VCO frequency and negative offset.

Using similar reasoning or the loop 1 divider, the offset

magnitude is 6.4 MHz. This results in a divider range of

34.75 to 36.75.
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Table 3-2. Design values for multi-loop synthesizer.'

Design Parameter Minimum
Requirement

Actual
Design
Value

SYSTEM PARAMETERS
number of loops: 3 3
fR (MHz) : 12.8 12.8

LOOP 1
VCO range (MHz): 451.2-464.0 451.2-464.0
unity gain freq. (rad/sec): 2K-25000 2k- 25000
filter pole 1 (rad/sec): 2k-150000 2k-150000
filter pole 2 (rad/sec): 2n‘150000 2k-150000
filter zero (rad/sec): 2k-6000 27T 6000
loop divide range: 34.75-36.75 8.0-128.0
fractional denominator: 4 8

LOOP 2
VCO range (MHz): 25.6-51.2 25.6-51.2
unity gain freq. (rad/sec): 2tc- 200- 103 2k- 200- 103
filter pole 1 (rad/sec): 27t• 600- 103 2k- 600• 103
filter zero (rad/sec): 2k- 66- 103 27t* 66- 103
loop divide range: 7.5-16.5 4.0-16.0
fractional denominator: 4 8
reference divide value: 4 4-5
interstage divide value: 8 4-64

LOOP 3
VCO range (MHz): 25.6-51.2 25.6-51.2
unity gain freq. (rad/sec): 271-200- 103 271’ 200- 103
filter pole 1 (rad/sec): 2tc- 600- 103 2ti- 600- 103
filter zero (rad/sec): 27t- 66- 103 27t- 66- 103
loop divide range: 8.0-16.0 4.0-16.0
fractional denominator: 4 8
reference divide value: 4 4-5
interstage divide value: 32 4-64

Design summary. Design values for the multi-loop

synthesizer are summarized in Table 3-2. The table contains

separate columns for the minimum required range of values for

each parameter and for actual design values implemented in the

circuit. For many system parameters, actual ranges are

greater than minimum required ranges. This results partly

from an attempt to design additional flexibility into the test
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circuit and partly because the wider ranges are simpler to

implement in some cases.



CHAPTER 4
SYNTHESIZER IMPLEMENTATION

Overview

A single-chip, mixed bipolar-CMOS version of the multi¬

loop synthesizer of Chapter 3 was designed and fabricated.

The goal of this exercise was to provide a vehicle for testing

the performance of the multi-loop system. In this chapter,

the implementation of the integrated circuit is described.

The uniqueness of the multi-loop synthesizer presented in

this dissertation is largely in the arrangement of elements

which comprise the system. Most of the circuits used in the

implementation of the system are known. Major exceptions to

this are the frequency summation block and the tunable ring

oscillator. These circuits are discussed in Chapters 5 and 6,

respectively. Other circuits which are original to this work

are identified in the course of the discussion.

Information in this chapter is presented in separate

discussions on the overall structure of the synthesizer IC,

the low-frequency loops (loops 2 and 3), the high-frequency

loop (loop 1), and the control and test functions. Circuits

common to all loops are discussed in the section on the low-

frequency loops.

67
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Structure of the Integrated Circuit

Block Diagram Description

The synthesizer integrated circuit and the multi-loop

synthesizer system are shown in block diagram form in

Figure 4-1. The integrated circuit consists of five blocks:

three PLL frequency synthesizer units (loop 1, loop 2 and loop

3), the Serial-to-Parallel Interface (SPI) , a test multiplexer

and buffer, and an input buffer for the reference signal. A

functional synthesizer system includes the integrated circuit,

an external loop filter and a voltage-controlled oscillator

(VCO). With the exception of supply and ground (not shown),

the only required inputs to the synthesizer system are the

serial programming bus and a reference clock input.

The circuit operates in accordance with the system

description in Chapter 3. Each PLL block in the figure

represents a single loop in the multi-loop synthesizer system.

Loops are cascaded via the offset input ports (OFFI and OFFQ

on loops 1 and 2) . Programming for variable modulus dividers

is facilitated by the SPI, a serial-in, parallel-out shift

register.

Inputs and Outputs

Inputs and outputs of the chip are detailed in Table 4-1.

The table includes all signal ports shown in Figure 4-1 in

addition to the supply and ground ports. The order of the

ports in the table corresponds the physical arrangement of

bond pads on the integrated circuit substrate in counterclock¬

wise order.
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SERIAL BUS

Figure 4-1. Block diagram of the multi-loop synthesizer
implementation.
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Table 4-1. Synthesizer integrated circuit interconnect
definitions.

Node Type Function Limits

GND1 ground ground -- Loop 1

IOUTl output 200 |1A charge pump
output -- Loop 1

0.5V min.
VMULT - 0.5 V max.

VMULT supply high voltage supply
for Loop 1 charge
pump

10.0 V max.

5.0 V min.

CLK input SPI clock input high: Vsup ± 0.5 V
low: ± 0.5 V

CEX input SPI active-low chip
enable

high: Vsup ± 0.5 V
low: ± 0.5 V

DATA input SPI data input high: Vsup ± 0.5 V
low: ± 0.5 V

TESTAX output negative polarity
test output

high-impedance
load only

TESTA output positive polarity
test output

high-impedance
load only

TESTBX output negative polarity
test output

high-impedance
load only

TESTB output positive polarity
test output

high-impedance
load only.

REF input input for system
reference

AC coupled:
200 mVpp
DC coupled:
0V min., SUP3 max.

GND3 ground ground -- Loop 3,
ref. input buffer

SUP3 supply supply -- Loop 3,
ref. input buffer

Vsup: 3.3 to 5.0 V

IOUT3 output switched 25, 50 (iA
charge pump output
-- Loop 3

0.5 V min.
Vsup - 0.5V max.

TUNE3 input VCO tuning port --
Loop 3

Vsup -2.5V min.
Vsup - 0.5V max.

FLTR3 input/
output

integrated loop
filter -- Loop 3

VLN3 supply low-noise supply --

Loop 3
Vsup: 3.3 to 5.0 V
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Table 4-1 -- continued.

Node Type Function Limits

GND2 ground ground -- Loop 2

SUP2 supply supply -- Loop 2 VSUD: 3.3 to 5.0 V

IOUT2 output switched 25, 50 |IA
charge pump output
-- Loop 3

0.5 V min.

Vsup - 0.5V max.

TUNE2 input VCO tuning port --
Loop 2

Vsup - 2.5 V min.
VSUD - 0.5V max.

FLTR2 input/
output

integrated loop
filter -- Loop 2

VLN2 supply low-noise supply --

Loop 2
Vsup: 3.3 to 5.0 V

SUP4 supply supply -- SPI Vsup: 3.3 to 5.0 V

AUXl output SPI buffered output low: 0.0 V

high: Vsup

AUX2 output SPI buffered output low: 0.0 V

high: Vsup

GND4 ground ground -- SPI and
test buffer/mux

SUP1 supply supply -- SPI and
test buffer/mux

Vsup: 3.3 to 5.0 V

IN1X input negative polarity
input -- Loop 1

AC coupled only,
differential:

100 mVpp
unipolar:
bypass or leave
unconnected

INI input positive polarity
input -- Loop 1

AC coupled only,
differential:

100 mVpp
unipolar:

200 mVpp

All voltages in the table are referenced to circuit

ground unless otherwise noted. Ground ports on the chip share

a common voltage (0.0 V). Supplies on the chip except high

voltage supply VMULT share a common voltage Vsup. For inputs
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and supplies, the listed values listed indicate the maximum

allowed range of values to be applied to the port. For

outputs, the limit values represent a guide for successful

usage of the component.

Circuit Design, Signal Routing and Layout Techniques

An attempt was made to be consistent in the use of

design, layout and routing techniques throughout the implemen¬

tation. In the area of circuit design, digital signal-path

and test circuits are implemented using a low voltage (0.13 V

peak-to-peak), fully differential version of emitter-coupled

logic (ECL). Details of this type of design are discussed in

Appendix B. Control circuits are implemented using standard

CMOS logic.

Several techniques are used throughout the design to

minimize parasitic coupling of signals. Coupling though

supply and ground conduction is minimized through the use of

separate supply and ground ports for each loop. In addition,

the VCO and wave-shaping circuits in loops 2 and 3 are

connected to supplies separate from other circuits in the

loops (VLN2 and VLN3). Minimization of signal coupling is

accomplished by the use of the ECL techniques of Appendix B

and fully differential signal routing on virtually all non¬

static signals on the chip.

To reconcile the incompatible goals of testability and

minimization of signal routing, critical signals in the system

are made available for test through the use of buffered multi¬

plexers. A two-level system is employed, with the output
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stage represented by the test buffer and multiplexer block in

Figure 4-1. A second level of buffered multiplexers is

resident in the loop circuits. Accessible circuit nodes and

multiplexer programming are described in the section on

control and test.

Schematic Conventions

Throughout this chapter, circuits are described using

simplified diagrams of the type shown in Figure 4-1. A list

of conventions used in interpreting the schematics is shown in

Figure 4-2. In addition to these conventions, simplifications

typically include the elimination of level-shift structures,

supplies, grounds and bias sources. Detailed circuit schem¬

atics used in mask generation of the IC can be found in

Appendix A.

In the ECL circuits used in this chip, the technique of

gate merging is applied extensively to minimize propagation

delay, power dissipation and circuit area. Merged gates are

indicated in the simplified layout by suffixes on circuit

identifiers of the same name. For example, for a flip-flop

input merged with an AND gate, the flip-flop might be called

12 and the AND gate I2A. Merged gates are discussed in the

description of ECL circuit techniques in Appendix B.

Low-Freauencv Loops

Block diagrams for the low-frequency synthesizer loops 3

and 2 are shown in Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4, respectively.

Each circuit comprises a complete PLL frequency synthesizer,

including VCO, loop filter, loop divider, reference divider,
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SINGLE CONDUCTOR

DIFFERENTIAL-SIGNAL CONDUCTOR
PAIR

MULTI-CONDUCTOR BUS

BOND PAD

-H- MULTIPLEXER-ACCESSED TEST POINT

-A kh CONNECTOR

Figure 4-2. Key for schematic diagram conventions and
symbols.

phase detector and output circuit. The two structures are

identical expect for the image-balanced mixer used to provide

a frequency offset mechanism in loop 2. Loop 3 does not have

an offset mechanism.

The operation of the circuits is consistent with opera¬

tion of PLL type frequency synthesizers. That is, the output

frequency is a function of the frequency applied to the

reference port and the divider modulus values in the system.

For loop 3, the output frequency can be described by

f = f .3_■*-out3 J-ref p '
14-1)

where fouc3 is the output frequency of the system at nodes RF

OUTI and RF OUTQ in Figure 4-3, fref is the frequency of the

signal applied to node REF, and N3, P3 and R3 are the modulus
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Figure 4-3. Block diagram of Loop 3 PLL synthesizer.
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Figure 4-4. Block diagram of Loop 2 PLL synthesizer.
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values for the loop divider, the output divider and the

reference divider, respectively. The loop 2 expression is

similar, but includes an offset term:

f = f .Jkout2 re£ P-R
+ foffset2 1 (4-2;

z^z)

Here, f0ffSet2 is the frequency of the signal applied to the OFFI

and OFFQ ports of the circuit in Figure 4-4.

The diagrams in Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4 have been

simplified to show only signal-path circuits. In addition to

the typical loop components, these include wave-shaping

circuits at the loop outputs and at the input to the image-

balanced mixer in loop 2. These circuits, necessary for

correct offset mechanism operation, are described in detail in

Chapters 5 and 6. Not shown in the diagrams are bias sources

and output multiplexers. These blocks, shown in the detailed

schematics in Appendix A, were omitted from Figure 4-3 and

Figure 4-4 so that the relationships among signal path

circuits could be shown more clearly. Points accessed by the

test multiplexers are shown in the simplified diagrams.

Access to the test points is described in the section on

control and test.

Control of the loop 2 and loop 3 synthesizers is accom¬

plished via the SPI. Control inputs to the blocks in

Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4 are identified by the node name CTL.

The index numbers following the CTL node names are local to

each loop structure and do not correspond to index numbers for

the SPI block in Figure 4-1. Not all control lines for loops
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2 and 3 are shown in Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4. Bias switches

and controls for the test multiplexers are not shown in the

diagrams, but are described in the section of this chapter on

the control and test.

In the remainder of this section, more detailed descrip¬

tions are presented for some key blocks and concepts in the

low-frequency loops. These include the dividers, the phase

detector and the loop filter. The image-balanced multiplier

and the frequency offset operation are described in Chapter 5.

The VCO and wave-shaping circuits are described in Chapter 6.

Reference Divider

The reference divider, shown in Figure 4-5, is a synch¬

ronous ECL counter with modulus selectable between integer

values 4 and 5 via the SPI. As shown in the diagram, the

circuit consists of three D flip-flops II through 13 and two

AND gates I1A and I3A. The arrangement shown in the figure is

commonly used as a first stage in high-speed prescaler

circuits for frequency synthesis applications [26].

In operation, a negative-to-positive polarity transition

is produced at node OUT for each R negative-to-positive of

transitions of the waveform applied to the input node CLK,

where R is the modulus value, selectable between 4 and 5 via

control input SEL5. For logic 0 applied to SEL5, the output

of gate I3A and, therefore, the output Q of flip-flop 13, are

held at logic 0 under all conditions. For this case, flip-

flops II and 12 and gate I1A form a counter with modulus 4.

When SEL5 is assigned logic 1, the output of flip-flop 13
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Figure 4-5. Block diagram of reference divider.

tracks the output of flip-flop 12 with a delay of one cycle of

the input clock. Under this condition, a counter with modulus

5 is created.

The counter is implemented using ECL circuitry of the

type described in Appendix B. The approximate maximum

operating frequency is 80 MHz.

Output Divider

The design of the output divider is constrained by system

requirements for power of 2 programmability and for dual

outputs separated by 1/4 cycle time delay. The circuit used

to realize these requirements is shown in Figure 4-6. To the

author's knowledge, this circuit is original to the study

presented here.

The structure and operation of the circuit can be seen

from Figure 4-6. The circuit consists of six flip-flops and

three multiplexers, with the flip-flops arranged in three

cascaded, synchronous stages. Flip-flops II and 12 and
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Figure 4-6. Block diagram of the output divider.
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multiplexer I1A form the input stage of the counter, a

programmable stage with modulus selectable between 2 and 4

depending on the state of control bit CTL(2) . The output Q of

flip-flop 12 provides the clock for the second stage, a fixed

modulus-four stage comprised of flip-flops 13 and 14.

Similarly, this stage clocks the final stage, a fixed modulus-

four stage comprised of flip-flops 15 and 16. Multiplexers 17

and 18, controlled by bits CTL(O) and CTL(l), provide power-

of-two scaling for the circuit outputs.

The key features of the divider, power of 2 program¬

mability and dual outputs with 1/4 period separation, are

produced by the combined actions of the cascaded divide by 4

stage configuration and the dual output multiplexers. The 1/4

period separation of the outputs is demonstrated in the timing

diagram of Figure 4-7 for the modulus 4 case. The time

separation is produced as a property of the divide by 4

structure. Power of 2 programmability is achieved by manipu¬

lating the choice of stage outputs using the multiplexers.
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For multiplexer IlA set for first divider stage divide by 2

operation, total divider values of either 8 and 32 are

achieved. If the second stage (13 and 14) outputs are

selected by the output multiplexers 17 and 18, a modulus of 8

results. Selection of third stage (15 and 16) outputs results

in a modulus of 32. In similar manner, modulus values of 4,

16 and 64 can be produced if the first stage modulus is set to

4.

The required maximum operating frequency for the output

divider is approximately 60 MHz. The estimated maximum

operating frequency, based on analog simulation of the

circuit, is on order of 150 MHz.

Loop Divider

The system requirement for the loop divider block is for

full programmability over a multi-octave range with fractional

step size. In addition, the circuit is required to operate at

relatively high frequencies and must be suitable for implemen¬

tation using the ECL techniques described in Appendix B. An

approach uniquely suited to the loop divider requirements is

the asynchronous feedback counter [27] . The circuit is

shown in Figure 4-8.

Loop divider step size and range requirements. Step size

and range requirements for the loop divider are defined by

system requirements. For circuits in loops 2 and 3, the

minimum step size is 0.25. The maximum required range of 7.5

to 16.5 occurs for the loop 2 circuit in a three-loop system.
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These requirements are exceeded in the design of Figure 4-8,

where the modulus range is 4 to 32 with a minimum of step size

of 0.125.

Loop divider structure and operation. The circuit can be

described from the simplified diagram of Figure 4-8. It is

comprised of a programmable input stage II driving a cascaded

series of toggle-connected flip-flops (13, 15, 17, 19 and

Ill). A series of feedback gates (12, 14, 16, 18 and 110)

manipulate the signal at feedback port FBK of II based on the

states of the flip-flops. Output multiplexer 116 facilitates

selection of the divider output from among several ports in

the flip-flop chain.

In operation, the toggle-connected flip-flop string

performs dual roles as a power of 2 counter and as a sequencer

for controlling II, the first stage of the divide by 4 to 8

block. The first stage can be programmed to produce a divider

modulus between 4 and 8 as a function of block programming

inputs CTLO and CTL1 and feedback input FBK as shown in

Table 4-2.1 As seen in the table, for a given set of values

for CTLO and CTL1, the II block can be treated as a dual¬

modulus counter. In this interpretation, the role of FBK is

to modify the modulus by one count, either up or down depend¬

ing on the initial modulus. In the divider of Figure 4-8, the

Control line notation is complicated. Nodes CTLOX and
CTL1X in the table are inverted versions of lines CTLO and
CTL1 shown in II. The inversion is necessary to demonstrate
the Grey code relationship in the table. Lines CTLO and CTL1
on II correspond to control lines CTL(3) and CTL(2), respec¬
tively, in the loop divider schematic.
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value of FBK on II at an instance in time is determined by the

states of flip-flops 13, 15, 17, 19 and Ill and by the states

of programming lines CTL(4) through CTL(9). An average

modulus for counter block II and for the entire counter can be

found by integrating the instantaneous modulus over an integer

number of cycles of operation.

Table 4-2. Divide-by-four-to-eight programming.

CTLOX CTL1X FBK Modulus

0 0 0 4

0 0 1 5

0 1 1 5

0 1 0 6

1 1 0 6

1 1 1 7

1 0 1 7

1 0 0 8

Fractional division operation of the counter is facili¬

tated by the inherent power of 2 relationship of the divider

chain (13, 15, 17, 19 and Ill) and by multiplexer 116. For a

counter output taken at the output of Ill, the counter modulus

is programmable over the range 128 to 256 with step size equal

to unity. If the output node is designated at a different

point in the divider chain, both the divider modulus value and

the step size are reduced by the factor 21, where I is the

number of flip flops in the chain between the designated

output node and the output if Ill. For example, an output

designated as the output of flip-flop 15 results in a modulus

range of 16 to 32 with a step size of 0.125. Multiplexer 116
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facilitates selection of the output node from among outputs of

II, 13 and 15. This allows adjustment of modulus range and

step size.

Three features of the circuit of Figure 4-8 make it well

suited to synthesizer applications. First, all gates in the

circuit have low fan-in, facilitating implementation using ECL

techniques. For comparison, the maximum fan-in in a synchro¬

nous counter is equal to the number of flip-flops in the

circuit.

A second advantage of the counter architecture is that

while the circuit is asynchronous, the maximum clock frequency

for any flip-flop in the circuit approaches the toggle speed

of the flip-flop. This is a result of the design of the flip-

flop and feedback networks, where the output of each stage of

the feedback network is synchronized by its corresponding

flip-flop. This approach is advantageous for high-frequency

or low-power design, since only the high speed stage II

requires low propagation delay circuits. The flip-flop and

feedback networks tolerate longer propagation delay and can

be implemented using structures with relatively high propaga¬

tion delay and low power dissipation.

A third advantage of the asynchronous feedback counter is

built-in fractional division operation. Using this feature,

the fractional division requirement of Chapter 3 can ' be

satisfied.

The divider of Figure 4-8 is somewhat simplified compared

to the actual circuit in Appendix A. In the actual circuit,
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the flip-flops are configured as cascaded divide by 4 stages

instead of toggle stages as shown in Figure 4-8. The divide

by 4 stages in the actual circuit, configured so that logic

state progressions are identical to those of toggle stages,

were designed to minimize power dissipation through reduction

in the number of required level shifts. The toggle stages are

shown in Figure 4-8 to provide a clearer explanation of

circuit function.

Divide by 4 to 8 structure and operation. The divide by

4 to 8 is shown in Figure 4-9. From the simplified diagram,

the circuit consists of three synchronously-connected flip-

flops (14, 15 and 17) and several gates. As in previous
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discussions, gates with the same identifiers but different

suffixes are implemented as merged structures.

The circuit shown in Figure 4-9 evolved from a program¬

mable divider with modulus selectable between 2 and 4 as a

function of CTLl and a feedback node which enabled operation

with modulus 3. Flip-flops 14 and 15 and gates II, I1A, 12,

13, I3A and I4A formed this structure. In the original

arrangement, the feedback node was at the outputs of I1B and

I3B in the circuit of Figure 4-9.

Operation with modulus values in the range 4 to 8 is

achieved with the addition of flip-flop 17 and gates I1B, I1C,

I3B, I3C, 16 and I6A. The additional blocks are arranged to

operate as a synchronous version of the toggle flip-flop and

feedback structure of the circuit in Figure 4-8. Programming

for the stage is described in Table 4-2.

Loop divider programming. Programming of the loop

divider is a two step process, requiring calculation of the

correct feedback coefficients (CTL(2) through CTL(9)) and

scaling factor (CTL(O) and CTL(l)). The scaling factor is the

value by which the desired modulus must be divided to place it

in range of the base modulus range of the divider. The base

range is defined here as the range of possible modulus values

if the output is taken from the final flip-flop in the chain

(Ill in Figure 4-8). For the divider of Figure 4-8, the base

range is 128 to 256. The scaling factor, reflecting the

action of the output multiplexer 116 in the circuit, is

programmed according to Table 4-3.
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Table 4-3. Loop divider scaling factors -- loops 2, 3.

CTL(0) CTL(1) Scaling Factor

0 0 test mode

0 1 0.03125

1 0 0.0625

1 1 0.125

Feedback coefficients CTL(2) through CTL(9) assign

divider modulus according to a Grey code. A partial table of

feedback coefficients and their corresponding modulus values

is shown in Table 4-4. The modulus values in the table refer

to the base modulus of the counter, found by dividing the

desired modulus value by the scaling factor found in the first

part of the calculation. Because of the control line naming

convention in the circuit design, it is necessary to invert

bits CTL (2) and CTL(3) to maintain the Grey code. This

inversion is noted by an X suffix on those lines in the table.

Programming of the counter can be best understood through

an example. Consider the case where the desired modulus value

of a counter is 8.25. The scaling factor for this case is

.0625, resulting in a base modulus of 133. From Table 4-3,

values of 1 and 0 for scaling coefficients CTL(O) CTL(l),

respectively. The base modulus value corresponds to lines 9

and 10 of Table 4-4, resulting in feedback coefficient words

00001101 and 00001111 for bits CTL(2)X, CTL(3)X, CTL(4)

CTL(5), CTL(6), CTL(7), CTL(8) and CTL(9). TWo correct

programming words result from each programming calculation, a

result of the design of the first stage of the counter.
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Table 4-4. Partial look-up table for loop divider feed¬
back coefficients -- Loops 2 and 3.

Line CTL
(2)
X

CTL
(3)
X

CTL

(4)
CTL

(5)
CTL
(6)

CTL

(7)
CTL

(8)
CTL
(9)

Base
Mod¬
ulus

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 128
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 129
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 129
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 130
4 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 130
5 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 131
6 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 131
7 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 132
8 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 132
9 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 133
10 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 133
11 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 134

253 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 255
254 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 255
255 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 256

Cycle
Lngth

512 256 128 64 32 16 8 4

The complete version of Table 4-4 would be unwieldy,

containing 256 lines. A more practical approach to assignment

of feedback coefficients is through the use of an algorithm.

One such algorithm, based on the periodicity of the columns in

Table 4-4, is shown in flow chart form in Figure 4-10. For

the counter of Figure 4-8, the number of coefficients N is

equal to 8 (CTL(2) through CTL(9)). The minimum base modulus

MMIN is 128. The only other required input is the desired

base modulus M.

Phase Detector

The phase detector block combines the basic phase-

frequency detector logic described in [5, p. 115] with a high-

impedance charge pump. The approach is one of many which have
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Figure 4-10. Flowchart of feedback coefficient algorithm.
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appeared in literature and in products in recent years. It

was chosen because it can be completely integrated, it has

inherent frequency steering, and the noise output is inher¬

ently low. These advantages are demonstrated later in this

section.

Figure 4-11. Block diagram of phase detector.

The circuit, shown in Figure 4-11, includes a logic

section and a charge pump. The logic section is comprised of

two resetable D flip-flops II and 12 and an AND gate 13. The

charge pump 14, shown in symbolic form in the figure, is a

switchable current source with separate enable and control

inputs.

In operation, the charge pump is controlled by the logic

circuit and by enable inputs ENH and EN (control lines CTL(l)
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and CTL(2) in Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4) . When the applicable

enables are at logic 1, a logic 1 at a flip-flop Q output

causes non-zero output current to flow from charge pump output

IOUT. A logic one at flip-flop II causes the charge pump to

source current, while a logic 1 at 12 causes the circuit to

sink current. When flip-flop outputs are simultaneously high

or low, the net charge pump output is 0.

The enable lines in the charge pump allow the charge pump

current to be adjusted to either of two values, and contribute

to system testability. When EN is set high and ENH is set

low, the on state output current is 25 (lA. Setting EN and ENH

high simultaneously produces an output current of 50 (J.A.

Output current is disabled for EN low. Two values of output

current are necessary to insure that stability is maintained

in the PLL over the entire operating frequency range.

The phase detection operation of the detector is accom¬

plished in the logic portion of the circuit. The quantity

measured is actually not phase but the difference in time

between rising edges of signals applied to the UP and DOWN

inputs. Beginning with the condition where both flip-flop Q

outputs are at logic 0, a rising edge on the UP node sets

output Q of II to logic 1 and enables the up, or source, side

of the charge pump. Conversely, a leading edge on node DOWN

sets Q of 12 to logic 1 and enables the down, or sink, side of

the charge pump. The condition where Q outputs of II and 12

are simultaneously high is transient, leading to an asynchro¬

nous reset of both flip-flops via gate 13.
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A transfer curve of output current versus phase (or time)

error can be developed based on the amount of charge released

by the circuit in a cycle of the input. This curve is shown
in Figure 4-12. In the figure, the output current is the

average output current over a cycle, where a cycle is defined

on one of the periodic inputs applied to the phase detector

input ports, say the one at port UP. Linear phase detection

is demonstrated for a phase difference at port UP with

reference to port DOWN of between -2k and 2k radians. In this

region, the average current varies linearly between -I and I

with phase difference, where I is the magnitude of the charge

pump current. Outside of the -2k to 271 region, the relation¬

ship between phase error and output current is not linear.

However, the sign of the phase error matches the sign of the

output current for all values of phase error. A phase

detector that exhibits this characteristic is said to exhibit

"frequency steering."
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An advantage of the phase-frequency detector is that it

is inherently low in noise. This follows from Figure 4-12,

where it can be seen that output current 0 is produced for 0

phase error -- the in-lock condition. From Figure 4-11 and

the discussion on phase detector operation, the charge pump is

disabled in this condition. Ideally, switched current sources

in the charge pump output stage are disabled for the entire

cycle, producing no output current and no noise. In practice,

delay in the logic portion of the circuit produces a region in

time where the charge pump current sources are on even with

phase error equal to 0. For the implementation in this study

the on time is on the order of 5 nS, a small fraction of the

total cycle of 300 to 400 nS. The issue of charge pump noise

and its effect on the system is addressed in Chapter 7.

Loop Filter and Loop Dynamics

A lumped-element, passive loop filter is integrated on

the IC substrate for each of the two low-frequency loops. The

loops may be operated with the integrated filters or with

discrete filters external to the chip. An integrated filter

and its interconnect on the integrated circuit are shown in

Figure 4-13. For a discrete filter, only pads IOUT and FLTR

are connected. Pad labels in the figure apply to both Loop 2

(IOUT2, FLTR2 and TUNE2) and loop 3 (IOUT3, FLTR3 and TUNE3) .

The configuration for the integrated filter is shown in

Figure 4-13. The filter is a transimpedance filter of second

order, with poles at 0 and at l/R-^. A zero is located at

1/RjCi. Component values are
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Figure 4-13. Loop filter structure and interconnect.

Ci = 210 pF,
C2 = 21 pF,
Rx = 12500 ohms,

resulting in a filter pole at 2jp 600*103 radians/sec and a

zero at 27p60'103 radians/sec. Component values were selected

for a nominal loop unity gain frequency of 200 kHz according

to guidelines established in Chapter 3. Assumptions used in

setting component values are

VCO tuning gain K0: 25 MHz/V,
loop reference frequency: 3.2 MHz,
VCO operating frequency: 43 MHz,
phase detector output current: 50 fiA.

Output Loop

The loop 1 PLL circuits on the synthesizer integrated

circuit comprise the offset, loop divide and phase detector

portions of a PLL synthesizer with offset. Off-chip VCO and

loop filter circuits are required to complete the PLL as shown

in Figure 4-1. The split design is the result of requirements
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Figure 4-14. Block diagram of Loop 1 on-chip circuitry.

for flexibility in output frequency and for a high degree of

spectral purity in the VCO output signal. In this section,

the design and operation of the on-chip portion of the loop is

described.

The block diagram for loop 1 is shown in Figure 4-14.

The circuit consists of four blocks: a quadrature generator

II, an image-balanced multiplier 12, a loop divider 13 and a
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phase detector 14. A single output, the phase detector output

current at node IOUT, is produced by the circuit. Inputs

include a unipolar high-frequency input at port IN, differen¬

tial, quadrature, offset inputs (OFFI, OFFQ), a high voltage

supply VMULT, and 16 control bits (CTL(O) through CTL(15)).

Of the 16 control inputs, 14 are shown in the figure. Not

shown are the block enable CTL(12) and test port enable

CTL(15).

In operation, the circuit generates differential,

quadrature versions of an input signal applied at node IN,

offsets the frequency of the input signal by the frequency of

the signal applied at the offset nodes OFFI and OFFQ, fre¬

quency divides the modified signal by a programmed value, and

phase-compares it to a reference signal applied at REF. The

result is an output current whose average value over a cycle

of the reference signal is proportional to the difference in

phase between the reference signal and the processed input

signal. Steps in this operation are described in more detail

below in separate sections on the quadrature generator, loop

divider and phase detector. The operation of the image-

balanced mixer is discussed in Chapter 5.

Output loop circuits are designed to operate over a wide

range of frequencies. In a working system, the frequency

range of operation typically is limited to a few tens of

megahertz by the tuning range of the VCO. The on-chip

circuits are designed to operate at least over the range 200

to 800 MHz. Prediction of operating frequency limits,
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particularly at the high end of the range, is difficult. High

frequency limitations are based directly on device perfor¬

mance. The accuracy at high frequencies of models used in

this design is not known at the time of this writing.

Quadrature Generator

The image-balanced multipliers used in the frequency

offset circuits throughout the system require inputs in the

form of differential pairs of quadrature signals. For signals

produced by the low-frequency loop VCO circuits or by inter¬

stage dividers, the quadrature relationship is inherent in the

structure of the circuits. However, the output loop high-

frequency input is a single unipolar or differential signal.

Quadrature waveforms must be generated. The generation of

these signals is the role of the quadrature generator circuit.

Throughout this section, the term quadrature will be used

in a rather broad context. By strict definition, the term

applies only to pairs of sinusoidal signals. A quadrature

relationship between sinusoids implies that the waveforms are

separated in phase by 90 degrees, or in time by 1/4 period of

the waveform. In this section, the term quadrature is also

applied to non-sinusoidal, periodic signals. In this broader

definition, periodic waveforms with substantially identical

shapes are said to be in quadrature if the waveforms are

separated in time by 1/4 period.

The quadrature generator circuit is shown in simplified

form in Figure 4-15. The circuit consists of a tunable all¬

pass bridge network with output phase forced to quadrature by
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a PLL employing an exclusive-or type phase detector. This

approach to quadrature signal generation was first presented

in [28] . The method used in this dissertation is an

adaptation of an improved version of the circuit developed at

Motorola, Incorporated.2

Figure 4-15. Block diagram of quadrature generator circuit.

The key component in the quadrature generator is the

tunable bridge circuit shown in Figure 4-16. The circuit

consists of a current-source biased diff-amp (Rl, R2, QN1 and

QN2) driving a resistor-capacitor bridge (Cl, C2, MP2 and

MP2) . Tunability is achieved through the implementation of

resistor elements in the bridge with p-channel MOSFET devices

operating in the linear region. The circuit is excited by a

differential signal applied between nodes IN and INX.

2Patent applications were filed in January, 1990,
claiming improvements to the Chadwick circuit. Inventors are
Mark F. Hilbert, Joseph P. Heck and Steve Gillig. All are
employed by Motorola, Incorporated.
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Figure 4-16. All-pass phase-shift bridge circuit.

Differential output signals components are taken between OUTI

and OUTIX for the in-phase component and between OUTQ and

OUTQX for quadrature component.

In operation, the bridge circuit can produce 90 degree

phase shift for signals with frequencies as high as 800 MHz.

In the absence of parasitic capacitance and loading, the

voltage gain of the circuit is constant over all frequencies

for any tuning condition. In practice, parasitics and loading

limit the frequency response of the bridge and cause a

difference between the shapes of the waveforms at the incident
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and quadrature outputs of the bridge circuit. To mitigate the

effects of the different waveform shapes, limiting amplifiers

(13 and 14 in Figure 4-15) are employed at the bridge outputs.

The waveforms at the limiter outputs tend to match more

closely than those at the bridge outputs.

The control of phase difference between in-phase and

quadrature outputs of the bridge is provided by an exclusive-

or based phase detector 15. The exclusive-or detector is well

suited to this application. It can be implemented for

differential signals using a Gilbert-cell structure. As a

digital structure, it works well on clipped inputs. Most

importantly, the zero-point for the exclusive-or error signal

occurs for 90 degrees phase offset between inputs [5, p. 103] .

Thus, phase lock occurs at quadrature.

In the implementation of Figure 4-15, the phase detector

output is high impedance. A simple integrator loop filter is

formed by the high impedance output and capacitor Cl. The

resulting PLL is of type 1 (a single pole in the transfer

function of the open-loop system) with the unity gain frequen¬

cy on order of 1.0 MHz.

The combination of an integrating filter and a wide unity

gain bandwidth was a poor design choice which results in an

unacceptably high level of phase noise modulated onto the

quadrature outputs of the circuit. As discussed in Chapter 7,

this noise dominates the output spectrum of the system. The

problem could be corrected by placing a resistor in parallel

with Cl limit the low frequency gain of the system and lower
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the impedance seen at the phase detector output. This

correction cannot corrected on the existing IC substrate

because the phase detector output is not pinned-out; that is,

the point is not accessible. Funding was not available to

produce a new version of the IC to repair the problem.

In addition to the above mentioned design error, there

are two potentially serious limitations in the design of the

quadrature generator circuit. First, buffers II, 13 and 14

are limited in frequency response by the same mechanisms which

distort the amplitude response of the bridge circuit. Thus,

the behavior of the circuits as amplitude limiters is not

ideal. This can result in differences in amplitude and shape

between quadrature and in-phase outputs of the quadrature

generator circuit. In tests conducted on actual circuits, no

performance problems were noted with regard to this limita¬

tion. There is a benefit derived from the limitations on

diff-amp performance. Because the output waveforms are not

square waves but, instead, have finite slopes, no wave shaping

is needed to limit slopes at the image-balanced multiplier

input. This will be discussed further in Chapter 5.

A second limitation of the quadrature generator is that

the circuit is sensitive to duty cycle. Any variation from

50% duty cycle for the input waveform will cause error in the

quadrature characteristics of the block output. This was not

a problem in evaluating the system performance of the synthe¬

sizer. In these tests, the circuit was driven with a signal

generator with substantially 50% duty cycle.
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Loop Divider

The loop divider is an asynchronous feedback counter

similar to the one shown for loops 2 and 3 in Figure 4-8. In

structure, the only differences between the loop 1 divider and

the circuit used in loops 2 and 3 are in the number of stages

and in the positioning of the multiplexer. The loop 1 divider

consists of a divide-by-four-to-eight stage followed by seven

toggle stages. The multiplexer interconnect is to the first

three toggle stage outputs. This results in a counter with

base modulus 512 to 1024, actual modulus 8 to 64, and minimum

step size no larger than 0.0625. In addition to the struc¬

tural differences, the loop 1 divider is biased for higher

frequency operation than its counterparts in loops 2 and 3.

The circuit is designed for operation to 900 MHz. Bias

settings and other details are shown in the detailed schematic

for the circuit in Appendix A under the title DBNH.

Table 4-5. Loop divider scaling factors -- loop 1.

CTL(0) CTL(1) Scaling Factor

0 0 test mode

0 1 0.015625

1 0 0.03125

1 1 0.0625

The programming word for the counter consists of twelve

bits CTL(0) through CTL(ll). The longer word length for the

loop 1 counter compared to the circuit of loops 2 and 3

reflects the larger number of toggle stages. Determination of

values for the control bits is achieved in the same manner as
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in loops 2 and 3. Scaling coefficients CTL(O) and CTL(l) are

found from Table 4-5. Determination of feedback coefficients

is accomplished using the algorithm of Figure 4-10. For the

loop 1 counter, the minimum base modulus MMIN is 512. The

number of feedback control bits N is 10 (CTL(2) through

CTL(ll)).

Phase Detector

The phase detector is similar the phase detector of loops

2 and 3. The circuit comprises a phase-frequency detector

with a high-impedance charge pump output stage. As in the

circuit of loops 2 and 3, the detector measures time differ¬

ence between signals applied to nodes UP and DOWN. A single

output IOUT produces an output current whose average value

over a cycle of an input signal is proportional to the phase

difference between input signals.

Differences between the loop 1 phase detector and its

counterparts in loops 2 and 3 are a result of specialized

requirements of the interface between the loop 1 circuit and

the off-chip loop filter and VCO. The output current (2 00 HA)

is high to facilitate a low-impedance filter for reduced

thermal noise in the filter. The current is set to a single

value because of the narrower percentage tuning range required

in loop 1 compared to loops 2 and 3. A special high-voltage

supply (VMULT in Figure 4-14 -- +5.0 to +10.0 VDC with respect

to circuit ground) sets the high voltage rail of the charge

pump output, facilitating a wider tuning voltage range for the

off-chip output VCO. A single enable line (CTL(12) in the
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loop 1 control word) enables the phase detector and other

blocks in loop 1.

Control and Test Functions

Serial-to Parallel Interface

The role of the SPI in the synthesizer system is to

facilitate control of the many dividers, enables and test

structures. The SPI operates on a three-line format with

inputs DATA, CLK and CEX manipulated as shown in Figure 4-17.

Operation is initiated by a high-to-low transition on enable

line CEX. The binary input signal on line DATA is changed on

falling edges of the signal at clock input CLK and shifted

into the SPI on the rising edges. Bits are latched into the

register and programming is effected on the rising edge of

CEX.

The implementation of the SPI is shown in Figure 4-18.

Unlike other circuits in the system, the SPI is implemented

using standard CMOS logic. As shown in the simplified



Figure 4-18. Block diagram of the serial-to-parallel interface.
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diagram, the circuit consists a 68-bit edge-triggered shift-

register with level-triggered latches at the register outputs.

The register is clocked via the CLK input. Latches store for

low CEX and load for high CEX. A high condition on CEX also

disables inputs at CLK. Data is shifted serially through the

register from input DATA. Outputs include 66 control outputs

CTL(l) through CTL(66) , and two buffered outputs AUX1 and AUX2

for control of off-chip functions.

Bit assignments are shown in Table 4-6. The order of the

assignments is based on the physical layout of the integrated

circuit.

Table 4-7. Test output multiplexer control bit definitions.

CTL
(4)

CTL
(3)

CTL
(2)

CTL
(1)

CTL
(0)

Function

X X X X 0 Test buffer/mux structure
disabled.

X X 0 0 1 Test buffer/mux structure
enabled. TESTA not con¬

nected to input.

X X 0 1 0 TESTA accesses Loop 1

X X 1 0 1 TESTA accesses Loop 2.

X X 1 1 1 TESTA accesses Loop 3.

0 0 X X 1 Test mux/buffer structure
enabled. TESTB not con¬

nected to input.

0 1 X X 1 TESTB accesses Loop 1.

1 0 X X 1 TESTB accesses Loop 2.

1 1 X X 1 TESTB accesses Loop 3.

Test Outputs

Fourteen of the bits in the SPI are used to control a

network of buffered multiplexers which provide test access to
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Table 4-6. SPI bit assignments.

SPI CTL BLK CTL Function
Line # Line #

test mux

1 0 block enable
3:2 2:1 TESTA control bits
5:4 4:3 TESTB control bits

6 input block enable
buffer

Loop 3
7 0 reference divide -- select modulus 5
8 1 phase detector -- high current enable
9 2 block enable
10:19 12:3 loop divide control bits 9:0
20 13 VCO enable
22:21 15:14 output divide -- MUX control bits
23 16 output divide -- 1st stage modulus 4
25:24 18:17 test output A control bits
27:26 20:19 test output B control bits

Loop 2
28 0 reference divide -- select modulus 5
29 1 phase detector -- high current enable
30 2 block enable
31 3 image-balanced multiplier -- sum
32 4 image-balanced multiplier -- zero
42:33 14:5 loop divide control bits 9:0
43 15 VCO enable
45:44 17:16 output divide -- MUX control bits
46 18 output divide -- 1st stage modulus 4
48:47 20:19 test output A control bits
50:49 22:21 test output B control bits

Loop 1
62:51 11:0 loop divide control bits 1:0
63 12 block enable
64 13 image-balanced multiplier -- sum
65 14 image-balanced multiplier -- zero
66 15 test output A enable

67 SPI buffered output AUX1
68 SPI buffered output AUX2

various nodes internal to the chip. The control bits manipu¬

late a two-level set of multiplexers. Referring to bits as

labeled on the SPI block, bits CTL(O) through CTL(4) select

the loop to be accessed. Bit assignments for this level are
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shown in Table 4-7. A second level of multiplexing is

resident in each of the three loop structures in the chip.

These multiplexers are controlled by separate control lines

for each loop. For loop 1, only a single test point is

present. That point is accessed via test enable line CTL(66) .

Assignments for loops 2 and 3 are shown in Table 4-8 and

Table 4-9, respectively.

Table 4-8. Loop 2 test bit assignments.

CTL
(50)

CTL
(49)

CTL
(48)

CTL
(47)

Function

X X 0 0 TESTA disabled.

X X 0 1 TESTA accesses multiplier
output.

X X 1 0 TESTA accesses VCO.

X X 1 1 TESTA access reference
divide output.

0 0 X X TESTB disabled.

0 1 X X TESTB accesses loop
divide output.

1 0 X X TESTB accesses VCO.

1 1 X X TESTB accesses output
divide output.

Obviously, the number of combinations possible in the 14

test bits far exceeds the number of accessed nodes. The extra

bits are used to allow multiple switches at different loca¬

tions between a tested signal node and the test output bond

pad. This allows routing of test signals to be minimized.

Also, if spurious coupling occurs during test, the extra

switches may help to isolate the location of the coupling.
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Table 4-9. Loop 3 test bit assignments.

CTL
(27)

CTL
(26)

CTL

(25)
CTL
(24)

Function

X X 0 0 TESTA disabled.

X X 0 1 TESTA loop divide input.

X X 1 0 TESTA output divide out¬
put .

X X 1 1 TESTA access reference
divide output.

0 0 X X TESTB disabled.

0 1 X X TESTB accesses loop
divide output.

1 0 X X TESTB accesses VCO.

1 1 X X TESTB accesses output
divide output.



CHAPTER 5
FREQUENCY SUMMATION MECHANISM

Overview

Realization of a reliable frequency summation mechanism

is critical to the implementation of the multi-loop synth¬

esizer. The role of the frequency summation block is to

produce an output whose fundamental frequency is the sum (or

difference) of the frequencies of signals applied at its

inputs. In this chapter, an approach is developed for

producing the frequency summation operation in an integrated

circuit environment. The approach is based on the use of two

multiplier blocks in an image-balanced arrangement. To the

author's knowledge, this dissertation represents the first

application of this circuit in a frequency synthesizer. Also

unique to this study is the time-domain analysis of image-

balanced multiplier operation for non-sinusoidal input

waveforms which is presented in this chapter.

While the frequency summation techniques of this chapter

are unique, their basis is in concepts widely used in communi¬

cations circuits. The requirement for a frequency summation

operation is demonstrated in sum-and-divide direct frequency

synthesis [5], [6]. Image-balanced multipliers have not been

applied in frequency synthesis, but are seen in single¬

sideband signal generation [29, p. 272] and in baseband

112
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receivers for FM signals.1 The uniqueness of the work

presented here is in the context in which the circuit is

applied and in the supporting analysis.

In the remainder of this chapter, the analysis and design

of a fully integrated frequency summation block is presented.

The discussion is divided into three sections. , In the first,

the frequency summation operation is described and the image-

balanced multiplier is analyzed for sinusoidal inputs. In the

second section, the analysis of the image-balanced multiplier

is expanded to include a class of non-sinusoidal inputs.

Implementation of the frequency multiplier is described in the

third section.

Frequency Summation of Sinusoidal Signals

Typical circuit implementations of a frequency summation

operator are based on time-domain multiplication of signals.

Using a trigonometric sum-product identity, it can be seen

that a multiplication operation on sinusoids produces freq¬

uency sum and difference terms:

X1(t)*X2(t) = COS (Ci)1t) -cos (G)2t)
(5-1)

= -~[COS [ ((Dj-W.,) t] + COS [ (O1+0)2) t]].

xIn work not yet published, a baseband receiver employing
fully integrated double-balanced multipliers was designed by
Joseph P. Heck of Motorola, Incorporated. The circuits used
are physically similar to those used in this dissertation.
Analysis of the circuits focused on frequency domain charac¬
teristics of the multiplier outputs. Time domain analysis was
not performed.
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Because both sum and difference terms are present in the

multiplier output, multiplication alone is not sufficient to

produce a frequency summation operation. Two techniques,

filtering and phasing, traditionally have been applied to

remove the unwanted sum or difference term [29, p. 273] .

In filtering, a bandpass filter is employed to block the

unwanted multiplier output component. This technique has been

applied in sum-and-divide direct synthesis and in discrete

implementations of multi-loop synthesizers. However, it is

poorly suited to the integrated circuit environment because of

the difficulty in realizing integrated high-frequency bandpass

filters.

The phasing approach is utilized in this study. In

phasing, multiplication operations are performed on two sets

of quadrature input signals. The two products are summed,

producing cancellation of one of the two frequency products.

This approach is well suited to the integrated circuit

environment of this study, where the matching properties of

the integrated circuit medium can be utilized for accurate

quadrature signal generation and amplitude cancellation. The

limitation of the approach is that the amount of amplitude

reduction which can be achieved on the unwanted product term

is limited to 20 to 40 dB by circuit non-idealities. Addi¬

tional filtering in some form is required to achieve typical

frequency synthesizer spurious requirements of -80 dBc. In

the multi-loop synthesizer described in this dissertation,
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filter characteristics of the synthesizer loops provide the

extra attenuation of unwanted terms.

The phasing operation can be easily demonstrated for the

case where the multiplication operations are performed on

sinusoids. Under this limitation, the first product, the

incident product, can be described by (5-1) . The second

product, the quadrature product, is generated by inputs

shifted 90 degrees with respect to the incident product

inputs. This product can be described as follows:

(t) -£2 (t) = cos|o1t +
= sin(o1t)-sin(o)2t) (5-2)

= -±-[COS [ ( &>! —ti>2 ) t] - COS [ («i+COj) t] ] .

When the expressions in (5-1) and (5-2) are summed, the

summation frequency term is canceled, leaving only the

difference frequency term:

xQ(t) =x1(t)<x2(t) + (t) *£2 (t) = cos [ t] . (5-3)

The result in (5-3) is demonstrated graphically in

Figure 5-1.2 As demonstrated in both the equation and the

waveform plot, the operation performed is actually subtraction

of the two input frequencies. Addition could be achieved by

one of several manipulations, such as reversing the sign of

the applied phase shift in the quadrature input waveforms in

2A11 waveform plots in this chapter were generated using
GRAFTOOL™, Version 3.3. The program is a graphical analysis
product of 3-D Visions Corporation of Redondo Beach,
California. All output waveform plots, such as the sum and
product terms in Figure 1 were generated from input waveforms
by mathematical operation within GRAFTOOL™.
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(5-2) . Due to the development of the system design in Chapter

3 in terms of subtraction, all discussion in this chapter

focuses on subtraction of input frequencies. The term

"frequency summation" is used to describe this operation.

Figure 5-2. Block diagram of image-balanced multiplier.

The circuit used to implement the phasing approach to

frequency summation is the image-balanced multiplier. This

circuit, shown in block diagram form in Figure 5-2 and

described in [30], consists of two multipliers with outputs

coupled to a common system output via a summing circuit.

Inputs to the mixer stages are identical except that for one

of the two stages, the inputs are shifted by 1/4 cycle with

respect to the inputs to the other stage. Signals at the

inputs to the two multipliers are said to be in quadrature.
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In Figure 5-2, the shifting operations are accomplished

with 1/4 cycle time shifts rather with phase shifts as shown

in (5-2). For the sinusoidal inputs used in this discussion,

the two operations are identical. The distinction will become

important in the next section, where non-sinusoidal inputs are

used.

Symmetrical Clipping of Multiplier Inputs

In this section, the analysis of the image-balanced

multiplier is expanded to include a suitable class of non-

sinusoidal inputs. The result of the analysis in this section

is a set of conditions for multiplier inputs such that the

ideal image-balanced multiplier functions as a frequency

summation operator. A further goal is to insure that the

limitations placed on inputs can be approximated in the

integrated circuit environment.

The analysis in this section is conducted using symmetri¬

cally-clipped sinusoids as the multiplier input waveforms.

This choice of inputs is advantageous because addition,

multiplication and derivation operations on these waveforms

are well-defined and relatively easy to manipulate. In the

actual design of the circuit in the next section, triangular

waveforms distorted by a hyperbolic tangent nonlinearity are

used. These waveforms are easier to generate in the IC

environment. The distorted triangular waveforms provide a

reasonable approximation to the symmetrically-clipped sinu¬

soids. This is shown in later in the chapter.
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Structure of Input Waveforms

All multiplier input waveforms for the analysis are

represented by symmetrically-clipped sinusoids of the type

shown in Figure 5-3. The waveform can be described by

x (t) = Acos (cot) , -1 < Acos (cot) <1,
= 1, Acos(ot) i 1, (5-4)
= -l, Acos (cot) ¿ -1,

where positive real number A is the amplitude of the un¬

dipped sinusoid and co is the radian frequency. By convention

in this analysis, the clipping amplitude is unity. For A less

than unity, the waveform is a sinusoid.

Definition of Frequency for Multiplier Inputs and Outputs

For the case of sinusoidal inputs, the image-balanced

multiplier output waveform is a sinusoid. Input and output

frequencies are simply the frequencies of the sinusoids. For

symmetrically-clipped sinusoidal inputs, frequency can still

be determined without ambiguity. In (5-4), for example, the

radian frequency of x(t) is co. However, this method of
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defining frequency becomes ambiguous when applied to the case

of an image-balanced multiplier output with symmetrically-

clipped sinusoidal inputs. Intuitively, it can be seen that

the waveform has multiple frequency components, not all

harmonically related. A definition of frequency not related

explicitly to time or frequency domain expressions for

waveforms is needed.

In the this study, frequency f of a waveform over the

time interval t: to t2 is defined as

f = Hz, (5-5;
2*(t2 - tj_)

where Z is the number of zero crossings of the waveform over

the interval t: to t2, and f is measured in Hertz. The

definition of (5-5) is a practical one, based on the role of

the frequency summation block in the synthesizer. In this

application, the frequency summation block output drives a

counter, a circuit which operates in the manner of a zero¬

crossing detector. The definition of (5-5), where frequency

is defined as the number of zero crossings averaged over time,

simply describes the operation of the counter.

A limitation of the definition of (5-5) is that the value

f is dependent on the interval of measurement t2-ti. A true

value of frequency can be found only as the length of the

interval approaches infinity. For finite interval length, an

upper bound for the uncertainty of the approximation due to

finite interval length can be stated

f 1

2*(t2 ■ tx)
Hz,error (5-6)
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where ferror is the maximum error in a frequency approximation,

measured in Hertz. In practice, this limitation is not

severe. Physical measurements of frequency in this study are

conducted using either zero-crossing counters or spectrum

analyzers. Both devices operate by averaging over a finite

time interval. In most instruments, recognition of the

limitation of (5-6) is built in.

Within the limits of (5-6), the definition of (5-5) is

consistent with the simple definition of frequency for

sinusoids and clipped sinusoids. This can be seen by recog¬

nizing that over each period, a sinusoid has two zero cros¬

sings. This consistency is important to the analysis below.

Overview and Methodology for the Analysis

Applying the definition of frequency in the previous

section, it can be said that correct frequency summation

occurs over an interval when the image-balanced multiplier

output for symmetrically-clipped sinusoidal inputs has the

same number of zero crossings as the output for sinusoidal

inputs of the same frequency. Because of ambiguity in

defining the interval of measurement, this concept is diffi¬

cult to apply. In this section, some simplifications are

introduced which facilitate application of this concept to

identify conditions for correct frequency summation.

The starting point for the analysis is calculation of the

image-balanced multiplier output. The generalized expression

for the output x0(t) in terms of inputs x:(t) and x2(t) is
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(5-7)

where Tx and T2 are the average times between rising edges of

x-^t) and x2(t), respectively. Inputs are of the form of the

symmetrically-clipped sinusoids of (5-4). These inputs can be

expressed by Fourier series:

x^t) = a11cos (Wjt) + a13cos Otojt) + a15cos (Sc^t) +-,
(5-8)

x2(t) = a21cos (w2t) + a23cos (3w2t) + a25cos (5o>2t) +-.

Recalling the result of the image-balanced multiplier opera¬

tion for ideal sinusoidal inputs in (5-3), the image-balanced

multiplier output xc(t) can be expressed in the form

(5-9)x0(t) = cQcos [ (oj1-w2) t] + e(t) .

In the expression, the term c0cos [ (Ci^-Ok) t ] represents the sum

of the first order products of the input terms. Coefficient

cQ is a non-zero constant. In e(t) are grouped all terms

other than the sum of first order products represented by

C0COS [ (COi-COz) t] .

The grouping of terms in (5-9) separates the image-

balanced multiplier output into a frequency summation term

c0cos ( (co-l-g^) t] and an interference term e(t). This delin¬

eation forms the basis for the analysis in this section, the

purpose of which is to find a set of conditions under which a

frequency summation operation is performed. Previously, it

was stated that correct frequency summation occurs over an

interval when zero crossings of x0(t) are equal in number to

zero crossings of cos [ (c^-G^) t ] . An equivalent statement of

this concept is that frequency summation occurs when e(t) does
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not interfere with the correspondence between zero crossings

of output waveform x0(t) and frequency summation term

cos [ (0)1-co2) t ] .

A B C

zm / \ a
11 lililí» i¡ t

Figure 5-4. Effect of non-sinusoidal inputs on image-
balanced multiplier output waveform.

The various mechanisms by which e(t) can modify zero

crossings of xc(t) are demonstrated in Figure 5-4. Three

types of effects are identified by shaded regions on the plot:

displacement (Region A) , cancellation (Region B) and

generation (Region C) . As demonstrated in the figure in

Region B, zero crossings are canceled when across a half-cycle

of cos [ (0)1-co2) t ] (from zero crossing to zero crossing), e(t)

has value higher than c0 and sign opposite to cos [ (co1-co2) t] .

Under the previously imposed limitations of symmetrically-
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clipped sinusoidal inputs, this condition cannot be produced.

This statement follows from recognizing that for each symmet¬

rically clipped sinusoidal inputs of the type shown in (5-4),

the fundamental term in its Fourier expansion, an or a21 in

(5-8), has value greater than or equal to one.3 Scaling the

result of (5-3), the expression for the image-balanced

multiplier output for sinusoidal inputs, the value of coef¬

ficient c0 must be greater than or equal to one. Since the

maximum amplitude of x0(t) is limited by the input clipping

levels to 2.0, e(t) at peaks of c0cos [ (CO1-CO2) t] must be less

than c0. Thus, cancellation of zero crossings is not possi¬

ble. A related limitation on zero crossings follows from this

argument. That is, displacement of zero crossings is limited

to less than 1/4 period of cos [ (o^-coj t] . Generation of zero

crossings is unaffected by the amplitude limit on e(t).

By applying the restrictions on zero crossings of xQ(t),

an approach can be developed for testing correct frequency

summation operation. Because no cancellation of zero cross¬

ings can occur, frequency summation is inhibited only if

additional zero crossings are present in xQ(t) compared to

cos [ (g^-g^) t ] . Because of the limitation on displacement of

zero crossings, a correct zero crossing in xQ(t) must be

located in time at

3Fourier expansions of symmetrically-clipped sinusoids
for a clip level of one and various values of amplitude A
greater than one show that the fundamental component ax
increases monotonically with increasing A from 1.0 for A equal
to one to 4/tc for large A. The endpoints are consistent with
Fourier expansion of a sinusoid and a square wave.
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to
71

< t0x < t0 + 2{tú*_ Wz) ' (5-10)2 (w1-w2)

where t0x is the time of the zero crossing of xG(t) and t0 is

the time of the zero crossing of cos [ (a^-a^) t ] . Because

cos [ (Cüi-íOj) t ] is a sinusoid, its derivative is also a sinusoid,

and the sign of that derivative is unchanged across the

interval of (5-10) . For valid frequency summation, this sign

must be the same as the sign of the slope of x0(t) at time t0x.

Thus, a zero crossing of x0(t) is consistent with correct

frequency summation if

cos [ (o>1-co2) t]
t-tox,

(5-11)

Analysis by Region to Determine Conditions for Correct
Frequency Summation Operation

The approach developed in the previous section is applied

in this section to derive a set of limitations on image-

balanced multiplier input waveforms such that frequency

summation occurs. The methodology to be used is to test each

zero crossing of the multiplier output xQ(t) to insure that

the slope matches in sign the slope of cos [ (g^-g^) t ] at the

same instant in time. The analysis is conducted by region,

with regions defined by the slopes of the input waveforms.

Expressions and notation describing multiplier inputs and

outputs are simplified from more general expressions already

developed. The generalized expression for the image-balanced

multiplier output of (5-7) can be restated

x0(t) = x1(t)£1(t) + x2 (t)£2 (t) , (5-12)
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where x^t) and x2(t) are waveforms identical in shape to xx(t)

and x2(t) but shifted in time by 1/4 cycle. Similarly, the

derivative with respect to time of the image-balanced multi¬

plier output can be stated

xo(t) = -¿(x1(t)x2(t) + ^(t)ii2(t)) (5-13)

= x^tjx/it) +x1/(t)x2(t) +£1(t)£2/(t) + xi(t)&2 (t) .

Multiplier input waveforms can be expressed in the form of

(5-4) :

xx (t) = A1cos (&>1t) ,
= 1,
= -1,

£x(t) = -A1sin(ti>1t) ,
= 1,
= -1,

x2(t) = A2cos (&>2t) ,
= 1,
= -1,

&2(t) = -A2sin(o2t) ,
= 1,
= -l.

Without loss of generality, 0^

-l < A1cos (O^t) < 1,
A1cos(o>1t) > 1, (5-14)
AjCOS ((Oj^t) < -1,

-1 < AjSinio^t) < 1,
Aj^sinicOj^t) < -1, (5-15)
AjSinittjt) > 1,

-1 < A2cos (w2t) < 1,
A2cos(a>2t) > 1, (5-16)
A2cos(w2t) < -1,

-1 < A2sin(c.)2t) < 1,
A2sin(o2t) < -1, (5-17)
A2sin(w2t) > 1.

is assumed to be greater than

CO2.

The analysis-by-region technique applied here facilitates

the isolation and identification of conditions which cause

generation of non-matching zero crossings. Region defini¬

tions, defined in Table 5-1, are based on the presence or

absence of a zero-slope condition for multiplier input

waveforms. Examples of waveform segments for each region are
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shown in Figure 5-5. Analysis for each region is presented in

a separate section below.

Table 5-1. Region Definitions for Zero-Crossing Analysis.

Region Definition

1 non-zero slope for all inputs.
2 zero slope for x2(t) and x2(t) .

3 zero slope for x2(t) or x2(t) but not both.
4 zero slope for x:(t) and xx(t) .

5 zero slope for x^t) or x^t) but not both.
6 zero slope for x,(t) and x2(t) or for Stl(t) and

x2(t) .

7 zero slope for xx(t) and x2(t) or for xL(t) and
x2 (t)

8 non-zero slope for x:(t) or for x^t) but not
both. All other inputs have zero slope.

9 non-zero slope for x2(t) or for x2(t) but not
both. All other inputs have zero slope.

10 zero slope for all inputs.

Region 1; non-zero slope for all inputs. In the region

where all multiplier input slopes are non-zero (magnitudes of

instantaneous values of all waveforms are less than unity),

the clipped input waveforms can be described by sinusoids.

Neglecting amplitude terms, the multiplier output waveform

x0(t) in this region is identical to the output waveform for

the case of ideal sinusoids of (5-3) . Zero crossings in this

region match identically the zero crossings for the case of

ideal sinusoidal inputs. This case exists only for small

values of Ax and A2. From examination of (5-14) and (5-15) ,

it can be seen that for values of A1 exceeding 1.414, either
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xx(t) or x^t) is clipped for all time t. From (5-16) and

(5-17), this same boundary applies to A,.

Region 2: zero slope for x0(t) and x->(t) . In this

region, low-frequency inputs x2(t) and x2(t) in (5-16) and

(5-17) are equal to unity, implying that cos(co2t) and -sin(co2t)

are positive throughout the region. Slopes for high-frequency

inputs xx(t) and xx(t) are non-zero. Results analogous to

those demonstrated in this section could be demonstrated for

cases where one or both low-frequency inputs have negative

values.

For the case under study, given unity positive values for

x2(t) and x2(t) , the output waveform of (5-12) can be expressed

x0(t) = A-l [cos (ti^t) -sinfOjt)]. (5-18)

At zero crossings of the multiplier output, the two bracketed

terms, sin^t) and cosfo^t), are equal. This can be applied

to find the slope of the output waveform at the zero crossing:

x0(t)'|xo<t,=0 = -A1w1[sin(w1t) + cos(w1t)]
= -2A1a)1sin ((i)xt) .

(5-19)

The slope of the image-balanced multiplier output for ideal

unity amplitude sinusoidal inputs can be found by taking the

derivative of the expression in (5-3):

= -(co-l - g>2) sin[ (o1-co2) t]
= -(o)! - q2) [sinfc^t) cos (o2t)

- cos (o^t) sin(w2t) ] .

(5-20)
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At the zero-crossing point of the multiplier output for

clipped inputs in (5-19), the expression for the slope of

multiplier output for ideal sinusoidal inputs can be simpli¬

fied :

(x0(t))'deal = -(«i-o2) sin(wxt)[cos (w2t) -sin(o>2t)]. (5-21)

From previously stated assumptions, is greater than G^,

cosiG^t) is positive and siniG^t) is negative throughout the

region of interest. Therefore, at each zero crossing of the

multiplier output for clipped inputs x2(t) and x2(t), the signs

of the multiplier output waveform slopes for clipped and ideal

sinusoidal inputs in (5-19) and (5-21) are determined by the

sign of the term sintG^t). Thus, the slopes of the two

waveforms have the same sign at zero crossings and no addi¬

tional zero crossings are created.

Region 3: zero slope for x-,(t) or x-,(t) but not both.

In this region, one of the low frequency inputs is assigned

unity value while all other inputs have non-zero slopes.

Without loss of generality, x2(t) is chosen as the zero-slope

term and assigned unity value throughout the region. This

implies that cosiG^t) is greater than zero throughout the

region. Selection of x2(t) as the zero-slope term or assign¬

ing a negative value to the zero-slope term yields results

analogous to those demonstrated here.

Applying the above assignments to (5-12), the image-

balanced multiplier output can be expressed

x0(t) = A1cos (w1t) + A^sinio^t) sin(u2t) . (5-22)
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The slope of the multiplier output can be described by the

derivative of the expression:

Xq (t) = - A1&)1sin(o1t) + A1A2o>2sin(Wj^t) cos (&)2t) (5-23)
+ AjA^jCOs (a>1t) sin(o>2t) .

At zero crossings, the expression for x0(t) is equal to zero.

Thus, (5-22) can be solved, with the result substituted into

the slope expression of (5-23), (5-24) to express the slope of

the multiplier output at the zero crossing:

xó(t) = - Aj^sin (Qjt) + A1A2to2sin (Qj^t) cos (co2t)
- A.jA.2o^sin (e^t) sin2 (o>2t) (5-24)

= - A^inic^t)^ - A2o>2cos (co2t) + A22o1sin2 (w2t)].
The slope of the multiplier output for ideal sinusoidal inputs

can be found by substituting the zero-crossing condition into

(5-20):

(xo(t))ideal = - ((«>! - o>2)[sin(o)1t) cos (w2t)
+ A2sin (o^t) sin2 (w2t) ] (5-25)

= - (g>1-Ci)2) siniOitJfcos (o>2t) + A2sin2 (o2t) ].
In (5-25), the term in brackets must be positive since

cosiest) is positive by definition of the region and the sin2

term is always positive. Thus, the sign of the slope

described is determined by the sign of the term sin(o>1t) . For

the slope expression in (5-23), (5-24), the sign is determined

by siniCOit) only if the following inequality holds:

[cOj - A2g>2cos (co2t) + A22a>2sin2 (o>2t) ] ¿ 0

-*(«>! + A22ti)2sin2 (o2t) £ A2w2cos (o>2t) .

(5-26)
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Given that cosiest) is positive, the worst case condition for

the inequality is when cosio^t) is equal to one and sinia^t)

is equal to zero. Then,

(5-27)

This expression defines the degree to which the low-frequency

inputs to the multiplier x:(t) and xx (t) can be clipped without

the creation of additional zero crossings in the multiplier

output. No additional zero crossings are created when the

maximum normalized slopes of the low-frequency inputs are less

than the maximum slopes of the normalized sinusoidal high-

frequency inputs.

Region 4: zero slope for x-,(t) and x-,(t). Here, high-

frequency inputs xx(t) and x:(t) are assigned unity values,

implying that cos^t) and -sinio^t) are both greater than zero

throughout the region. Slopes of low-frequency inputs x2(t)

and x2(t) are assumed to be non-zero throughout the region.

As with the case of zero-slope, low-frequency inputs, analo¬

gous results to those shown in this section could be demon¬

strated for cases of negative values for one or both high-

frequency inputs.

The analysis for this region is conducted using reasoning

similar to that used in Region 2. The image-balanced multi¬

plier output waveform and waveform slope are

x0(t) = A2[cos (w2t) - sin(a>2t)],

Xo(t) = -A2q2 [sin(ti>2t) +cos(w2t)]
= -2A2cozsin(c«)2t) ,

(5-28)

(5-29)
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where sinío^t) and cosiest) terms in (5-28), (5-29), are equal

at zero crossings. The slope expression in (5-28), (5-29) can

be compared to the expression for the slope of the multiplier

output for sinusoidal inputs in (5-20), which can be simpli¬

fied at the zero-crossing point of the multiplier output for

clipped inputs:

(x0(t))'d = - (q1-o>2) sin(o2t) [sinic^t) -cos (Wjt) ] . (5-30)

For the clipped input case of (5-28) , (5-29), the sign of

the slope is determined solely by the sign of the term

sinfci^t). For ideal sinusoidal input case of (5-30), this is

true only if

sin(a>xt) -cos («jt) ¿0. (5-31)

By the definition of the region, sin^t) is less than zero

and cosiest) is greater than zero. Therefore, the inequality

cannot be satisfied and inputs which satisfy the description

of this region are not allowed. Referring to the high

frequency input descriptions in (5-14) and (5-15), the region

can be avoided if Ax is restricted such that A^os^t) and

A^inicOit) cannot simultaneously have magnitudes greater than

unity. This can be achieved if positive constant Ax is

limited to

Ax <: 1.414. (5-32)

This restriction limits the degree to which the high-frequency

inputs can be clipped. An alternate statement of (5-32) is

that the two high-frequency inputs xx(t) and xx(t) cannot

simultaneously have slopes equal to zero.
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Region 5: zero slope for x-,(t) or x, it) but not both.

The value of high-frequency input x^t) is assigned unity

value throughout the region of study, implying that cos^t)

is greater than zero. All other inputs are represented as

sinusoids. Results of this section apply equally to the case

where x-^t) is the zero-slope input and to cases where the

zero-slope input has negative value.

The multiplier output waveform and slope for this case

are

x0(t) = A2cos (w2t) + A1Azsin(oj1t) sin(w2t) , (5-33)

Xo(t) = -A2Ci>2sin(u2t) + A1A2o)2sin(a>1t) cos (o2t) (5-34)
+ A^QjCos (Mjt) sin((o2t) .

The slope of x0 at zero crossings can be described by setting

(5-33) equal to zero an substituting the result into (5-34) :

Xo(t) = A2sin(ii)2t) (5-35)
•[- w2 - AiO)2sin2 (a)xt) + Aójeos (w1t)].

For comparison, the slope of multiplier output x0(t) for ideal

sinusoidal inputs at zero crossings of (5-33) can be found by

substituting (5-33) into (5-20):

«i-u2 sin(o2t)

•[Axsin2 (Ojt) + A1to1cos (Qxt)].
(5-36)

Correct frequency summation is insured if the expressions

in (5-35) and (5-36) have the same sign. As the terms outside

the brackets in the two expressions have signs dependent only

on sinico^t), only the terms inside the brackets must be

considered. The bracketed term in (5-36) is positive under
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all conditions since cos^t) is defined as positive through¬

out the region and the sin2 term is always positive. In

(5-35), the sign of the term inside the brackets is positive

only if the following inequality holds:

- w2 - Ax 0)2sin2 (ci)xt) + Aójeos (cn^t) ¿ 0. (5-37)

This inequality can be simplified by applying the Pythagorean

relation to the sin^o^t) term. Then,

-

w2 - AiO)2[l-cos2 (üjt)] + A1w1cos (o^t) ¿ 0. (5-38)
The left side of the inequality is minimized when A^osic^t)

is set to its minimum value of one. Then

—i £ Ax . (5-39)
W2

This expression establishes a minimum value for the ratio of

<»! to a>2. An upper bound for the minimum ratio can be found

by using the previously derived result that Ax must be less

than 1.414. Then the minimum allowed ratio of 0^ to Ci^ is 2.0.

Lower values for Ci^/cOj can be used if A1 is limited to a lower

value.

Region 6: zero slope for x,(t) and x-,(t) or for x-,(t) and

Xt (t) . In this region, incident inputs xx(t) and x2(t) are

assigned zero slope, implying that both cosio^t) and cosico^t

are positive throughout the region. Quadrature inputs are

assigned non-zero slope. The results derived here are

analogous to results produced in the region where both

quadrature inputs are assigned zero slope and incident inputs

assigned non-zero slope.
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Under the conditions described above, the multiplier

output and output slope can be described

x0(t) = 1 + A^sin(Oj^t) sin(io2t) . (5-40)

Xo(t) = A1A2a>2sin(ti)1t) cos (o)2t) (5-41)
+ A1A2o1cos («it) sin(o>2t) .

At zero crossings of the multiplier output, the expression in

(5-40) can be set to zero and the result substituted into

(5-41) :

Xo(t) o^AjA^in (Ojt) cos (w2t) (i)1COS (G)xt)
sin (c^t)

1

Axsin(Wjt)
[-w2AiSin2 (o)1t) A2cos (o>2t) + cameos (ttjt) ].

(5-42)

Implicit in the substitution is the assumption that sinio^t)

is not equal to zero. Inspection of (5-40) at a zero crossing

shows that for finite Ax and A2, the equation cannot be

satisfied for sinic^t) equal to zero. Performing the same

operation on the multiplier output for ideal sinusoidal inputs

yields

(xo)
/
ideal

(t) (w1-w2)

sin (o^t) cos (o2t) +
COS (tOjt)

A^sinitojt)

AiA2sin(io1t)
•[Axsin2 (Qjt) Azcos (o>2t) + AjCos (a^t)].

(5-43)
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The sign of the slope expressed in (5-43) is determined

by the term sin (©it), since ©^©2 is greater than zero and all

terms in brackets are greater than zero. The sign of the

multiplier output slope (5-42) is similarly determined by the

sign of sin (©jt) if the following inequality is satisfied:

-o2AiSin2 (Wj^t)A2cos (o2t) + ©jAjCOs (w^) ^0 (5-44)

— -u2AfA2cos (w2t)[l - cos2 (©it)] + ©^cosfUjt) £ 0.
The left side of the inequality is minimized when AiCos(©it)

is set to unity:

-u2A2cos (w2t) [Ai -l] (5-45)+ ©i ¿ 0.

The left side can be further minimized by setting cos(©¿t) to

its maximum value of unity. Then rearranging terms,

(5-46)

In the analysis for Region 4, an upper limit for Ax was

determined to be 1.414. Applying this to (5-46) yields the

same result as in (5-27), the result of the analysis for

Region 3.

Region 7: zero slope for x, (t) and x-,(t) or for x^t) and

X-, (t) . Here, incident input x^t) and quadrature input J$(t)

are assigned value one, implying that both A^os^t) and

-A2sin(©2t) are greater than one. Inputs x:(t) and x2(t) are

assumed to have non-zero slopes. This region has similar

characteristics to the one where xx(t) and x2(t) have zero

slopes.
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In the region under study, the multiplier output waveform

and slope can be described

x0(t) = A2cos (ü>2t) - A2sin (ci^t) . (5-47)

Xo(t) = - A2G)2sin(&>2t) - Aójeos (o^t) . (5-48)

For ideal sinusoidal inputs, the slope of the multiplier

output at the zero crossings of (5-47) can be found by

substitution into (5-20):

(X°)ideal(t) = " A2A2 (5-49)
•[a2 sin2 (Qjt) - Ajeos (o>1t) A2sin (o)2t) ].

In similar manner to previous analyses, it is necessary

to show that the slopes defined in (5-48) and (5-49) have the

same sign throughout the region. By the definition of the

region under study, the term inside brackets of (5-49) is

always greater than zero, implying that the slope expressed by

(5-49) is always negative. The slope in (5-48) is negative

provided that the following inequality is satisfied:

A2w2sin(to2t) + c^cos (Mjt) ¿0. (5-50)

The left side of the inequality is minimized within the limits

set by the definition of the region under study when sinico^t)

is at value negative one and A-tCOSÍG^t) is at value one. Under

these conditions, the inequality is satisfied under the

conditions previously derived for Region 3 in (5-27).

Region 8: non-zero slope for x-,(t) or for x-,(t) . In this

region, only x2(t) is assigned non-zero slope. Low frequency

inputs x2(t) and x2(t) are assigned value one, implying that

A2cos(co¿t) and -A^inici^t) are greater than one. High fre-
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quency input x:(t) is assigned value one, implying that

Ajeoste)^) is greater than one. The region is similar to

others where one or more of the zero-slope inputs have

negative values, or where x^t) is selected as the non-zero-

slope input.

In the region under study, the multiplier output and

output slope can be described by

xQ(t) = 1 - A1sin(o>1t) . (5-51)

Xo(t) = - AjMjCOS(o^t). (5-52)

From the definition of the region, the slope in (5-52) is

negative. For the case of ideal sinusoidal inputs, the slope

at the zero crossing of the multiplier output in (5-51) can be

found by setting the multiplier output expression to zero and

substituting into (5-20):

(x0(t)) /ideal
(fa^-G);,)
AjA2

•[A2cos (w2t)
(5-53)

Ajeos (o^t) A2sin (co2t) ].

From the definition of the region, the sign of the bracketed

term in (5-53) is positive and the overall slope is negative.

For (5-52) the slope is also negative. Thus, the slopes match

without restriction in this region.

Region 9: non-zero slope for x-,(t) or for x-,(t).

Definition of this region requires that xx(t) and xx(t)

simultaneously exhibit zero slope. From the analysis of

Region 4, this condition is not allowed. Thus, this region

does not occur under conditions for frequency summation.
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Region 10: zero slope for all inputs. As in Region 9,

the existence of this region requires that the high-frequency-

inputs simultaneously exhibit zero slope. As with Region 9,

this region cannot occur under conditions for frequency

summation.

Summary of the analysis by region. In the above anal¬

yses, three conditions are established for correct frequency

summation. From Regions 3, 6 and 7, the ratio Ci^/G^ must be

greater than or equal to A2/ the un-clipped amplitude of the

low-frequency input sinusoids x2(t) and x2(t) . From Region 4,

the un-clipped amplitude of high-frequency input sinusoids

xx(t) and x:(t) is limited to 1.414. From Region 5, the ratio

G^/G^ must be greater than Ax2. As previously stated, the

results apply only to symmetrically-clipped sinusoidal inputs.

Example waveforms for frequency summation are shown in

Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7. In Figure 5-6, input parameters

conform to the restrictions and zero crossings of the output

waveform xc(t) correspond to the zero crossings of the

multiplier output sinusoidal inputs (described by the dotted

line in the figure). For the waveforms of Figure 5-7,

guidelines for inputs are exceeded. The result is additional

zero crossings and ambiguity of the locations of zero cros¬

sings in the output waveform.

Image-Balanced Multiplier Implementation

In this section, the implementation of the image-balanced

multiplier is described. The discussion is presented in two

parts. In the first, the structure and operation of the
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x0(t) = x1 (t)x2(t) + *, (t) x2(t)

Figure 5-6. Waveform plot for a correct frequency sum¬
mation: Ax = 1.3, A2 = 2.0, CÚ1/CO2 = 2.5.
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Figure 5-7. Waveform plot for incorrect frequency sum¬
mation: A: = 2.0, A2 = 3.0, Ci^/Ci^ = 2.5.
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circuit are described. In the second section, the contribu¬

tion of the multiplier structure to the wave-shaping of the

circuit inputs is detailed. The wave-shaping operation is a

combined function of the multiplier and the circuits which

generate the multiplier inputs. Additional discussion on this

subject can be found in Chapter 6.

Structure and Operation of the Image-Balanced Multiplier

The image-balanced multiplier implementation comprises

the multiplier and summing blocks represented in the image-

balanced multiplier block diagram of Figure 5-2. Circuits

driving the multiplier inputs provide the time-shift operation

shown in the block diagram. The implementation of the

multiplier is shown in simplified form in Figure 5-8.

As shown in Figure 5-8, the circuit consists of two

Gilbert cells [31, p. 593] connected to a common pair of

load resistors. Additional circuitry is added for implementa¬

tion of a frequency add/subtract option and a disable option.

The first Gilbert cell, the incident signal multiplier,

comprises transistors QNl through QN4, QN10 and QNll. The

quadrature signal multiplier comprises QN5 through QN8, QN13

and QN14. Each multiplier is biased with a constant source

current with value IBIAS. All signal inputs are fully differ¬

ential. Incident input pairs are INH and INL for high and

low-frequency inputs, respectively. Quadrature input pairs

are INHS and INLS. The image-balanced multiplier output is a

differential voltage between nodes OUT and OUTX.
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The summing operation of Figure 5-2 is merged into the

structure of the circuit of Figure 5-8. The high-impedance

outputs of the Gilbert cells are summed and converted to a

single differential voltage via load resistors R5 and R6. No

additional adder structure is required.
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As described in the overall integrated circuit descrip¬

tion of Chapter 4, the image-balanced multiplier structure

includes two control inputs to facilitate optional modes of

operation. In "zero" mode, the low-frequency inputs to the

multiplier are disabled, allowing conduction of the high

frequency input directly to the multiplier output. Circuitry

for this mode includes n-channel FET devices MN1, MN3, MN4 and

MN5. The devices act under control of differential CMOS logic

inputs ZERO and ZEROX (ZEROX is an inverted version of ZERO)

to disable the low-frequency inputs when node ZERO is assigned

logic 1 and node ZEROX is assigned logic 0. This is a test

mode used to evaluate non-conducted coupling of signals

between loops. When node ZERO is held at logic 0, node ZEROX

at logic 1, normal multiplier operation occurs.

A second optional mode is the "add/subtract" mode. In

this mode, the frequency summation operation is implemented as

addition instead of subtraction. Circuitry for this option

includes n-channel FET devices MN6 and MN7. The circuitry is

controlled by CMOS control inputs SUM and DIFF (DIFF is an

inverted version of SUM) and operates on the same current

steering principle as the zero option. Applications for this

mode are discussed in Chapter 7.

Operation of the image-balanced multiplier implementation

is based on the small-signal properties of the Gilbert cell.

Under small-signal conditions, the differential output current

of a Gilbert cell approximates the product of the differential

input voltages. Combined with the summing operation provided
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by the interconnection of the multiplier outputs to resistors

R5 and R6, the circuit output approximates the image-balanced

multiplier operation described by (5-7). In the equation,

xx(t) is applied between nodes INH and INHX, x^t) between INHS

and INHSX, x2(t) between INL and INLX and x2(t) is applied

between INLS and INLSX.

In actual operation, the signals applied to the multi¬

plier are large signal in nature. In this environment, the

multiplier circuitry acts to clip the input signals. This

issue is addressed in the next section.

Approximating Input Waveforms for the Image-Balanced Multi¬
plier

In previous discussion, it was shown that the frequency

summation behavior of an image-balanced multiplier with

sinusoidal inputs could be extended, under conditions derived

in the discussion, to include symmetrically-clipped sinusoidal

inputs. In this section, it is shown that inputs to the

image-balanced multiplier structure of Figure 5-8 can serve as

a clipping mechanism for generation of symmetrically-clipped

sinusoids. Furthermore, conditions are derived under which

the structure in Figure 5-8 operates as a frequency summation

structure for triangular shaped inputs. This latter step is

significant because triangular waveforms are easier to

generate in the integrated circuit environment than sinusoids.

Both the multiplier and clipping features of the image-

balanced multiplier structure are inherent in the differential

pair (diff-amp) blocks which form the building blocks of the
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structure. The features are evident in the diff-amp large-

signal transfer characteristic stated in terms of differential

input voltage Vd and emitter current Ie [31, p. 561] :

-^out ^-ci Ic2 = Ietanh| Vd
2Vrr

(5-54)

The expression is valid for the notation described in

Figure 5-9, with base currents neglected and both the value of

Ie and the DC bias at the base nodes of QN1 and QN2 consistent

with device operation in the forward active region. The

multiplier action in the diff-amp is demonstrated through the

small-signal approximation (Vd < 2VT) where the hyperbolic

tangent operator in the expression can be approximated by its

argument. Then, the function of the circuit as a multiplier

of inputs Vd and Ie becomes apparent:

Lout
ievd
2V~

(5-55)

For larger values of Vd, the hyperbolic tangent characteristic

of (5-54) tends to clip the waveform applied at Vd. Because

of diff-amp bias considerations, (5-54) and (5-55) are valid
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only for Ie greater than zero. Thus, this circuit is

described as a two-quadrant multiplier.

<►

Figure 5-10. Gilbert multiplier cell.

As a multiplier, the diff-amp is limited to two-quadrant

operation because input Ie is constrained to values greater

than zero. This limitation is overcome with the use of a

Gilbert cell, shown in Figure 5-10. The output Iouc of the

Gilbert cell can be described in terms of inputs Vdl and Vd2 by

a transfer relationship [31, p. 595] :

(5-56)■^out ^"C3 + "^c5 ^c4 ^c6

Under the small-signal assumptions Vdl < 2VT and Vdl < 2VT, the

expression can be approximated

(5-57)
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For large-signal operation, the hyperbolic tangent clipping

mechanism is applied to both multiplier inputs, as described

in (5-56).

Figure 5-11. Plot of the transfer curve for a differential
amplifier.

From the above discussion, it can be seen that the

clipping characteristics of the Gilbert cell and of the image-

balanced multiplier of Figure 5-8 are based on diff-amp

transfer characteristics. Thus, further discussion in this

section focuses on the diff-amp. The symmetrical clipping

characteristics of the diff-amp structure are demonstrated in

Figure 5-11, the plot of the diff-amp transfer curve from Vd

to Iout. The curve exhibits negative symmetry about the input

point Vd=0, a monotonically decreasing slope magnitude as the

differential input voltage magnitude is increased, and

symmetrical output current limits at ±Ie for large input

voltage magnitudes. An additional useful characteristic of

the diff-amp transfer curve is that the transition from the

linear-slope region (|Vd| < ~VT) to the zero-slope region
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(large |vd|) is gradual. Thus, the diff-amp inputs can be

excited by triangle waveforms, and the transition region of

the transfer curve used to improve the approximation to a

symmetrically-clipped sinusoid.

To accurately approximate symmetrically-clipped sinusoids

for diff-amp differential output currents, it is necessary to

control the slope of the triangular diff-amp input waveforms.

The required triangle waveform slope is determined by the

maximum slope of the desired clipped sinusoid diff-amp output

current. For the diff-amp of Figure 5-9 with constant current

bias Ie, the desired output waveform can be described in the

form of (5-4) :

Iout(t) = IaACOS (cot) , -1 < ACOS(iOt) < 1,
= Ie, Acos(cot) ¿ 1, (5-58)
= -Ie, Acos (cot) ¿ -1.

The maximum slope of the waveform occurs at the zero crossing.

Then,

_d_
dt Lout (t)

max
AIeco (5-59)

The slope of the triangle waveform input to the diff-amp can

be found by recognizing that at zero crossings, the diff-amp

transconductance is its small-signal transconductance:

(5-60)
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Then the slope of the diff-amp input Vd(t) at the zero

crossing is the zero-crossing slope of the output waveform

divided by the transconductance:

Vd(t)=0 9m max

= 2A(0Vt. (5-61)

The peak amplitude of Vd(t) can be found by recognizing that

the waveform is triangular, with constant slope between peaks.

Then, the peak amplitude is the slope integrated over 1/4

period of the waveform:

Aco
. 1.2n

2Vt 4 CO
7tAVT (5-62)

The resulting expression is dependent only on the physical

constant VT and on the normalized slope of the clipped

sinusoid.

Figure 5-12. Plot of diff-amp input and output waveforms,
A = 1.0.
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Figure 5-13. Plot of diff-amp input and output waveforms,
A = 1.4.

Figure 5-14. Plot of diff-amp input and resulting output
waveforms, A = 3.0.

In the above derivation, it is shown that in the region

where the input voltage Vd(t) is small, the symmetrically-

clipped sinusoid can be approximated by exciting a diff-amp
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with a triangular input waveform. It was stated without proof

that gradual transition of the diff-amp transfer curve from

linear to zero slope regions would improve the approximation

of symmetrically clipped sinusoid near the clipped regions.

This is demonstrated in the waveform plots of Figure 5-12

through Figure 5-14. In the plots, approximating waveforms

are generated by applying the transfer curve (5-54) to

triangular inputs with amplitude described by (5-62). Three

cases are shown, representing values of A of 1.0, 1.4 and 3.0.

For A equal to 1.0, the symmetrically clipped sinusoid (dotted

line) degenerates to a sinusoid (no clipping) and the approxi¬

mating waveform (solid line) tracks it closely. For A values

of 1.4 and 3.0, the approximating waveform more effectively

matches a sinusoid than does the symmetrically clipped

sinusoid. Satisfactory frequency summation performance can be

expected under this condition. Thus, the combination of the

triangular input waveforms and the diff-amp clipping mechanism

can be expected to produce correct frequency summation

function in the image-balanced multiplier application.

In Chapter 6, generation of the triangular input wave¬

forms to the multiplier is addressed. This task can be

simplified by recognizing that for large values of Vd (Vd >

3Vt), the transconductance of the diff-amp is effectively

zero. Thus, large-amplitude triangular waveforms can be

clipped or distorted at peaks without effect on the diff-amp

output current. This simplification proves useful in gener¬

ating waveforms for high values of A.



CHAPTER 6
VOLTAGE-CONTROLLED OSCILLATOR AND SHAPING CIRCUITS

Overview

A key element of the synthesizer described in this

dissertation is the completely integrated voltage-controlled

oscillator (VCO) and waveform shaping block. The circuit is

applied in both low-frequency loops in the system. Require¬

ments for a completely integrated implementation for this

block, in addition to the rather restrictive tuning, noise and

interface requirements imposed by the application, are not

achievable using approaches available in literature or

commercial products. Of necessity, circuits and supporting

analyses of this chapter are largely unique to this disserta¬

tion.

Defining specifications for the VCO system follow from

synthesizer system requirements described in Chapter 3 and

interface requirements of Chapters 4 and 5. Synthesizer

system requirements impose restrictions on tuning range (25.6

to 51.2 MHz) and spectral purity (-80 dBc/Hz at 25 kHz offset

from the carrier). Interface requirements impose on the VCO

block requirements for quadrature, controlled slope outputs

and for ECL-compatible outputs. Monolithic relaxation

oscillators have been reported which meet the tuning and

spectral purity requirements of the synthesizer system

154
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[32], but do not produce quadrature output signals. Addi¬

tional circuitry required to generate quadrature outputs would

increase circuit area and power dissipation. Monolithic LC

oscillators have been reported [33], [34], but both the

high operating frequency (on order of 1.8 GHz) and lack of

quadrature outputs limit their usefulness in this application.

The requirements for the VCO system are realized by the

system shown in Figure 6-1. The system includes a four-stage,

FET-tuned, ring oscillator, a tunable bias structure and

additional waveform shaping circuitry. Separate shaping

circuits are used for generation of the VCO output signal and

the output of the loop output divider. In operation, the

magnitude of the current produced by the bias source output

tracks the system tuning voltage (applied at port TUNE) to

maintain the oscillator signal amplitude independently of the

frequency of the oscillator. Bias and tuning signals also are

used to control the output waveform shaping circuits.

The originality of the work presented in this chapter is

drawn from the unique application of the circuits. Unique

design elements include the overall arrangement of blocks

shown in Figure 6-1, the technique of using a ring-oscillator

structure to generate quadrature outputs, the oscillator

tuning mechanism, where non-saturated FET loads are used to

tune an emitter-coupled ring oscillator, the oscillator level

control mechanism, and the method for controlling the slope of

the oscillator output waveform. Some analyses presented in

support of the VCO design in this chapter is also original.
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Of these, the most significant is the analysis of the noise

spectrum of the ring oscillator.

Elements of the VCO system are described in detail in

separate sections, below. The first section treats the ring-

oscillator structure. Included in this section are a circuit

description and derivations of output amplitude, frequency

tuning and noise characteristics. In the second section, the

tunable bias circuit and its role in control of oscillator

amplitude are discussed. In the third section, details of the

shaping circuit are presented. Design choices are discussed
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in the final section. Throughout this chapter, circuits are

represented by simplified schematics which follow the conven¬

tions described in Chapter 4. Detailed schematics can be

found in Appendix A.

Description and Analysis of the Ring-Oscillator Circuit

The oscillator function in the VCO system is realized

using the emitter-coupled ring oscillator.1 The circuit,

shown in simplified form in Figure 6-2, consists of a cascaded

series of identical emitter-coupled pair stages (N stages, in

the figure) , each with an adjustable load consisting of a

fixed capacitor with value C and a tunable resistor element

with value R. Circuit outputs can be taken differentially

across any pair of load devices in the circuit. In the actual

circuit implementation, the tunable resistors are implemented

using p-channel FET devices operating in the triode region.

The adjustable current sources, each with value Ie, are

implemented by resistor-degenerated bipolar current mirrors in

conjunction with the adjustable bias generator shown in

Figure 6-1.

In operation, the circuit behaves as a phase-shift

oscillator. The frequency of operation is the frequency at

xThe application of the integrated emitter-coupled ring
oscillators to frequency synthesis was proposed by James S.
Irwin of Motorola, Inc. In unpublished work in the late
1980s, Irwin built and tested a bipolar version of the
circuit. That circuit differed from the one presented here in
that it was fixed-biased, using varactors for frequency
tuning. An analysis of the noise characteristics of the
circuit was not a part of Irwin's work. Also, the circuit was
not used as a quadrature generator.
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which the total phase shift around the circuit is equal to 2iz

radians. Frequency is adjusted through manipulation of the

resistance of adjustable load resistors. Oscillator amplitude

is maintained through adjustment of the bias current Ie in

conjunction with frequency adjustment.

This emitter-coupled ring oscillator is well suited to

the VCO application. Because the circuit is composed of

differential-pair structures, oscillator output signals are

fully differential. This is advantageous both in minimizing

spurious coupling into and out of the oscillator and in

coupling the oscillator to the interfacing stages which, due

to system requirements, are differential. Because of the

similarity of the oscillator stages to ECL logic structures,

signal levels can be controlled to avoid device saturation, an

important consideration for spectral purity. Because the
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circuit operates as a phase-shift oscillator, the number of

stages N can be selected such that quadrature outputs can be

produced.

Fundamental characteristics of the ring-oscillator

circuit are conditions for oscillation, signal amplitude,

tuning characteristics and noise spectrum. In the following

analyses, closed form descriptions of each of these character¬

istics are derived.

Conditions for Oscillation

Conditions for oscillation are derived with a small-

signal analysis using root-locus techniques. Under small-

signal conditions, the circuit of Figure 6-2 can be simplified

using the half-circuit equivalent as shown in Figure 6-3. In

the figure, all stages are assumed identical with loads

consisting of resistance R and capacitance C. Devices

transconductances are assigned value gm.

The inverting buffer depicted in Figure 6-3 results from

the differential nature of the original circuit of Figure 6-2.
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Unlike ring oscillators constructed of unipolar gain stages,

differential-stage rings can meet conditions for oscillation

for an even number of stages N. For even N, the number of

inversions in the loop of the half-circuit equivalent is even,

resulting in a bistable dc operating point. For odd N, an odd

number of inversions exist in the loop and no additional

inversion is required. The inverter is realized in the actual

circuit by the interconnect between stages in the ring. In

the remainder of this analysis, even N is assumed.

Figure 6-4. Transconductance representation of the ring-
oscillator stage.

Returning to the half-circuit equivalent model of

Figure 6-3, the gain stage can be modeled by an ideal trans¬

conductance amplifier with transconductance gm as shown in

Figure 6-4. This simplification does not significantly limit

the generality of the analysis. Parasitic elements in the

transistor devices can be included in the values for load

capacitance and resistance for a stage. Applying this model

in the s-domain, a transfer function can be found for a single

half-circuit stage:

V0(B)
Vi(s)

(6-1)
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Terminology of the expression can be simplified through

definition of a gain term k and a radian frequency term coc:

k = (6-2)

(i>
c

1

RC
(6-3)

Then, (6-1) can be expressed

V0(s) _ -ka)c
Vt (s) s + oc

(6-4)

Figure 6-5. Linear system representation of the ring
oscillator.

Using the half-circuit stage transfer function of (6-4),

a linear system representation can be developed for the half¬

circuit model of Figure 6-3. This model is shown in block-

diagram form in Figure 6-5. As the ring oscillator has no

physical input and all stages are identical, assignment of

input nodes and output nodes is arbitrary. To simplify the

analysis, output node VG(s) is designated as the output of the

last stage in the ring before the inverter. Input node V^s)
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is designated as the input to the first stage after the

inverter.

Figure 6-6. Linear system representation of the ring
oscillator in root-locus form.

With the assignment of input and output nodes as dis¬

cussed above, the linear system of Figure 6-5 can be modified

for consistency with root-locus construction [35] . In this

representation, shown in Figure 6-6, the gain term Kr is equal

to kN, the feedback path gain P has value -1 and the forward

path gain A is a function of s represented by

/ -o
A(s) =

s + u>r
(6-5)

A root-locus plot can be developed for the system of

Figure 6-6 using the rules of root-locus construction. The

rule for the root-locus starting points is that each branch

begins at the location of an open-loop pole. For the ring

oscillator, only poles are present, and these are attributable

to the forward path transfer function A(s) . For the open-loop

case, all poles reside at location -coc, as shown in
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(a]

(b)

Figure 6-7. Root-locus diagrams for the ring oscillator,
a) open loop; b) closed loop at condition for
oscillation.
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Figure 6-7a. Construction of the root-locus diagram for the

closed-loop system is simplified by the symmetry about -coc

imposed through the absence of zeros in the system and because

all open-loop poles are in the same location. For this

simplified case, the root-locus of the ring oscillator for

positive closed-loop gain Kr appears as shown in Figure 6-7b.

As seen in the figure, poles of the closed loop system move

away from the starting point at -coc with increasing Kr. The

angle of separation between branches is 20, where 0 is equal

to tt/N radians. For any value of Kr, the location of the

poles is on a circle with center -C0o. In the example of

Figure 6-7, the number of poles is 8. The pattern demon¬

strated in the figure (pairs of complex poles equally spaced

around a circle with center -coc) is valid for any even N.

The root-locus criterion for stability is that all poles

reside in the left-half of the s-plane. Systems in which

poles reside in the right-half plane are unstable. Constant

amplitude oscillation occurs when a conjugate pair of poles

reside on the jco axis. In Figure 6-7b, it is demonstrated

that for some positive gain Kr, a pair of poles resides on the

jco axis. The point on the axis where the poles reside is

labeled coQ, where value of co0 is the frequency of oscillation

of the system.

The critical values of Kr, the value at which oscillation

occurs, can be found by another application of root-locus

techniques. That is, the value of Kr at a point on the root-

locus is equal to the inverse of the magnitude of the A(3



product at the point of interest. For the case of the ring

oscillator, this rule is applied as follows:

Kr =
1 Í j(*>o + <0 N

AP 3=j“o Wc J
(6-6:

Recalling that Kr is equal to kN and noting that k is positive,

an expression can be written in terms of k:

,2\l/2
I

G>„ G>.
k =

]w0 + “c
= (o)g + tog)1 (6-7)

The numerator in (6-7) describes the hypotenuse of a triangle

with side lengths co0 and coc. The triangle, which in the root-

locus plot of Figure 6-7b is formed by the real and imaginary

axes and the root-locus branch separated from the real axis by

angle 8, is shown explicitly in Figure 6-8. The angle 0 is

located between the hypotenuse and the coc side. Applying the

definition of the trigonometric cosine function, k can be

defined in terms of 0:
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Conditions for oscillation can be related to the physical

description of the oscillator by applying the definition of k

in terms of R and gm. Then,

The frequency of oscillation co0 can be expressed in terms of

physical quantities by referring again to the triangle in

Figure 6-8. Recognizing that lengths C0o and CDc form the

opposite and adjacent sides, respectively, of the triangle

with angle 0, co0 can be expressed

(0o = wctan(0) . (6-10)

Applying the definitions of C0c and 0, (0o can be defined in

terms of physical quantities in the ring-oscillator circuit:

(6-11)

Oscillator Output Amplitude

The ring oscillator as it is designed for this applica¬

tion operates in a large-signal manner where output amplitude

exceeds the limits of small-signal operation under which the

analysis of the previous section was conducted. In this

section, output amplitude is predicted for this mode of

operation, and limits over which the prediction is valid are

described. In addition, operating characteristics for this

mode are reconciled with small-signal conditions for oscilla¬

tion of the previous section.

The starting point for the analysis is the assumption

that waveforms at differential pairs in the oscillator are
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large (that is, with amplitude much greater than 2VT.) It was

shown in Chapter 5 that a differential pair with constant bias

current Ie, when excited by a large amplitude input voltage

and when base currents are neglected, produces collector

currents which can be approximated by a square wave with

amplitude limits Ie and zero. Under this assumption, differ¬

ential pairs with RC loads of the type shown in each of the

oscillator stages of Figure 6-2 exhibit output voltage

waveforms which can be described from the known exponential

decay characteristics of the loads. For a single input pulse

originating at t=0, the unipolar voltage Vd(t)/2 across a load

can be described by

vd(t)
2

(6-12)

For an input pulse width of T0/2, the peak voltage across the

load can be found. This value represents the peak-to-peak

unipolar voltage excursion, or the peak value of differential

voltage Vd(t) . The value is

^dpoak ~ ^eR 1 - exp
T

1 - exp -
2RC

(6-13)

For operation as an oscillator, Tc is the period of oscilla¬

tion, equal to 2k/C0o. Substituting this term and expressing

coc in terms of C0o, the expression in (6-13) can be simplified:

Vdpea* = IeR 1 - exp Í- * 11
tan^)l

“ IeR- (6-14)

The approximation of Vdpeak is accurate to within 4% for N equal

to 4, with accuracy improving for increasing N. The shape of
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the waveform can be approximated by a sawtooth for small N, a

square wave for large N. Wave shape is demonstrated in

Figure 6-9 for N values of 4 and 16. In the figure (6-12) is

Figure 6-9. Oscillator wave shape versus time for N = 4
and N = 16.

Derivation of waveform shapes of Figure 6-9 is based on

the assumption that voltage waveform amplitudes at differ¬

ential-pair inputs are large (» 2VT) . Using the approxima¬

tion of (6-14), this implies that

IeR > 2Vt. (6-15)

Restating the small-signal condition for oscillation of (6-9)

in terms of Ie and R, an apparent contradiction exists between

it the constraint on oscillator amplitude of (6-15):

2Vt
cos(tc/N) ‘

(6-16)

That discrepancy is the result of the small-signal assumption
on which the condition for oscillation is derived. The
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condition is not valid in a large-signal environment, where

the transconductance of a device is a function of the instan¬

taneous voltage applied to the device input. However, a

modified form of (6-9) can be applied using the large-signal

average transconductance. The large-signal transconductance

of a differential pair has been tabulated [36, p. 117]. It

can be shown that for large peak input voltage Vdpeak, the

large-signal transconductance Gm(Vdpealc) converges to a simple
inverse relationship:

^^dpeak^
4 I,
71 Vdpeak

(6-17)

Replacing the small-signal transconductance gm by this

expression in (6-9), an alternative expression can be found

for the peak voltage of the oscillator:

= i0R.Í£O§ÍEZM . (6-18)

Because the expression for large-signal transconductance was

derived for sinusoidal inputs [36], (6-18) describes only the

amplitude of the fundamental component oscillator output

waveform. However, its compatibility to (6-14) is demon¬

strated through examination of the case of large N, where the

amplitude predicted by (6-18) is larger than the amplitude

predicted by (6-14) by factor 4/ir, the fundamental component

Fourier coefficient for a square wave. Previously, it was

stated that the oscillator output voltage waveform can be

approximated by a square wave for large N. Thus, using the

concept of large-signal average transconductance, the condi-
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tions of oscillation derived are satisfied for the oscillator

operating with large amplitude signals.

Inequality (6-15) places a lower bound on the amplitude

of the oscillator waveforms. The upper bound is imposed at

the amplitude where base-collector junctions of the differen¬

tial-pair transistors begin to saturate. This occurs at

voltages on order of 0.6 volts. To minimize noise in the

output spectrum of the oscillator, the operating amplitude of

the oscillator should be maintained below this point.

Figure 6-10. Schematic diagram of ring-oscillator stage.

Frequency Adjustment

The ring-oscillator output frequency is described by

(6-11) as a function of R and C and N. In the physical

implementation of an oscillator stage, shown in Figure 6-10,
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frequency adjustment is provided via implementation of the

load resistance with p-channel FET devices (MPl and MP2)

operating in the triode region. The resistance of the FET

and, therefore, the frequency of the oscillator are controlled

via a voltage applied at node TUNE. Resistance of the device

as a function of the gate to source voltage VGS of the device

can be expressed

where W/Mx and L are gate dimensions, Vth is the threshold

voltage of the device, VDS is the drain to source voltage of

the device, and Kp is a process dependent constant. The

approximation of R as a value independent of VDS is valid for

VGs-vth much larger than VDS/2, a condition which must be

maintained as part of the design.2 Where the approximation

applies, the expression for oscillator frequency in (6-11) can

be rewritten

(6-20)

In the expression, the oscillator frequency is a linear

function of VGS-Vth. This results in constant VCO tuning gain

versus tuning voltage, a condition desirable for PLL feedback

loop stability. The frequency is a function of process

2For the circuit design in this section, the approxima¬
tion of FET resistance R as independent of VDS is not true
under all conditions. This is discussed in Chapter 8. This
does not invalidate the analysis, as the circuit could be
designed such that the approximation is valid under all
conditions of interest.
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parameters and the value of C. Care must thus be taken in

selection of values for C, L and W such that the tuning

requirements described in Chapter 3 can be met under all

process and environmental conditions.

FM Noise Spectrum of the Ring Oscillator

In this section, an expression is derived for the noise

spectrum the ring oscillator. The analysis is based on a

technique developed for relaxation oscillators by Boon et al.

[37], where the peak frequency deviation on the oscillator

signal due to noise is calculated from the time shift produced

in the oscillator over 1/2 period of oscillation. The

calculation presented here yields closed form expressions for

the noise spectrum of the oscillator as a function of circuit

parameter values.

Noise is produced in the ring oscillator by several

mechanisms, including thermal noise of the load resistors,

shot noise from the differential-pair transistors, and noise

injected into the oscillator by the current sources. By means

discussed later in the analysis, the noise sources in a ring-

oscillator stage can be represented by a single equivalent

noise current source applied across one of the RC loads of the

stage. This equivalent noise source is designated in. The

noise voltage produced by the noise source across the load is

designated vn.

As shown in the schematic diagram of the ring oscillator

in Figure 6-2, the voltage across the load of one stage in the

oscillator provides the input for the subsequent stage. Noise
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voltage vn can thus be represented as an input voltage to an

oscillator stage. For magnitude of vn much less than the

Vdpeak' the peak value of oscillator signal Vd(t) , the transfer

of the noise signal through the differential pair of an

oscillator stage is determined by the instantaneous value of

Vd(t) and not by vn. Thus, the transfer of the noise signal

through the differential pair is linear but time-dependent,

with the time dependency defined as a function of Vd(t). The

time dependency accounts for the modulation effect of the

noise on the circuit which produces the noise spectrum.

Because the time dependency is periodic with period determined

by Vd(t), a sampling effect occurs on the noise signal vn(t).

Because the transfer of the differential pair for vn is

linear, the small-signal (narrowband FM) approximation for

frequency modulation and superposition of noise sidebands are

valid.

Sampling of vn(t) and frequency modulation of Vd(t) by

vn(t) are controlled by the large-signal transfer character¬

istic of the differential pair, plotted in Figure 6-11. Near

zero crossings of Vd, the noise signal is transferred through

the differential pair with transconductance gm. For large Vd,

no transfer is effected. For Vd(t) symmetric about voltage

zero with frequency C0o/ the differential pair behaves as a

sampler with sample frequency 2co0. Since the sampling occurs

at zero crossings of Vd, a frequency modulation operation is

performed on Vd(t).
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Both the sampling and modulation processes can be modeled

in the frequency domain. This can be accomplished via an

incremental analysis, where the time dependent noise voltage

across a differential pair load vn(t) can be expressed by a

series of sinusoidal components, each with form

vs(t) = a’sin[(ko)0+Aa>)t], k = 1,3,5,..., (6-21)
where the magnitude of Aco is less than C0o. The noise spectrum

of the oscillator can be found by finding the FM deviation

imposed on the oscillator by source vs(t). The deviation

value expressed in terms of modulation index can then be

integrated using known frequency characteristics of the noise

source.

The peak FM deviation codev produced on Vd(t) by vs(t) can

be found for small-signal, narrowband FM conditions using the

expression
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udev
Ava
At

At

/max AV.
•CO, (6-22)

vd(t)=0

The rationale for the statement is that under small-signal

conditions, FM deviation resulting from noise component vs(t)

has magnitude proportional to the ratio of the maximum slope

of the noise voltage vs(t) to the maximum slope of the signal

voltage Vd(t) in the oscillator. Because of the sampling

applied to vs(t) by the oscillator, the slope of the noise

term in (6-22) can be measured only over complete sampling

intervals with time duration T./2. Then,

Av,
At

max

2_
To

_2_
T0

a

T„

V"t"T
(p-1) T0H

fe) - ...j
f Imax

(p-i) At, (6-23)

max

COS
(2p-l) (ka>0+Ao)T0'\ . ( (ka>0+Ao>)T0'\-sin

4 4
max

where p is the sample index. This expression is maximized

when p is chosen such that the cosine term is equal to unity:

Ava
At

max

a

T0

_ a
T„

sm
(ka)0+Ao)T0

. ( kco T ^ ( AoTsxtú 2_£ cos\ 4 ) \ 4
(6-24)

( ktixT,
+ cos

V 4
O* O

sin
( Ag>t,

Recognizing that co0T0 is equal to 2% radians, the expression

can be further simplified:

% A(>)^
/max

a Í AuT0^ auo {
COS = -COS

To l 4 ) COa 2 a).
(6-25)
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The expression is independent of k, a result of the sampling

operation performed on the noise signal.

The second factor in (6-22) represents the inverse of the

slope of Vd(t) at a zero crossing in terms of volts per

radian. The slope of Vd(t) with respect to time can be found

from the derivative of the expression in (6-12) :

-1
_ dvd(t)At \

AV„
vd(t>=0.\

dt vd(t>
(6-26)

vd(t)=o

At the zero crossing of Vd(t) , the exponential term is equal

to 0.5. The magnitude of the slope of Vd(t) at zero crossings

can thus be expressed

dvd(t)
dt

la
= IqRcOq

2C ~ 2tan(7c/N)
(6-27)

vd(t> =o

Substitution of (6-25) and (6-27) into (6-22) yields

aw.
Ci)dev

n!0R
•cos (6-28)

The ratio of oscillator sideband voltage at frequencies co0±Aco
to oscillator signal voltage at frequency C0o is described by

one-half the modulation index m:

0)dev aw.m
_

2 2Aci) 27tA(i)IeR
(6-29)

Ideal sampling is implied in the derivation of (6-29).

Thus, for any value of index k, where k is constrained to odd

positive integers, noise at frequency kcD0+Aco is modulated onto

the oscillator carrier signal at frequency offset Aco. In the

actual circuit, two mechanisms can limit the bandwidth of

sampled noise which is modulated onto the carrier. The first
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mechanism is the finite sampling time of the differential

pair. Bandwidth limiting due to this mechanism can be

estimated from a piecewise-linear approximation for the

voltage dependent transconductance curve of Figure 6-11:

-2Vt < Vd < 2Vt (6-30)
elsewhere.

Approximating Vd(t) as a constant slope waveform over the non¬

zero portion of the curve, gm can be mapped into a function of

time, labeled here gm(t) :

2VtC
~lT (6-31)

elsewhere,= 0

where the time is assigned t=0 at the zero crossing, and Ic is

the current in one of the differential-pair collectors. In

(6-31), the interval over which gm(t) is non-zero can be

interpreted as the length of the sampling interval for noise

in the oscillator. For this interpretation, the time depen¬

dent transconductance can be expressed in the frequency-

domain :

(6-32)

An equivalent bandwidth Bsample can be found through integra¬

tion:

7pm(a>)|2do>
= IeR

4VtC 2Vt 2tan(Ti/N) '
(6-33)

Pm(0)|2
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The second mechanism which limits aliasing of high-frequency

noise in the ring oscillator is the low-pass characteristic of

the RC load circuits in each oscillator stage. From the

previous assumption, all noise in a stage can be represented

by a single white noise current source in across a RC load.

Noise current in is related to noise voltage vn via the

frequency dependent transconductance of the load:

Gl°ad(6>) "
] 0) + (i>c

The equivalent bandwidth of this function is

(6-34)

B = ¿lGload(tt>)l2da _ _ rcfa>0 (6-35)l0ad

pioad(0)|2 ~ 2 " 2tan(7t/N) ’
Comparing the two equivalent bandwidth functions, it can be

seen that for IeR > 2 VT, the lower limit is imposed by (6-35),

the low-pass characteristic of the load. As the bound on IeR

has previously been stated as an assumption, (6-35) can be

used without further restriction to describe the bandwidth

limit on aliased noise.

Applying the equivalent noise bandwidth and the assump¬

tion that the frequency distribution of the equivalent noise

current source in is flat, (6-29) can be extended to describe

the noise spectrum of the ring oscillator. The amplitude term

a can be replaced by an equivalent noise density term repre¬

senting the spectral density of noise in the frequency range

0 to 2co0. This can be approximated by the product of the load

resistance R and a noise current density term in expressed in

(A2/Hz) 1/2. Aliasing can be treated by the adjustment factor
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Bioad/ (2c0o) reflecting the number of aliased spectra contri¬

buting to the sideband. Applying these extensions, the ratio

of carrier power to phase-noise density of the ring oscillator

at offset from the carrier Aco due to noise in a single stage

can be described

Figure 6-12. Transconductance representation of the ring-
oscillator stage with noise sources.

The noise density in for noise generated in a half¬

circuit stage can be described in terms of noise mechanisms in

the circuit. It can be shown that dominant mechanisms are the

shot noise of the differential-pair collector i0, the shot

noise of the differential-pair base ib and noise associated

with the FET load ir.3 In the transconductance model for a

half-circuit stage, shown in Figure 6-12, all noise sources

can be placed across the load elements of the stage. Sources

can be treated as uncorrelated such that noise powers may be

summed:

3In the operating region where FET load resistance R is
significantly dependent on VDS, an additional noise mechanism
is dominant. In that operating region, the analysis presented
here is not valid. This is discussed in Chapter 8. It is
possible to design the circuit such that the analysis is valid
under all conditions of interest.
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(6-37)

Base noise ib in this interpretation is the equivalent value

transferred through the controlled source.

Magnitudes of noise terms ic; ib and ir are dependent on

circuit parameter values. Collector shot noise can be

expressed as a function of collector current, a non-constant

value. The collector current can be approximated by its

average value of Ie/2. This is the value of collector current

at zero crossings, the times for which noise ic is signifi¬

cant . Then,

(6-38)

where q is the charge of an electron and ic2 is expressed in

ampsVHz. The magnitude of base shot noise has similar form

but must be adjusted by the ratio of transistor input imped¬

ance to load impedance. Assuming a high input impedance to

the differential pair compared to the load impedance and

approximating the load impedance by R, the base noise term ib

can be described

(6-39)

where P is the ratio of transistor collector to base current.

For the load FET, noise can be described by a thermal noise

model. The 1/f noise, prevalent in most MOSFET applications,

is not dominant for devices operating in the triode region.

The expression for noise source ir is

^dpeak \ ^dpoak,
(6-40)
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The total equivalent noise in2 is the sum of the noise

expressions:

2
_ 1 ♦ ♦ zÍ-HZl)

V ^dpeak
'

(6-41)
PI 2Vt j

where in2 is expressed in amps2/Hz and is constant over the

frequency range of interest.

By substituting the result of (6-41) into (6-3 6) the

noise spectrum of the oscillator due to noise in a single

half-circuit stage can be described in terms of circuit

parameters:

(?)'• 16Ato2I,
■COS'

'
n Aw'! 1 + 1l v \2

'dpeak | j_ o Í 2VT )U “ojr pi 2VT J - ^ ^dpeak j.
!6-42)

The expression can be expanded to include all noise sources in

the oscillator by recognizing that there are 2N identical

half-circuit stages in the oscillator. Noise produced in the

each stage is uncorrelated to noise produced in other stages.

Thus, the ratio of carrier to noise produced by all sources in

the oscillator can be described by

Nqtdp

8Aci>2Ig
(6-43)

A common terminology for this ratio is the sideband noise

ratio (SBNR) , a log expression with units dBc/Hz (dB with

respect to the carrier in a one Hertz bandwidth) . This ratio

can be expressed
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SBNR

(6-44)

While the expression for SBNR is valid for a wide range

of frequencies in the range 0 to 2co0/ limits to its validity

can be stated for both small and large separation Aco from

carrier frequency co0. For small Aco, noise sidebands exceed

the small m assumption and the equation is not valid. By

substituting typical values into (6-36), it can be seen that

the minimum separation from the carrier to insure small m is

on order of 2tc10 radians/sec. For large Aco, the expression is

valid so long as the spectral energy produced by the phase

noise exceeds the broadband noise floor of the oscillator.

The limit of this region can be approximated by assuming that

the broadband noise power at a node can be described by the

noise generated across a load by the sources in a half-stage

and the signal can be approximated by the product IeVdpeak.

Then, for noise current described by (6-41), the separation

from carrier at which the phase noise is equal to the broad¬

band noise floor can be expressed

where the approximation is valid for small Acof.

Bias Generator

Control of the bias current to the oscillator is impor¬

tant for insuring conditions for oscillation and for mini-
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mizing the noise spectrum of the oscillator. An optimum bias

current generator must adjust for oscillator frequency co0, as

oscillator peak signal voltage Vdpeak is a function of the load

resistance R, itself a function of frequency. In addition,

the optimum bias current generator must produce a temperature

dependent current. The ideal temperature characteristic is a

linear dependence on absolute temperature T. From the

expressions for differential-pair transconductance listed in

Chapter 5, this insures constant differential-pair transcon¬

ductance over temperature.

Figure 6-13. Schematic diagram of bias generator.
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The requirements for a bias generator can be met by the

adjustable output current source in Figure 6-13. The circuit

consists of a pair of mutually self-biasing current mirrors.

The first mirror is formed by emitter-degenerated bipolar

transistors QNl and QN2. The second mirror is formed by p-

channel FET devices MP1 and MP2. The source load for the FET

current mirror consists of FET MP6 and diode-connected

transistors QN3 and QN4 with areas scaled by factor M2. The

output voltage of the circuit, taken across the base-emitter

junction of QNl and across emitter resistor Rl, connects to

the base nodes of transistors in the VCO circuit to effect a

bias generator. Values for emitter areas and emitter resistor

value scale between bias circuit devices QNl and QN2 and

oscillator bias transistors with ratio M3. Not shown in the

figure but included in the actual circuit is a start-up

circuit. The start-up circuit is required to avoid a zero-

current stable operating point.

Operating characteristics of the circuit are similar to

those of the self-biasing Widlar current source [31, p. 238].

The combined use of MOS and bipolar devices and the adjust¬

ability feature are unique to this dissertation. In opera¬

tion, the current mirrors force identical currents through

scaled, diode-connected transistors QN3 and QN4. Because

emitters of the devices are scaled by ratio M2, the difference

in voltage drops across the two devices can be expressed

^BE4 ^BE3 ~ VTln(M2) . (6-46)
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Neglecting base current, the current through any branch in the

circuit is determined by the resistance presented by MP6. As

seen from Figure 6-13, this resistance is a scaled version of

oscillator load resistance R which can be expressed as R/M3.

Applying the expression for R in (6-19), branch currents in

the bias circuit can be expressed

Isas = VTlnR(M*> - 2Kr,"(Vss - v^ln^). (6-47)
Expressions for oscillator stage bias current Ie and peak

load voltage Vdpeak can be derived from the scaling factors

between devices in the bias circuit and oscillator. The bias

current for ring-oscillator stages is generated by a current

mirror formed by QN1 and bias transistors in the ring oscil¬

lator. The ratio of oscillator bias current Ie to bias

circuit current IBIAS is determined by M3, the ratio of emitter

area of QNl to the emitter area of oscillator bias tran¬

sistors. Also, M3 is the ratio of emitter resistors in the

bias and oscillator circuits. Applying M3, an expression can

be found for the oscillator emitter current Ie:

Ie = ^bias “ (-VGS - Vth)M3ln(M2) . (6-48)

As seen in the expression, the oscillator stage current Ie is

adjustable via the same voltage VGS-Vth used to adjust oscil¬

lator frequency. By combining (6-48) with the expression for

oscillator frequency in (6-20), oscillator stage current can

be expressed as a linear function of frequency:
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I
e

w0CVTM1M3ln(M2)
(6-49)

Peak load voltage Vdpealc can be described by the product IeR.

Applying definitions of Ie and R, the peak load voltage can

be expressed

Vdpaak “ VTM1M3ln(M2) . (6-50)

From (6-49) and (6-50), both Ie and Vdpeak are relatively
insensitive to process and environmental variation. Voltage

Vdpeak is dependent only on thermal voltage VT and on well

controlled ratios M:, M2 and M3. Oscillator stage bias current

Ie is, in addition, dependent on oscillator frequency coQ and

on oscillator load capacitance C. Of these, only C varies in

a non-predictable manner as a function of process or environ¬

mental variation.

Shaping Circuits

As described in Chapter 5, each interface between a VCO

and frequency summation blocks requires two sets of differ¬

ential output signals with identical wave shape and a 1/4

cycle separation in time. The wave shapes must be either

triangular or piecewise-linear with a constant non-zero slope

for all instantaneous magnitudes less than about 2VT. The

required slope in the non-zero slope region is described in

Chapter 5 by

_d_
dtVd(t) vd(t)=o

¿ 2A(i)Vt, (6-51)

where co is the radian frequency of the signal, and A is a

dimensionless constant specified in Chapter 5. The maximum
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values for A are 1.414 for inputs to the high-frequency ports

of the frequency summation blocks and CO^/cOl for low-frequency

ports. Radian frequencies co^ and cúl are the high and low-

frequency inputs, respectively, to the frequency summation

block under study.

Requirements for both quadrature signals and controlled-

slope waveforms can be satisfied by taking advantage of

circuits already described in the VCO block. The four-stage

ring oscillator acts as a quadrature generator. Outputs of

any non-adjacent stages in the ring exhibit 1/4 cycle separa¬

tion in time. The required waveforms for the VCO to frequency

summation block interfaces can be generated using output

buffers designed to utilize the matching relationships in the

oscillator and bias circuits.

The structure used to implement the wave shaper is shown

in Figure 6-14. It consists of a differential pair (QN1, QN2)

biased by a current comprising emitter-degenerated transistor

QN3 . Collector loads to the differential-pair devices consist

of a fixed capacitor and a p-channel FET connected in paral¬

lel. The structure is similar to that of a single stage of

the ring-oscillator structure. One structure of the type

shown in Figure 6-14 is used to generate each required

differential signal. Thus, two structures are employed in

Loop 3, where no high-frequency interface is needed. Four

structures are present in Loop 2, where both high and low-

frequency interfaces reside.
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Figure 6-14. Schematic diagram of wave shaping circuit.

Shaper circuits are driven by ECL-compatible signals

produced either by the buffered outputs of the VCO or by the

outputs of the output divider as shown in Figure 6-1. For

each shaper circuit, the input voltage waveform has large

slope compared to the output voltage waveform. Therefore, the

output current waveform of the differential pair can be

approximated by a square wave. Bias current for the shaper

circuit differential pair ISHAPE is produced by transistor QN3

connected in a current mirror configuration with QNl in the

bias circuit Figure 6-13. The current is scaled by the ratio

M4 of the QN3 emitter area to bias circuit emitter areas and

the associated scaling of emitter resistor values. The load

capacitor value is scaled with respect to the ring-oscillator
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load capacitance C by factor M5. Similarly, the width of load

FET devices match load devices of the ring oscillator with

gate nodes connected to the TUNE port of the oscillator and

gate widths scaled with respect to ring-oscillator load

devices by factor M6.

For FET loads operating in the triode region such that

the time constant formed by the FET and its associated

capacitor is large compared to the period of the shaper

circuit driving waveform, the shaper output voltage waveform

VsHAPE^t) is approximated by a triangular waveform. The slope

of the waveform near zero crossings is

¿[^^SHAPE ( t)

Substituting for Ie

be expressed

_ -E SHAPE _ ^BIAS^4 _

m5c m5c m3m5c
(6-52)

VsILAPE (t) =0

its definition from (6-49), the slope can

_d_v /*-\ _ C,>oMiM4ln(M2)VT
dt SHAPE W(t,=o ' M5tan(7i/N)

(6-53)

Comparing this result with the required slope described in

(6-51), it can be seen that when co0 is the fundamental

frequency of the output waveform, the two expressions are

identical in form. The value of A in terms of VCO circuit

scaling constants is

A = MiM4ln<M2) (6-54)
2M5tan(u/N)

Design Considerations

To complete the design of the ring-oscillator block, it

is necessary to assign values for the physical parameters and
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scaling constants used to describe the circuit. Using

relationships developed in this chapter, it is possible to

select an optimum set of values to yield a minimum SBNR for a

given bias current. In the actual design implemented on the

integrated circuit, non-optimal values were used for some

parameters. Table 6-1 lists actual choices for all design

parameters in the VCO block design. Calculations used to

derive both optimum and actual values are shown below.

Table 6-1. Design values for the VCO block.

Parameter Description Value

^dpeak peak oscillator signal voltage
@ 27°C

0.43 volts

Ie oscillator stage current @ 27°C,
C0o = 2tc51.2,106 radians/sec

138 J4.A

L process-dependent bias FET gate
length

2.5 |im

W process-dependent bias FET gate
width

33 (im

C oscillator load capacitance 1.0 pF

Mx bias circuit oscillator FET
width scaling factor

1.5

m2 bias circuit Widlar scaling
ratio

16

m3 oscillator to bias circuit bias
current scaling factor

4

m4 shaping circuit to bias circuit
FET width scaling factor

0.5

m5 shaping circuit to oscillator
capacitor scaling factor

1 (high)
4 (low)

m6 shaping circuit to bias circuit
bias current scaling factor

0.25

The initial step in the procedure is the selection of the

number of oscillator stages N. From (6-44), the SBNR is a
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function of N, indicating that the noise spectrum is minimized

as N is minimized. Thus, the number of stages N is assigned

a value of 4, the smallest value for which quadrature signals

are produced.

The ring oscillator implemented on the integrated circuit

is designed to exceed target SBNR requirements even though

optimum design values were not used in all cases. Peak

oscillator voltage Vdpeak was assigned value 0.43 volts.

Oscillator load capacitance C was assigned value 1.0 pF.

Applying (6-11) and (6-14) at the maximum operating frequency

of C0o = 27151.2* 106 radians/sec a stage current Ie of 138 |1A

results. The SBNR at Aoo = 2tc25* 103 radians/sec offset is

found from (6-44) to be -92 dBc/Hz, exceeding the target value

of -80 dBc/Hz. From (6-44), the noise at maximum C0o repre¬

sents the worst case SBNR.4

Optimal values of Vdpeak, Ie and C can be found through

minimization of SBNR as a function of Vdpeak in (6-44) . The

minimum value is achieved for Vdpeak equal to (4P)1/3VT, or 7.3VT

for a typical value of P of 100. Applying the criterion

established in Chapter 3 for -80 dBc/Hz at Aco = 2tc25x103

radians/sec and 0)o = 27t51.2*106 radians/sec, the stage bias

current Ie is 56.4 |1A. Combining (6-11) and (6-14) and

substituting optimum values for Vdpeak and Ie yields a value of

0.92 pF for load capacitance C.

4Due to the effect of sensitivity to Vds in the oscillator
load FET resistance, the SBNR exceeds predicted values at low
values of Vds in the oscillator constructed for this study.
This phenomenon is discussed in Chapter 8.
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Load FET device dimensions do not directly impact SBNR,

but must be selected carefully to insure that tuning goals are

met under environmental extremes. Equation (6-20), which

relates oscillator frequency to FET device parameters, is used

for this assignment. Values for L and W are process depen¬

dent. For the design implemented on the integrated circuit,

values selected are L = 2.5 |im and W = 22|im. The length L is

longer than the minimum channel length of 1.0 |im to promote

device matching. Width W was selected to insure that maximum

tuning frequency could be achieved under environmental

extremes. This can be verified by simulation of the circuit.

The design exercise for the bias circuit consists of

selecting scaling factors M:> M2 and M3. With the available

degrees of freedom greater than is required for setting

oscillator voltage and current, some values can be selected

based on physical considerations. The emitter area ratio M2,

relating areas of QN3 to QN4 in Figure 6-13, is somewhat

arbitrarily based on the largest ratio which can easily be

accommodated in a layout. The large value for M2 is desirable

because the sensitivity of the output current to thermal noise

generated in the current setting resistor is reduced as the

ratio is increased. For this design, M2 = 16 is chosen. For

a given Vdpealc and M2, the product is completely determined

by (6-50) . Selection of individual values is arbitrary. For

the design presented, values of 3 and 2 are selected for Mx

and M3, respectively. The integer values facilitate accurate

scaling of components.
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The design of the shaping circuits is completed by

assigning values to the scaling constants M4, M5 and M6. As

seen in (6-54), two degrees of freedom (M4 and M5) can be

manipulated in setting a single parameter A. Thus, scaling

constants can, to some degree, be chosen for convenience of

implementation. As two separate applications exist for the

scaling circuit, (production of high and low-frequency inputs

to frequency summation blocks), separate scaling values must

be generated for each case.

For cases where the shaper circuit output is used as a

high-frequency input to the frequency summation block, the

maximum allowed value of A is 1.414. Recognizing in (6-54)

that N (4), Mx (1.5) M2 (16) have been previously specified,

the ratio M4/M5 is determined for a given value of A. For a

ratio equal M4/M5 = 0.5, a value of 1.04 results for A. This

provides adequate margin to the upper limit for A of 1.414.

For convenience, bias current scaling factor M4 is assigned

0.5 and capacitance scaling factor M5 is assigned 1.0.

For applications where the shaper circuit output drives

the low-frequency port of a frequency summation block, the

maximum allowed value for A is the ratio cDh/cül. The most

restrictive instance of this application is the case of

injection from the Loop 3 output divide circuit into the Loop

2 frequency summation block. Here, the ratio of ratio of the

Loop 2 VCO output frequency (co„) to the non-divided Loop 3

output frequency can be as low as 0.5. For Loop 2 output

divider modulus P2, the maximum ratio cOh/cOl is P2/2. For this
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case, expression (6-54) relating A to scaling constants must

be rewritten to include output divider modulus P2:

A = PzMiM4ln{M2) _ (6-55)
2M5tan(7i/N)

For previous assignments of M:, M2 and N, slope constant A can

be assigned 0.26P2 (less than the maximum allowed value of

0.5P2) through assignment of value 0.125 to the ratio M4/M5.

For convenience, bias current scaling factor M4 is assigned

0.5 (the same as for the high-frequency case) and capacitor

scaling factor M5 is assigned 4.0.

Figure 6-15. Wave shaper output waveform for high-frequency
application.

The final assignment is FET width scaling factor M6. The

value of M6 must be sufficiently large to insure that the

slope of the shaper circuit output waveform is substantially

constant throughout the region where the magnitude of the
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output signal is small (less than 3VT) . The upper bound of

the scaling constant is the maximum acceptable average DC

value of the shaper output signal, determined by the ratio of

shaper circuit resistance M6R to the average current in a load

1 shape /2. The chosen value for M6 is 0.25 for both high and

low-frequency applications. The resulting output curve shape

for a high-frequency application is shown in Figure 6-15. As

seen in the figure, the slope of the curve matches a constant-

slope curve for magnitudes of V0UT(t) less than about 2VT. For

a low frequency application with P2 equal to 4, the curve

shape is identical to that of Figure 6-15 with expanded time

scale. For larger P2, the slope approximation is improved and

the waveform approaches the shape of a piecewise-linear

waveform.



CHAPTER 7
THE SYNTHESIZER OUTPUT SPECTRUM

Overview

A major concern in any frequency synthesizer for communi¬

cations applications is the spectral purity of the output

signal. In the system presented in this study, the overall

system structure and many components are designed with

spectral purity as a goal. Work presented in previous

chapters has focused on characterization of disturbance

producing mechanisms. In this chapter, the combined output

spectrum resulting from all disturbance producing mechanisms,

continuous and discrete, is considered. Analyses of continuous

and discrete spectra are treated separately, reflecting the

differences in both source mechanisms and processing of the

two types of disturbances.

A difficult problem in the analysis of the synthesizer

output spectrum is how to separate the results from the

configuration and operating range of the system. That problem

is addressed here through the development of computer-aided

analysis approaches which can be applied to a variety of

configurations and operating ranges. For demonstration

purposes and to validate the system design, the analysis

techniques are applied to the case of the three loop system

described in Chapter 3. The range over which the system is

196
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analyzed is 451.2 to 464 MHz. The selection of operating

frequencies was somewhat arbitrary, corresponding to a portion

of the UHF land-mobile radio band. The range of operation,

12.8 MHz, is equal to the system reference frequency. Because

of the sampling properties of the synthesizer system, a range

of this width can be expected to provide a demonstration of

most spur mechanisms in the system.

In Chapter 3, targets for spectral purity are established

for this study. For frequency offsets from the carrier

greater than or equal to 12.5 kHz, broadband noise must be

maintained at or below -120 dBc/Hz. Discrete frequency

components must be maintained below -70 dBc. It is demon¬

strated in this chapter that the system described in Chapter

3 does not meet these goals. Design modifications which could

improve system performance are discussed as part of this

analysis.

Because the design of the multi-loop synthesizer system

is unique to this dissertation, it follows that results

presented in this chapter are unique. Techniques used to

derive the synthesizer output spectra are, in most cases,

applications of known circuit and system analysis principles.

One portion of the analysis which is unique is the derivation

of noise characteristics of phase-processing circuits used in

the synthesizer system. This analysis appears in the section

on the continuous output spectrum.
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The Continuous Output Spectrum

The non-zero continuous output spectrum of the synth¬

esizer is the result of noise mechanisms throughout the

synthesizer system which modulate the VCO of the high freq¬

uency loop, producing noise sidebands on the system output.

Because of the characteristics of both the noise sources and

the system, the frequency response of the noise is not flat,

but varies in average power as a predictable function of

frequency offset from the carrier. It is this frequency

distribution of noise about the carrier which is the focus of

this section.

For the purposes of this analysis, the synthesizer system

is treated as a linear, small-signal system with all noise

sources uncorrelated. Under these assumptions, the output

spectrum of the synthesizer can be found from superposition of

the noise power spectra produced by sources in the system.

The analysis methodology is to identify each noise source in

the system, calculate its effect on the system output spec¬

trum, then sum the individual output spectrum contributions to

produce the total output spectrum.

The noise analysis in this section is conducted with the

aid of the AC option of the SPICE, Version 2G, circuit

analysis program [38]. The noise sources are applied in

SPICE as frequency-independent AC sources. Frequency depen¬

dence is created using circuit analogs. The effect of each

noise source on the loop in which it is resident and on the

system output is then calculated using the AC linear analysis
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feature of SPICE. Functional blocks in the synthesizer are

described in SPICE using linear models constructed from ideal

circuit elements and controlled sources. Spectral outputs of

the synthesizer system are presented in noise density versus

frequency plots.

The analysis of the continuous noise spectrum is pre¬

sented below. The analysis is organized into separate

sections on noise source characterization, the SPICE model of

the system and results.

Noise Sources

Potential noise contributors to the continuous output

spectrum of the synthesizer system include the phase detector

output stages for both low and high-frequency loops, phase¬

processing circuits in the reference and feedback paths of

each loop, VCO blocks in both low and high-frequency loops,

thermal noise due to loop filter resistance, and phase

modulation on the system reference signal. In this section,

expressions are developed for each of these noise sources.

Noise sources are described in units appropriate for the

linear system analysis which follows this section. Noise

produced in the loop filter is described in amps, the units

used in the analysis at the point where loop filter noise is

injected. Similarly, VCO noise is described in radians and

charge pump noise is described in amps.

The phase detector output stage. As discussed in

Chapter 4, phase detector circuits in both low and high-

frequency loops consist of a logic section followed by a
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switched current-source output stage. The logic stage can be

treated in the same manner as other phase processing circuits

in the reference and feedback paths. Noise from the output

stage, however, must be considered as a separate case.

Figure 7-1. Simplified schematic diagram of charge pump
circuit.

The role of the output stage of the phase detector is to

produce current pulses of fixed amplitude with width equal to

the time difference between phase detector inputs. Operation

of the circuit can be explained using the much-simplified

diagram of Figure 7-1. In the figure, which represents the

high-frequency loop charge pump, constant output currents are

generated by the diode-referenced current source formed by QNl

through QN4, R1 and R2. The current mirror MP1 and MP2

mirrors the constant current output of QN3. The currents are

steered to or away from the circuit output (OUT) via a pair of
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two-throw switches. (In the actual implementation, switching

is accomplished electronically and is controlled by the

digital portion of the phase detector.) Charge pump outputs

can be described as up (source current with amplitude I0), down

(sink I0) , off (no current) or active-off (simultaneously

source and sink I0> resulting in a net output current of

zero). For steady state operation, up and down states have

negligible length. The active-off state is limited in length

to about 5 nS per cycle of the loop reference. It is in this

state where most noise is generated.

In the actual charge pump circuit design, contributions

of other noise sources are minimized such that the dominant

noise contributor to output noise current is thermal noise

from current setting resistors R1 and R2 . For resistors with

value R, the noise current produced at the circuit output in

the active-off state can be expressed

i1"),active-off
_ / 8KT\1/2 _ ( BKIIq)1/z

R /
v ^be

(7-i;

where K is Boltzman's constant, T is temperature in degrees

Kelvin, VBE is the voltage across the current setting resistors

and I0 is the output current of the circuit in amps. Noise

current in has units of A/Hz1/2. The duration of the active-

off state can be expressed as a fraction of a complete cycle

of the phase detector reference. For the main loop, with

reference frequency equal to 12.8 MHz, this fraction is equal

to the product of the 5 nS active-off duration and 12.8 MHz,
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or 0.064. Thus the total equivalent noise at the circuit

output can be expressed

in =
/'0.51KTIo\1/2 „

- I =7.5 *10'13 A/Hz 1/2 .

VBE )
(7-2)

The numeric quantity for in is derived for a temperature of

3 00 degrees Kelvin, 0.75 volts for VBE and 2 00 (J.A for IG. In

measuring the effect of charge pump noise on the system output

spectrum, the noise current in is applied to the loop in

parallel with the phase detector output. Spectral density of

the noise is flat.

The charge pump noise calculation can be modified to

describe the phase detector output of the low-frequency loops.

In this circuit, up and down output currents are referenced to

a single Widlar current source, where the current controlling

resistor has applied to it a voltage equal to VTln(12).

Output current is selectable between values 25 or 50 |JA, with

the 50 |ia current produced by a times 2 current multiplier.

For 50 |!A output current, the total active-off output noise

current is 4 times the noise from the Widlar current setting

resistor. The active-off time fraction is calculated using

the low-frequency loop reference frequency of 3.2 MHz and an

active-off duration of 5 nS. For operation at 300 Kelvin and

output current equal to 50 ^A, the noise current can be

expressed

Mi/*
(7-3)

= 1.28-10'12 A/Hz1/2 .

in = 4 (5.0-10-’)(3.2.10‘X4KT)(^:2)jJ
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VCO for the low-frequency loop. The output spectrum of

the VCO is described in Chapter 6 in terms of SBNR. Recalling

results from that chapter, the VCO spectrum can be described

in terms of dBc/Hz by

SBNR = 10-log-
Nq«o
8Aco2Ie

cos¿
7t Ati)
2 co O /

(7-4)

Approximating the cosine term with unity (valid for Aco << C0o)

and fixing the number of stages N at 4, the statement can be

simplified:

SBNR = 10'log'
qwo

2Aq2I
e L

]_+^dpaak +2 2VT \
V ^dpeak JJ

(7-5!

Pv 2VT

The spectrum can be expressed in terms of radians/Hz1/2 by

dropping the log notation and recognizing that the variable Aco

in (7-4) is the analysis frequency co in the linear system

interpretation of the PLL frequency synthesizer of Chapter 3.

Then, the spectrum of the VCO <i>vco(s) can be described

®VCO ( ® )
to. q

\ 1/2

21a/
1 + -
if V,dpeak ^ 2VT ^

U/2

JJ
(7-6)

P
v 2VT J ^ vdpeaJc>

The noise spectrum attains maximum power when carrier fre¬

quency C0o is maximized (C0o = 2jc*51.2,106 radians/sec).

Applying values proposed in Chapter 6 for Vdpeak (0.4 volts) , Ie

(200 (1A) , (3 (100) and temperature T (300 Kelvin) , <Ivco(s) can

be stated

®vco ^ ® ^
^phrse _ 8.53 radians

s s Hz1/2
(7-7)
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From limitations described in Chapter 6, (7-7) is valid for

all frequency offsets greater than about 2jr 10 radians/sec.

For large offsets from the carrier, a frequency-independent

noise floor dominates the spectrum of the VCO. However, for

the frequency offset where noise floor term is dominant, the

low-frequency loop VCO noise is not a major contributor to the

system output spectrum. Thus, the noise floor term can be

neglected in the system noise spectrum analysis.

The linear system description of the VCO block is an

integrator with gain term equal to the VCO transfer gain Kv

expressed in radians/volt. In SPICE, the block can be

realized by a voltage-controlled current source driving a 1

Farad capacitor. For analysis purposes, the voltage measured

across the capacitor is treated as a phase with units of

radians. The transconductance assigned to the voltage

controlled current source is the VCO transfer gain K^. This

model for the VCO is shown in Figure 7-2. The phase noise
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term C0pHASE is added as a current source at the VCO output node

in units of radians/sec/Hz1/2. Frequency shaping is provided

by the interaction of the current source with the integrating

capacitor. The noise floor term, applied to the model at the

transconductance output, is not necessary for the low-fre¬

quency VCO model.

Reference source and high frequency loop VCO. The

general shape of the output spectrum of the low-frequency VCO

is characteristic of most frequency sources. In general,

spectral noise on frequency sources can be described in the

form

•(b) = +4W <7-8>

where <I>FL00R is the magnitude of the noise floor in radians/Hz1/2

and (0pHASE a constant with units radians/sec/Hz1/2 which de¬

scribes the phase noise of the source. This model is valid

for all frequencies sufficiently large that the narrowband

approximation applies (m << 1) and 1/f noise does not dominate

the noise spectrum. In the frequency range that is of

interest in this study, it is assumed that these conditions

are always met. Then, the form expressed in (7-8) can be used

to describe a wide variety of noise sources, including the

low-frequency loop VCO (neglecting the floor term) , the

synthesizer reference source, and high frequency loop VCO.

In actual measurements performed for this study, both

high-frequency VCO and reference source functions were

implemented using Hewlett-Packard 8640B signal generators.
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For these instruments, the specified noise floor is less than

-140 dBc/Hz. The noise corner is frequency dependent. At

(0o = 27t*450,106 radians/sec, the approximate test frequency of

the high-frequency loop, the noise corner is at approximately

C0floor = 2JÜ- 80-103 radians/sec. At system reference frequency,

2tu,12.8,103 radians/sec, the noise corner is at approximately

(Dfloor = 2jp2.5,103 radians/sec [23].

Substituting the specified values into (7-8) and express¬

ing noise floor values in radians, noise spectra for the

reference source and high-frequency VCO can be described. For

the reference source, the frequency cofloor at which phase noise

and noise floor components of the spectrum are equal is low

compared to the frequency of interest (the region at separa¬

tion from the carrier greater than 10 kHz). The spectrum of

the reference source OrefÍs) can be described by a constant

with value 10'7 radians/Hz1/2. For the high-frequency VCO, the

frequency dependent term is significant. The noise, expressed

in radians/Hz1/2 is

* (S) = 5-°*10"2 + io-7 radian (7-9)H
s Hz1/2

The two terms in the expression correspond to the noise

sources in the linear system model of Figure 7-2.

Noise due to phase processing circuits. Most of the

synthesizer comprises circuits which perform some operation

directly on the phase of a signal. This includes the
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quadrature generator1, all dividers, the digital portions of

phase detectors and the image-balanced multiplier circuits.

In this section, an approximate analysis of the phase modula¬

tion added to a carrier by these circuits is presented. The

analysis is original. There is no study with which the author

is familiar where noise contributions of these circuits is

analyzed on a circuit level. The probable reason for this is

that results from any study of this type would be highly

dependent on circuit implementation and would thus be of

limited interest. The brief analysis shown here is not

rigorous, but is offered for completeness of the discussion

and for definition of the general shape of the noise spectrum

generated in these circuits. Discussion is limited to the

differential ECL circuits described in Appendix B.

Figure 7-3. Half-circuit model for phase processing
circuit.

The starting point for the analysis is the assumption

that all circuits of interest to the study can be modeled by

xAs noted in Chapter 4, the physical implementation of
the quadrature generator contains a design error which results
in modulation of excessive phase noise onto the carrier. The
phase noise derivation presented here is valid only for the
corrected design in which the quadrature generator is not a
dominant noise contributor to the system output spectrum.
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a simple differential pair with resistor load. Defining

notation, lbias designates the constant current bias of the

differential pair and Vpeak the peak voltage across a load

resistor. Finite beta effects are neglected. The differen¬

tial pair is assumed to operate with identical input and

output periodic signal wave shapes which result in complete

current steering in the differential pair. Thus, the load

resistance R is equal to the product VpeakIbias. For balanced

inputs, the condition at switching, the circuit can be

represented by the half-circuit equivalent shown in

Figure 7-3. The current sources in the figure represent noise

contributions of device shot noise ic and load resistor

thermal noise ir. The capacitor represents the parasitic

capacitance of the switching device, the load resistor and any

additional load on the circuit. It is assumed that the time

constant created by load resistor R and parasitic load

capacitor C performs the dual functions of limiting the

maximum switching frequency of the circuit and band-limiting

the noise voltage produced by the action of ic and ir. Thus,

for a circuit operating at maximum frequency co^, The observed

ratio of noise power to carrier power across load R could be

expressed

^noise _ (ic + ii)R2 _ q + 4KT (7-10)
^carrier V-peak ^bias VpeakIbias

Derivation of the expression is based on standard definitions

of thermal and shot noise where shot noise is determined at

the balanced input device bias condition of Ibias/2.
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A zero-order analysis of the phase modulation of noise

onto the carrier would be to assume single-sideband to FM

conversion of the noise in the system in (7-10) and to equate

that to the phase noise modulation applied by the circuit.

This approach does not account for the sampling properties of

the circuit. If the signal and noise system is sensed with a

differential pair circuit identical to the one used to

generate the system, sampling occurs with sampling rate equal

to the carrier frequency co:arrier. For a system operating at

maximum operating frequency GW, the maximum phase modulation

applied to the carrier is approximately the square root of the

noise to carrier ratio of (7-10) multiplied by the ratio of

Vpeak to 2Vt. Because the noise is bandlimited to GW, no

aliasing occurs. As the carrier frequency is decreased from

gw and the waveform slope is maintained (for input voltages

where the differential pair transconductance is non-zero),

peak phase modulation resulting from a given disturbance

decreases linearly. Noise power added due to aliasing

increases linearly as the carrier frequency and sampling

frequency G)carrier is reduced. (Noise voltage increases with the

square root of GW/GWrier •) The net effect of the two phenom¬

ena is a phase modulation decrease at the rate of the square

root of the decrease in G)carrier/GX,ax. This reasoning can be

described in the following expression with units radians/Hz1/2:
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p
\ earner

noise
1/2

(7-11)
1/2/ 1/2

^peak V ^maxmax

The phase perturbation can also be described as a sideband

noise ratio in dBc/Hz:

q + 4KT (7-12)SBNR = 10-log

The spectral density of the modulation is independent of

frequency for all frequencies near the carrier.

Phase noise contributions are most critical in loop 1.

In that circuit, low frequency circuits operate values of 20

flA for Ibias, 0.13 volts for Vpeak. Applying (7-12), this

results in a SBNR contribution of -154 dBc/Hz for any single

stage. Examination of the detailed schematics of Appendix A

shows that there are seven phase processing stages in the loop

1 circuit. Many of these operate at bias current greater than

2 0 (1A and, therefore, contribute less phase noise. A worst

case analysis can be performed by weighting each stage

equally. For uncorrelated noise, the seven stages add 8.5 dB

higher phase noise than a single stage. Thus, the total SBNR

contribution to a signal in loop 1 is -145 dBc/Hz.

The phase noise produced in the phase processing circuits

is analyzed at the reference frequency of 12.8 MHz and could

be applied in the linear system model of the loop at the

reference input to the phase detector. Because the noise has

the same spectral shape as the reference source noise but
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lower amplitude, it can be neglected. In the low-frequency-

loops, a similar result can be derived and again, the noise

contributions of the phase-processing circuits can be neg¬

lected .

It should be noted that while the circuits and the

analysis techniques used here are similar to those used in the

derivation of the phase noise characteristics of the ring

oscillator of Chapter 6, the noise processes in the two

circuits are fundamentally different. In the ring oscillator,

phase change induced in a stage results in a change in the

phase of the input signal to that stage on the subsequent

cycle. This accounts for the high noise level and the

frequency dependent noise density in the VCO. For the

circuits discussed in this section, the circuit input is not

dependent on any feature in the circuit.

Loop filter thermal noise. For both low and high-

frequency loops, the loop filters comprise RC transimpedance

networks where thermal noise associated with the resistors can

contribute significantly to the system output noise spectrum.

In addition, an active buffer used in the test version of the

loop filter for the high-frequency loop can add noise to the

system. Loop filters and associated noise sources are

described below for each loop. Because loop filter components

appear explicitly in the SPICE model of the circuit used in

the next section, analysis of response of the filters to noise

sources is not necessary.
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JC2
(a)

Figure 7-4. Loop filter networks with associated noise
sources. a) filter for low-frequency loop;
b) passive filter high-frequency loop; c)
buffered filter for high frequency loop test
application.

The filter for the low-frequency loop, shown in

Figure 7-4a, is a second order integrating filter with a

single zero at radian frequency l/ÍR^CJ and poles at zero and

1/(R1*C2). The filter contains a single noise source iR1 whose
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value can be found by a direct application of the definition

of thermal noise in a resistor:

/ 4KT\1/2
\ R1 /

(7-13)

Units for iR1 are A/Hz1/2. For both low-frequency loops,

component values are

Rl = 12000 ohms,
R2 = 200 pF,
C2 = 20 pF.

This results in loop a loop filter zero at 2tc*6.6*105

radians/sec, poles at zero and 2ti*6.6*106 radians/sec, and a

noise source current of 1.175* 10'12 A/Hz1/2.

Two loop filter configurations are presented for the

high-frequency loop. In Figure 7-4b, the filter configuration

for a typical synthesizer application is shown. This filter

is designed to drive a high impedance load like that presented

by a varactor-tuned VCO. This network is similar to the one

used in the low-frequency loops but contains an additional

filter section comprising resistor R2 and capacitor C3. For

the example system featuring a 25 kHz output loop, component

values are

Rl = 9200 ohms,
R2 = 9200 ohms,
Cl = 4000 pF,
C2 = 120 pF,
C3 = 120 pF.

This results in a filter with a zero at 2tc* 3.3* 103

radians/sec. Neglecting loading effects, both filter poles

reside at 27t*1.5*105 radians/sec. (The loading of the second

order filter section with the filter formed by R2 and C3
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causes the two filter poles to separate in frequency. The

characteristics of the filter at frequencies far from the

filter corner frequency is not affected by this phenomenon.)

For both resistors in the network, the noise source value is

1.35- 1(T12 A/Hz1/2.

In the test and verification of the synthesizer system

presented in the next chapter, the VCO function is provided by

a signal generator with a low (600 ohms) tuning port input

resistance. To drive this port, the buffered filter of

Figure 7-4c is required. The circuit provides the same

single-zero, three-pole integrating characteristic as the

passive filter but contains an op-amp buffer for improved

output drive. To minimize the effect of op-amp generated

noise (source voltage vA in the figure), the output resistor

R3 forms a voltage divider with the 600 ohm load resistance.

Component values are

R1 = 75000 ohms,
R2 = 4300 ohms,
Cl = 500 pF,
C2 = 14 pF,
C3 = 2200 pF.

The resulting filter contains poles and zeros at locations

similar to those of the passive filter. Noise source values

are 4.7" 10'13 A/Hz1/2 and 2.0’10'12 A/Hz1/2 for the iR1 and iR2,

respectively. The equivalent input noise voltage of the op-

amp, vA, is a property specified for many commercially

available op-amps. For the MC34181 device used here, the

value is 38 nV/Hz1/2 [39] . Using the component values[39] .
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shown, flat-band gain and output noise voltage are similar for

the passive and buffered circuits.

Prediction of the Output Spectrum using SPICE

Once noise sources have been identified, calculation of

the continuous output spectrum of the synthesizer becomes an

exercise in linear system analysis. The output spectrum is

calculated using the linear relationships established for the

system in Chapter 3. Noise power produced by each of the

sources described above is summed using superposition. Many

tools could be used to aid this task, including spreadsheets

or matrix manipulation programs. In this study, the AC small-

signal option of the SPICE circuit simulation program is used

to calculate the output spectrum. This method offers the

advantage that program input consists of a circuit description

rather than a set of equations. In addition to simplicity and

convenience, the approach offers a method of checking the

results of Chapter 3. Because design of the system for noise

performance is based on the results of the linear system

analysis of Chapter 3, and because the SPICE analysis is not

based on the linear system analysis, a noise analysis which

yields expected results tends to verify the linear system

analysis.

The method used here is to describe the synthesizer

system in terms of a circuit analog. Portions of the circuit

where the variable of interest is voltage or current (e.g.,

the loop filter) are described by circuit components. All

active circuits in this class are represented by ideal
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controlled sources. For portions of the circuit where phase

is the variable of interest, the phase variable is modeled as

a voltage.

The technique used to model the loop in SPICE is demon¬

strated in Figure 7-5. The figure represents the low-fre¬

quency loop. The loop filter is represented by ideal resistor

R1 and ideal capacitors C2 and C3. The phase detector is

represented by a voltage controlled current source whose gain

is equal to the phase detector transfer gain KD. The VCO is

also represented by a voltage controlled current source. As

discussed in the section on representation of VCO noise

sources, the integrator property of the VCO is represented by

a current source driving an ideal 1.0 farad capacitor.

Dividers are represented by voltage controlled voltage

sources. The divider modulus is described by the inverse of

the gain of the controlled source. For all points in the

system where the variable of interest is phase, the simulation

value of voltage (in volts) is interpreted with units of

radians.

The circuit of Figure 7-5 is analyzed by performing an AC

frequency sweep in SPICE. The output node for the circuit is

the VCO output node <J>0UT- Voltages measured at this node are

interpreted as phase in radians. Values for input sources are

described in the previous section. A separate analysis is

conducted for each source, with results for all sources summed

using a post-processor. For a full multi-loop simulation,

each loop can be analyzed separately with loop outputs
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Figure 7-5. SPICE analog for PLL with noise sources.
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modified by the SPICE derived transfer functions of subsequent

loops (from Offset to <I>0UT) to reflect the total system output

spectrum. The low-frequency loop model of Figure 7-5 be
modified to represent the high-frequency loop by modifying the

loop filter and adjusting component values.

The schematic in Figure 7-5 represents a simplified

version of the actual model used in the calculation. To

insure correct operation in SPICE, single element nodes and DC

open circuits must be avoided. In this analysis, high-value

(1012 ohms) dummy resistances were placed between each problem

node and ground. Problem nodes are nodes which are connected

to voltage or current sources.

Continuous Spectrum Analysis Results

An analysis of the continuous output spectrum is pre¬

sented here for a typical set of system conditions. The

analysis includes the output spectra for a low-frequency loop,
for the high-frequency loop with no offset signal, and for a

complete system. Results are presented in the form of plots

of noise spectral density versus frequency.

Simulation conditions for the low-frequency loop are

presented in Table 7-1. The conditions represent the oper¬

ating point at the high end of the frequency range of the VCO

(51.2 MHz). From the VCO noise analysis of Chapter 6, this

represents the frequency where VCO sideband noise is highest.

The predicted continuous output spectrum of the low-

frequency loop is shown in Figure 7-6a. Components of the

output spectrum are shown in Figure 7-6b. From the figures,
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Table 7-1. Low-frequency loop simulation parameters.

Parameter Value SPICE Physical
Units Units

Filter Components:
R1 12000 ohms ■ ohms
Cl 200 PF pF
C2 20 pF pF

Phase Detector Gain
Kd :

7.9* 10‘6 A/volt A/rad

VCO Gain Kv: 271* 30- 106 A/volt rad/volt

Loop Divider Modulus
N:

16 volt/volt --

Noise Sources:
reference 10'7 volt rad/Hz1/2
charge pump 1.28- 10'12 A A/Hz1/2
filter Rl 1.17- 10-12 A A/Hz1/2
VCO phase noise 8.5 A rad/Hz1/2
VCO noise floor 0 volt rad/Hz1/2

it can be seen that maximum spectral density of -102 dBc/Hz

occurs in the region near the unity gain frequency (on order

of 200 kHz) . The spectrum is dominated at high frequencies by

the VCO and at low frequencies by reference noise. For

regions close to the carrier (on order of 25 kHz offset from
the carrier), the spectral density of the loop output is

approximately 25 dB below the expected spectral density of the

VCO circuit alone (estimated in Chapter 6 to be -85 dBc/Hz at

25 kHz offset from the carrier). This can be attributed to

the filtering action of the PLL.

For the high-frequency loop, simulation conditions are

listed in Table 7-2. The simulation was conducted using a

loop with a buffered loop filter of the type shown in

Figure 7-4c. The VCO gain Kv is based on a signal generator

tuning input sensitivity of 2.56 MHz/volt. The divider
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(a)

Figure 7-6. Predicted continuous spectrum for the low
frequency loop. a) complete output spectrum;
b) components of output spectrum.
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Table 7-2. High-frequency loop simulation parameters.

Parameter Value SPICE Physical
Units Units

Filter Components:
Rl 75000 ohms ohms
R2 4300 pF pF
Cl 500 pF pF
C2 14 pF pF
C3 2000 pF pF

Phase Detector Gain
Kd :

3.2- 10'5 A/volt A/rad

VCO Gain Kv: 2ti2.56* 106 A/volt rad/volt

Loop Divider Modulus
N:

35.25 volt/volt --

Noise Sources:
reference 10~7 volt rad/Hz1/2
charge pump 7.5- 10'13 A A/Hz1/2
filter Rl 4.7- 10‘13 A A/Hz1/2
filter R2 1.96- 10'12 A A/z1/2
filter op-amp 38* 10-9 volt volt/Hz1/2
VCO phase noise 5.0- 10'2 A rad/Hz1/2
VCO noise floor 10‘7 volt rad/Hz1/2

modulus is based on typical test conditions of a 12.8 MHz

reference frequency and a 451 MHz operating frequency.

The predicted output spectrum of the high-frequency loop

is shown in Figure 7-7a with component contributions shown in

Figure 7-7b. From Figure 1-1a, the noise density is above

-110 dBc/Hz for frequencies below 30 kHz offset from the

carrier. This is well above the target value of -120 dBc/Hz.

From Figure 7-7b, it can be seen that for frequencies below

200 kHz, the spectrum is dominated by reference noise. For a

reference with improved spectral purity, the noise spectrum at

small offsets from the carrier would be limited to approxi¬

mately -120 dBc/Hz by noise generated in the charge pump.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7-7. Predicted continuous spectrum of high frequen¬
cy loop, a) composite spectrum; b) components
of spectrum.
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The complete output spectrum of the synthesizer system

comprises the high-frequency loop output spectrum and pro¬

cessed versions of the low-frequency loop spectrum repre¬

senting loops 2 and 3. The spectrum of loop 2 appears in the

output after multiplication by the inverse of interstage

divider modulus value P2 (value 8) and by the loop 1 transfer

function from the offset node to the output node. The

transfer function is described in Chapter 3. For this

simulation, SPICE was used to calculate the function. The

spectrum of loop 3 is multiplied by the transfer functions for

loops 1 and 2 and divided by the interstage divider modulus

values for P2 and P3 (values 8 and 32, respectively) .
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FREQ (Hz)

Figure 7-9. Loop contributions to synthesizer output
spectrum.

The predicted output spectrum of the synthesizer system

is shown in Figure 7-8. Component contributions of loops 1,

2 and 3 are shown in Figure 7-9. As seen in the figures, the

output is dominated by the loop 1 contribution. Contributions

of loops 2 and 3 are not significant even though both the
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closed loop spectra of the low-frequency loops and the VCO

spectra contain SBNR levels above the levels of the system

output.

Though the design as presented does not meet the

-120 dBc/Hz goal for SBNR described in Chapter 3, the goal

could be met with an improved reference source. Crystal

oscillators with SBNR of -150 dBc/Hz, the value required to

achieve the -120 dBc/Hz system output goal, can be built. By

using such a device as the system reference, the phase noise

goal could be met.

The Discrete Output Spectrum

The discrete output spectrum of the synthesizer is the

result of both non-linear analog and digital operations in

each PLL loop. The non-linear analog operation occurs

primarily in the frequency summation stage, where frequency

components, both desired an undesired, are generated through

application of a non-linearity to a pair of input signals.

This mechanism is similar to the generation of high-order

spurs which occurs in mixer circuits in radio-frequency

receivers. The digital operations in the counter have the

effect of sampling signals at the frequency summation block

output in each loop, with additional frequency components

created due to aliasing. The combination of operations in the

multi-loop synthesizer environment results in a rather complex

spectrum.

In this section, the discrete spectrum of the multi-loop

synthesizer is analyzed. The primary tool for the analysis is
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a computer model of the system in which each frequency

modifying process in the system is described. Results of the

computer analysis are listed over a frequency range and set of

conditions representative of the actual operation of the

frequency synthesizer. Dominant mechanisms for spurious

frequency generation are then analyzed. The computer model,

results, and analysis of dominant mechanisms are presented in

separate discussions, below.

The Discrete-Spectrum Model of the Synthesizer

Discrete spectral components (spurs) in a frequency

synthesizer loop are generated by Several describable mecha¬

nisms. Though each mechanism, by itself, is easily character¬

ized, the combined action and interaction of all the mecha¬

nisms in a large system makes a complete system analysis

difficult. For that reason, a computer program has been

developed to model the system. In this section, the program

is described. The discussion is arranged in sections covering

the overall structure of the program, the discrete signal data

set, and functional blocks which implement the model.

Program structure and organization. The program, listed

in Appendix C, is written in Turbo C®++ [40] . It consists

of a main program supported by several subroutines. Each

function roughly corresponds to one operation in the synthe¬

sizer, with additional routines provided for input, output and

calculation of divider programming values (using the algorithm

presented in Chapter 4). Synthesizer modeling operations
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include the divider, signal shaper, image-balancedmultiplier,

sample-and-filter, and modulation generator.

Operation of the program is described by the flowchart of

Figure 7-10. The program treats each synthesizer loop as an

open-loop structure containing blocks which perform operations

on a signal set composed of a carrier signal and its assoc¬

iated spurs. A more detailed view of the model of a single

loop is shown in Figure 7-11. Multi-loop systems are treated

by cascading single-loop models.

Formatting of input and output is minimal. Output

consists of tabulated lists of the amplitude and frequency of

each spectral component present at the VCO output of each

loop. This information is dumped to an ASCII file designated

by the user from a prompt. Input to the program consists of

prompted responses for operating frequency, output file and

user provided setup file, where the setup file is an ASCII

file with format demonstrated in Figure 7-12.

The signal set. At any point in the model, the synthe¬

sizer signal is described by a set whose elements represent

the discrete spectral elements of the signal. Each element,

or spur, consists of three characteristics: frequency,

amplitude and phase. The number of elements in the set varies

at different points in the model according to the number of

spurs present. At various points in the program, the signal

set can be sorted by amplitude or frequency. Duplicate

frequency terms are combined and elements with amplitude less

than a user supplied threshold level (from the setup file in
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LOOP N

NO
MULT.

LOOPS
1
to
N-1

Figure 7-10. Flowchart for spur prediction program.
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SHAPER IMAGE-BAL.
^MULTIPLIER

TT

unmodulated
VCO carrier
signal

SHAPER

SAMPLE -- FM
FILTER MODULATOR

v

modulated
VCO
output

DIVIDER

(P)

modulated output
set of previous loop

Figure 7-11. Block Diagram of modeling operations for a
single synthesizer loop.

Figure 7-12) are eliminated from the signal set. Signal
members are governed by the following rules: 1) Amplitudes

are always positive. A negative value for amplitude serves as

a marker for the end of the signal set. 2) Frequency values

are always positive, reflecting the symmetry that exists

between positive and negative spectra in real signals. By

taking advantage of this symmetry, the size of the signal set

can be reduced. When a negative frequency value occurs as a

result of an operation, the value is converted using an

absolute value function. 3) Values for phase are not re¬

stricted. However, this property is used only in the multi¬

plier function. For all summing operations outside of the

multiplier function, signals are approximated as either

correlated or uncorrelated and phase is neglected.
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MULTI_LOOP SYNTHESIZER -- SETUP FILE A

num_loops: 3

reference frequency (MHz): 12.8

frequency resolution (MHz): .0125

spur threshold (dB): -80

mismatch factor: .01
phase mismatch (dB): 3.0

Loop 1 2 3 4 5

vco_f requency
min: 400 25.6 25.6 0 0
max: 500 51.2 51.2 0 0

reference divider R: 1 4 4 1 1

loop divider N
min: 8 4 4 0 0
max: 64 32 32 0 0

step: 0.25 .25 1.0 0.5 0

output divider P: 1 -8 -32 8 1

vco divider Q: 1 1 1 1 1

multiplier
slope constant Ah: 1.4 1.1 0 0 0

slope constant Al: 2.2 8.8 0 0 0

output corner: 1000 100 0 0 0

loop filter
pole 1: .025 .2 .2 .1 0

pole 2: .15 .6 .6 .3 0

pole 3: .15 1000 1000 1000 0

Figure 7-12. Typical setup file for synthesizer spur pre¬
diction program.

In the program, signal sets are stored in a specially

defined data structure called SPUR. Members of the structure

are the double length real variables frequency, amplitude and

phase.
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The divider function. The divider operation in the model

represents the frequency reduction that occurs at the low

frequency input to the frequency summation block at each loop.

This function models the interstage dividers in the system.

The block is designed to operate on a signal set with a

definable carrier element and optional modulation sidebands.

Harmonics of the carrier are not modeled correctly by this

operation. Likewise, harmonics are not produced as a product

of this operation. This simplification from actual divider

operation is inconsequential, as the divider output is, in the

model, connected to a wave-shaping block which generates

harmonics.

In operation, the divider model defines the carrier as

the highest amplitude ' element in the set. The carrier

amplitude is assigned the value 1.0. The carrier element fre¬

quency is divided by counter modulus P, while the value zero

is assigned to the phase of the carrier element. The opera¬

tion is better described in the C code of the form in which it

is implemented in the model:

signal_out[0].ampl = 1;
signal_out[0].freq = signal_in[0].freq/P;
signal_out[0].phase =0;

For the remaining elements in the signal set, frequency is

shifted by the same amount as the carrier frequency, the

amplitude is normalized and reduced by factor P and the phase

is assigned value 0. For a signal set element i, the opera¬

tion can be described
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signal_out[j].ampl = signal_in[j].ampl
/signal_in[0].ampl/P;

signal_out[0].freq = fabs(signal_in[0]
-(signal_in[0].freq

-signal_out[0].freq));
signal_out[0].phase = 0;

The shaping function. This function models the shaping

circuits at the inputs to the image-balanced multiplier blocks

in the synthesizer. The circuits are described in Chapters 5

and 6. The input signal to the shaping function consists of

a carrier and modulation terms. The shaping operation is

controlled by values of two additional input parameters: the

slope constant (parameter A defined in Chapters 5 and 6) and

the mismatch factor, an empirically defined constant which

controls the amount of non-ideality in the shaping operation.

The output of the shaping function is the modulated carrier of

the input along with modulated even and odd harmonic terms.

In operation, the shaper function models the operation of

the shaper circuit. A single cycle of a symmetrically-clipped

sinusoidal waveform is described over 128 points (constant

SIGPTS in the sample code, below) and applied to a hyperbolic

tangential function. For element i+1 in curve x, the opera¬

tion, is implemented as follows:

x[i+1] = A*sin(2*M_PI*(double)i/SIGPTS+M_PI/SIGPTS);
if (x[i+l] - x[i] > A)

x[i+1] = x[i]+2*M_PI*A/SIGPTS;
else if (x[i+l] - x[i] < A)

x [ i +1] = x[i]-2*M_PI*A/SIGPTS;
else;
x[i+l] = tanh(x[i+l]+mismatch)+mismatch;

Mismatch in the final statement is the mismatch factor

supplied in the setup file. This empirically determined
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factor accounts for device mismatch in the shaper and multi¬

plier circuits.

Once generated, the shaper circuit output curve is

converted to the frequency domain using a fast Fourier

transform (FFT) function [41, p. 46] . Output terms of the

FFT are used to create the output signal set. Amplitude

magnitudes generated by the FFT are normalized. Frequencies

are harmonic multiples of the input signal carrier frequency.

Phase terms are assigned value zero. For a single term i (not

equal to 1, since x[l] is the carrier term) in the FFT output

set x, the assignment to the output signal set would be

implemented

output_signal[i].freq = input_signal[0].freq*(double)i;
output_signal[i].ampl = x[i]/x[l];
temp_spur [harmonic_cnt] .phase = 0;

Then, in manner similar to that used to create modulation

terms in the divider function output signal set, modulation

terms of the input signal are applied to each harmonic of the

output signal set.

Image-balancedmultiplier. The image-balancedmultiplier

function models the operation of the actual image-balanced

multiplier circuits described in Chapter 6. Steps performed

by the function include producing quadrature signal sets from

each of the two input (incident) signal sets, performing

convolution operations on the two incident signal sets and on

the two quadrature signal sets, and summing the resulting

incident and quadrature output sets to produce the output

signal set of the function. The output signal set is filtered
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by a single-pole filter with corner supplied as a function

input.

Generation of quadrature signal sets is accomplished by

applying a time shift to each of the members of the input

sets. This process is consistent with physical shifting

mechanisms in the circuit, which produce a time shift rather

than a true phase shift. The mechanism for producing the time

shift is to identify the carrier member of the input set and

shift it in phase by tc/2 radians. Other members of the set

are shifted in phase by 7t/2 radians times the ratio of the

member frequency to the carrier frequency. The sign of the

time shift is determined by the value (+1 or -1) of a variable

supplied to the function. The sign variable determines which

output term (sum or difference) is canceled in the function

output signal set. For an incident input set with the carrier

identified as member zero, the phase of the ith member of the

quadrature set can be found using the following program

segment:

input_quad[i].phase = input_incident[i].phase+M_PI/2
*input_incident[i].freq
/input_incident[0].freq
*sign;

Amplitude and frequency for the quadrature input members is

the same as for incident members.

The actual multiplication of input signal sets is

performed as a convolution. Sum and difference frequency and

phase terms are generated through the use of a trigonometric

sum-product identity
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cos(a)cos(P) = —cos(a - p) + — cos(cc + P) . (7-14)
2 2

For input signal sets with members described by ini and in2,

output signal set members outl and out2 are generated as shown

in the sample code, below:

outl.ampl = out2.ampl = ini.ampl*in2.ampl/2;
outl.freq = ini.freq+in2.freq;
out2.freq = fabs(ini.freq-in2.freq);
outl.phase = ini.phase+in2.phase;
out2.phase = ini.phase-in2.phase;

The convolution operation is performed for both incident

and quadrature input sets. The resulting signal sets are

summed trigonometrically, a step which emulates the image

balancing operation of the physical circuit. In the summation

operation, set members of equal frequency are summed using the

trigonometric function-sum relationship:

cos (a) + cos(p) = 2-cos| (7-15)

For inputs with equal frequencies, amplitudes Ax and A2, and

phases 0! and 02, respectively, the sum can be expressed

(7-16)

From (7-16) , it can be deduced that the amplitude of each sum

member is equal to two times the product of the input term

amplitudes times the cosine of one-half the difference in

phase between the two input members. In C vernacular, this

can be expressed
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sum.ampl = 2*out_incident.ampl*out_quad.ampl
*cos((out_incident.phase-out_quad.phase)/2);

The purpose of the image-balanced multiplier is to

provide signal multiplication such that either the sum or

difference product of the multiplication is canceled. In the

multiplier model, this cancellation is implicit, a result of

the phase shift applied to the quadrature signal and of the

time-independent cosine factor in (7-16). To account for non¬

ideal cancellation, mismatch terms are introduced in both

amplitude and phase. Amplitude values for the quadrature

output signal set are modified by factor (1 + mismatch) before

summation, where mismatch is the mismatch factor supplied in

the setup file. The phases of the quadrature signal terms are

adjusted by a time shift equivalent to the time shift produced

by the phase mismatch value (expressed in degrees) at the

carrier frequency. Values for both the mismatch factor and

the phase mismatch are supplied in the setup file. Values are

determined empirically. For the simulations conducted in this

chapter, values of 0.01 and 3.0 degrees are used for the

mismatch factor and the phase mismatch, respectively. In

Chapter 8, these values are shown to provide reasonable

correlation between measured and simulated spur amplitudes.

The final step in the image-balanced multiplier operation

is to apply a low-pass filter to the output signal set. This

filter represents the physical filter created by parasitic

capacitance at the multiplier output. In implementing the

filter, the amplitude of each component in the output signal
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set is modified as a function of the frequency of the compo¬

nent and the filter corner. The phase of the component is not

modified, as this value is not used in other parts of the

program.

In the image-balanced multiplier function, each member of

the input signal sets is treated as an independent signal

rather than as modulation on the carrier or a carrier har¬

monic. This approximation was implemented to simplify

programming. The result of the simplification is that some

output set members which would be canceled completely if

treated as modulation are not canceled when treated as

independent signals. Because this approximation always yields

an output set with higher amplitude spurs than the non-

approximated method, it does not affect the usefulness of the

model as a predictor of spurs.

The sample-and-filter function. The functions of the

loop divider, phase detector, and loop filter are combined

into a single program block. The rationale for the grouping

is based partly on the close relationships between the

functions, partly on programming efficiency. Taken together,

the functions form a programming unit with a single input

signal set, a single output signal set, and scalar inputs

describing the loop filter poles, the loop reference frequen¬

cy, and the effective sampling frequency of the block.

In terms of impact on the output spectrum of a synth¬

esizer, the loop divider and phase detector operations can be

modeled as a sampler of the input signal set. The sample
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frequency is the loop reference frequency divided by any

fractional denominator present in the synthesizer divider

modulus. For example, a loop with a 12.8 MHz reference

frequency and a loop divider modulus of 34.25 would model as

a sampled system with sampling frequency 12.8/4 = 3.2 MHz.

Similarly, for a loop with a 12.8 MHz reference frequency and

a loop divider modulus of 34.0, the sampling frequency would

be 12.8 MHz. Thus, the loop divider modulus modifies the

sampling frequency. For either case, the integer portion of

the divider modulus is not significant. This is demonstrated

in Chapter 3, where the low-frequency (within the bandwidth of

the loop) gain of a loop from divider input to VCO output is

shown to be unity. Spectral components present at the divider

input are transferred to the loop output unmodified by the

loop divider modulus.

In all cases, both the carrier frequency at the divider

input and the range of frequencies in the signal set are large

compared to the sample frequency. Thus, the effect of the

sampler is to produce multiple copies of the input signal set,

each offset in frequency from the previous copy by the sample

frequency. If all components generated by this sampling

process were placed in a signal set, a large number of

components would be generated, most of them at frequencies far

from the carrier frequency and of little significance. To

limit the number of members in the signal set for the sampler

output, the loop filter operation is applied concurrently with

the sampling operation. The filter models the low-pass
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characteristic of the PLL loop with three user selectable,

non-interacting single-pole stages. The output signal set of

the sample-and-filter function is a combined result of the

sampling and filtering operations. Set members of equal

frequency are combined, and only those set members with

amplitude above a user defined threshold are added to the

output signal set.

The sample-and-f ilter operations performed by the program

are demonstrated in Figure 7-13. Parts a through d illustrate

the input signal spectrum, the effect of sampling, the loop

filter bandwidth, and the filtered output of the block. Part

e illustrates the function of the FM modulation block.

FM modulation block. The role of this block is to

express the sample-and-filter output signal set in terms of an

frequency modulated signal at the carrier frequency of the

VCO. Inputs to the block are the baseband signal set produced

by the sample-and-f ilter block, the loop VCO frequency and the

spur amplitude threshold. The output of the block is a signal

set containing the VCO carrier element and modulation.

In operation, the FM modulation block constructs the

output signal set for the PLL loop. The carrier element is a

assigned a frequency equal to the VCO frequency and unity

amplitude. Amplitude for spur elements is defined by

amplitude. = J„( SPUI amplitude \n n\ carrier amplitude/
(7-17)

where the carrier amplitude is unity and n is the order of

Bessel function J. For each spur in the input signal set, n
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Figure 7-13. Illustration of sample and filter operation.
a) input signal spectrum; b) sampled signal
spectrum; c) loop filter response shifted to
carrier frequency; d) filtered spectrum; e)
output spectrum shifted to VCO carrier fre¬
quency .
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is increased from one while the resulting spur amplitude

exceeds the amplitude threshold value. Spur frequency is the

product of n and the frequency of the corresponding member of

the input set added to (positive sideband) or subtracted from

(negative sideband) the VCO frequency. For all terms in the

output set, the phase is assigned value 0.

Predicted Discrete Output Spectrum

Computer analysis. Using the computer model described in

the previous section, the discrete spectrum of the multi-loop

synthesizer output is predicted here for the range 451.2 to

464.0 MHz for the synthesizer described in the setup file of

Figure 7-12. The system description, including number of

loops, channel spacing and filter corners, is based on the

system design in Chapter 3. Selection of the frequency of

operation for this demonstration was somewhat arbitrary. The

451.2 to 464.0 MHz range limits were selected largely for

convenience and availability of test equipment. The 12.8 MHz

range of the test was selected because that range allows

complete exercise of the loop dividers in the system. The

12.5 kHz frequency resolution was selected from the smallest

required system channel spacing discussed in Chapter 3.

An overview of the output spectrum results over the test

range is shown in Figure 7-14. The horizonal axis in the

figure represents the carrier frequency range. The vertical

axis represents the highest amplitude spur found for each

tested frequency. A point is produced on the graph for each

frequency produced by the sweep of the test range. As can be
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seen in the figure, spur amplitudes range as high as -22 dBc,

far above the goal stated in Chapter 3 of -7 0 dBc. Also of

note in the figure is the correlation between output loop

divisor and the spurious output. High spur amplitudes occur

more frequently for divisors 35.25 and 35.75 (fractional

denominator of 4), less frequently for divisors 35.00 and

Figure 7-14. Maximum spur amplitude versus carrier fre¬
quency. Frequency summation blocks for loops
1 and 2 operate in subtraction mode.

Spur producing mechanisms. Spurious outputs of the

synthesizer system can be the result of any of several
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mechanisms. Identification and quantification of the mecha¬

nism or mechanisms which produce each spur is difficult. A

separate analysis must be conducted for each synthesizer

frequency and for each spur present at that frequency.

Furthermore, there is no single procedure which can be used.

In this section, the most persistent high-amplitude spur

present in the spur search of Figure 7-14 is analyzed. Two

purposes are served by this analysis. First, the analysis

provides insight into methods for reducing spurs. Second, the

analysis provides a demonstration of spur analysis techniques

for one rather simple case.

The analysis of synthesizer spurs is an investigative

process in which observed facts are combined with knowledge of

the synthesizer system to produce a probable explanation. For

the high level spurs produced in the sweep of Figure 7-14, a

closer examination of spur data provides a starting point for

the analysis. Table 7-3 shows a detailed listing of spurs

above -80 dBc for the frequencies 451.200 to 451.250 MHz. As

seen in the table, spurs vary in amplitude, frequency and

number with carrier frequency. However, a pattern can be

noted in the highest amplitude spur for each carrier fre¬

quency. The spur separation from the carrier increases at 4

times the rate of the increase in carrier frequency as the

carrier frequency increases from 451.2 MHz. This is demon¬

strated in the shaded entries in the table.

The next step in the analysis is to hypothesize a

probable mechanism for the spur. The high level of the spur
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Table 7-3. Detailed spur listing, 451.200 to 451.250 MHz.

Carrier Frequency (MHz) Spur Freq Amplitude
Loop 1 Loop 2 Loop 3 (kHz) (dBc)

451.2000 51.2 51.2 — --

451.2125 25.7 28.8 25 -66

50 -22

100 -52

200 -76

400 -71

451.2250 25.8 32.0 50 -71

100 -29

200 -64

451.2375 25.9 35.2 50 -73

75 -75

100 -68

150 -35

200 -77

250 -78

300 -73

400 -71

451.2500 26.0 38.4 100 -78

200 -41

(-24 dBc at 50 kHz offset from the carrier) implies that the

mechanism is probably in loop 1. The combination of the loop

1 filtering action and the interstage divider between loop 1

and loop 2 (modulus 8) would reduce spurs produced in loop 2

to below the observed level. The 4:1 relationship between the

change in spur frequency and the change in carrier frequency

implies that the spurious signal is produced by a fourth-order

mechanism. For the case where the carrier frequency is
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Figure 7-15. Spur Calculation for fourth order spur,
451.2125 MHz carrier.

451.2125 MHz, it can be shown using the calculation diagrammed

in Figure 7-15 that the sum of the carrier frequency and the

third harmonic of the offset frequency, sampled at the loop

divider sampling rate of 12.8 MHz, produces a 50 kHz spur.

Similar calculations for other carrier frequencies from

Table 7-3 also yield spur frequencies consistent with pre¬

dicted results. Thus, the fourth-order spur mechanism in loop

1 is, possibly, the spur producing mechanism.

To complete the spur analysis, it is necessary to test

the hypothesis by comparing the algorithm-predicted spur

amplitudes with spur amplitudes which can be produced by the

identified mechanism. The fourth-order spur identified above

is a multiplication product of the loop 1 carrier (0 dB

normalized amplitude) and the third harmonic of the loop 1
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offset signal. As described in Chapter 6 in the section on

shaping circuits, the offset signal is an amplitude-controlled

triangular waveform which is symmetrically clipped by a

hyperbolic tangent function. For a slope constant A with

value 2.2 (defined in Chapter 6), the spectrum of the offset

signal can be found by FFT. The third harmonic in the

transform has amplitude -14 dB with respect to the fundamental

component. Thus, neglecting the effect of filtering in loop

1 and the single sideband to FM conversion loss, the spur

produced by the fourth order mechanism would be 14 dB below

the desired output. This result is independent of carrier

frequency. The spur amplitude including filtering is compared

to the computer predicted result in Table 7-4. The close

correlation in the table indicates that the spur mechanism has

been identified correctly.

Table 7-4. Comparison of analysis-predicted results to
algorithm-predicted results for fourth order
spur mechanism.

Carrier
Frequency

(MHz)

Spur Fre¬
quency
(kHz)

Analysis-
Predicted
Spur Ampli¬
tude (dBc)

Algorithm-
Predicted
Spur Ampli¬
tude (dBc)

451.2000
451.2125 50 -24 -22
451.2250 100 -32 -29
451.2375 150 -39 -35
451.2500 200 -44 -41

By recognizing the sampling property of the PLL, a

projection can be made of additional frequencies where the

fourth-order spur mechanism produces high amplitude spurs.

For integer values of the loop 1 divider modulus, the spur
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characteristic observed near carrier frequency 451.200 MHz is

repeated four times each 12.8 MHz interval. For fractional

denominators in the loop divider, the sampling frequency is

reduced by a factor equal to the value equal to the least

common denominator value and the spur pattern repeats more

frequently. Applying this rationale to the plot of spur

amplitude versus carrier frequency plot of Figure 7-14, it can

be seen that a one-to-one correspondence exists between high

spur regions on the plot and regions affected by the fourth-

order spur mechanism.

The example presented above demonstrates one of many spur

mechanisms possible in the system. Many involve more compli¬

cated investigations and could include contributions of loops

2 and 3 and the effects of modulation spurs on one or more

signals. Because of the complexity involved, it is not

feasible to explicitly analyze any but the most serious spur

cases. What is needed are spur avoidance methods which do not

require extensive analysis. Some possible techniques are

demonstrated in the next section.

Techniques for avoiding high spur regions. For most

applications, the spur performance described in Figure 7-14 is

unacceptable. It is necessary to develop methods to reduce

high amplitude spurs or to move them away from the frequency

band of interest. One obvious way to achieve this result is

to reduce the control loop bandwidth in the synthesizer loops.

While this would clearly be effective, it is counter to the

purpose of this study, which is to maintain wide control loop
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bandwidth. Thus, no further discussion is presented on this

approach. The approaches discussed below achieve spur

improvement without sacrificing bandwidth.
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Figure 7-16. Number line of divider modulus
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in loop 1 frequency summation block.

One method of reducing spur amplitude is to improve the

spectral purity of signals at frequency summation block input

ports. As discussed above, the present design includes a loop

1 offset signal with the third harmonic attenuated 14 dB

compared to the fundamental component. Improvement in third

harmonic attenuation would result in a proportional improve¬

ment in spur amplitude. Of course, to reduce the third

harmonic level sufficiently to insure the target value of -70

dBc for synthesizer output spurs would be difficult.

A partial approach to reducing spur amplitude is to

selectively reconfigure the frequency summation blocks in the
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system to either add or subtract. This technique could be

described as injection flipping, after a similar spur avoid¬

ance technique used in super-heterodyne receivers. The

advantage of this approach can be seen in the number line

study of Figure 7-16, where the loop 1 divider modulus is

plotted versus frequency. Lines on the figure represent

results when the frequency summation block is configured to

perform subtraction (the standard configuration) , addition and

the combination of the two which results in the minimum

denominator value for the fractional part of the divider

modulus. As seen in the figure, fractional denominators of

value 4 can be eliminated by selectively choosing between

summation or subtraction.

In Figure 7-17, results are plotted for a spur sweep of

the 451.2 to 464.0 MHz band for combined summation and

subtraction configurations. The frequency summation mode was

selected on a per-channel basis for minimum spur amplitude.

Comparing the result with Figure 7-14, it can be seen that the

number of high amplitude regions is reduced but not elimin¬

ated.

Another spur reduction technique involves selecting from

among multiple system reference frequencies. As seen in the

analysis of the fourth-order spur, high spur frequencies occur

near multiples of the loop sampling frequency. That frequency

is identically the system reference frequency. By changing

the system reference frequency, spur frequencies are shifted.

If an optimum reference could be selected on a per-channel
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Figure 7-17. Maximum spur amplitude versus frequency,
loop 1 frequency summation mode selected for
minimum spur amplitude.

basis from among several frequencies, it would be possible to

avoid most spurs. It must be noted that implementation of

this approach requires more extensive circuitry than is

available in the design that is the focus of this study.

Also, possible effects of spurs generated in the circuitry

used to generate a selectable reference must be considered.

The selectable reference technique is demonstrated here

in a simulation for the case where three reference frequencies

are available. Better results might be expected as the number

of reference frequencies is increased. For this experiment,

the first reference is the standard 12.8 MHz reference that is
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MULTI-LOOP SYNTHESIZER -- SETUP FILE C

nuin_loops: 3

reference frequency (MHz): 14.0

frequency resolution (MHz): .0125

spur threshold (dB): -75

mismatch factor: .01
phase mismatch (degrees): 3.0

Loop 1 2 3 4 5

vco_f requency
min: 400 25.6 25.6 0 0
max: 500 53.6 53.6 0 0

reference divider R : 1 5 5 1 1

loop divider N
min: 8 4 4 0 0
max: 64 32 32 0 0
step: 0.25 0.25 1 0.5 0

output divider P: 1 -8 -28 8 1

vco divider Q: 1 1 1 1 1

multiplier
slope constant Ah: 1.4 1.1 0 0 0
slope constant Al: 2.2 8.8 0 0 0
output corner: 1000 100 0 0 0

loop filter
pole 1: .025 .2 .2 0 0
pole 2: .15 .6 .6 0 0
pole 3: .15 0 0 0 0

Figure 7-18. Setup file for 14.0 MHz spur sweep.

used throughout this study. Additional reference frequencies

are 14.0 and 14.4 MHz. Setup files for the additional

reference frequencies are shown in Figure 7-18 and

Figure 7-19. Some divider modulus values for the additional
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MULTI-LOOP SYNTHESIZER -- SETUP FILE D

num_loops: 3

reference frequency (MHz): 14.4

frequency resolution (MHz): .0125

spur threshold (dB): -75

mismatch factor: .01
phase mismatch (degrees): 3.0

Loop 1 2 3 4 5

vco_frequency
min: 400 25.6 25.6 0 0
max: 500 54.4 58.0 0 0

reference divider R : 1 4 4 1 1

loop divider N
min: 8 4 4 0 0
max: 64 32 32 0 0

step: 0.25 0.25 1 0.5 0

output divider P: 1 -8 -36 8 1

vco divider Q: 1 1 1 1 1

multiplier
slope constant Ah: 1.4 1.1 0 0 0

slope constant Al: 2.2 8.8 0 0 0

output corner: 1000 100 0 0 0

loop filter
pole 1: .025 .2 .2 0 0

pole 2: .15 .6 .6 0 0

pole 3: .15 0 0 0 0

Figure 7-19. Setup file for 14.4 MHz spur sweep.

references cannot be realized using circuitry designed for

this study.

The system was modeled for both summation and difference

frequency summation modes for each of the three reference
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Figure 7-20. Maximum spur amplitude versus frequency with
loop 1 frequency summation mode and reference
frequency selected for minimum spur amplitude.

frequencies. A combined result was generated by selecting

from the lowest amplitude spur result on a per-channel basis

from among the six sets of results. The combined result is

shown in Figure 7-20. As shown in the figure, the combination

of techniques leads to significant spur reduction. Maximum

spur amplitude is -48 dBc with four occurrences above -50 dBc.

Of 1025 frequencies tested, spurs were noted above -70 dB for

235 frequencies, above -60 dB for 53 frequencies. While this

technique leaves 23% of frequencies above the -70 dBc goal,

additional reference choices may facilitate -70 dBc perfor¬

mance for all frequencies.



CHAPTER 8
MEASURED SYNTHESIZER PERFORMANCE

Overview

The integrated circuit portion of the multi-loop synthe¬

sizer system described in Chapters 3 through 7 was fabricated

a 1.0 micron BICMOS process. A completed integrated circuit

substrate was built into a working synthesizer system and

tested. After initial tests to prove functionality of the

system, more detailed characterization was conducted on key

system functions. Emphasis was placed on comparison of

measured and predicted results for circuits and operations

analyzed in this dissertation. These include the tuning

characteristics of the ring oscillator and the output spectra

for the ring-oscillator, the low-frequency loop and the high-

frequency loop. Results of these tests are reported in this

chapter.

Some areas of the design could not be verified directly.

The image-balanced multiplier, described in Chapter 5, is

implemented in the system as an imbedded circuit, with no test

access to either inputs or outputs. Plans to implement test

structures for this circuit were abandoned due to limitations

in time and available silicon area. In exercises performed on

the synthesizer system, there has been no indication of

unexpected performance in the multiplier block. This indi-

254
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cates that the image-balanced multiplier blocks function as a

frequency summation block under the input conditions imposed

in the design by the shaper circuits described in Chapter 6.

Conclusions about the validity of the analysis of Chapter 5

under more general conditions cannot be made from experiments

performed here.

A second area which could not be tested directly is the

continuous output spectrum of the system. This is the result

of a design error in the loop 1 quadrature generator circuit

which causes excessive modulation of noise onto the system

output. While a correction has been identified for this

problem (see Chapter 4) , a new mask set and fabrication cycle

would be required to for implementation. At this time,

funding for this is not available.

Tests performed on the system are described below. The

chapter is organized into separate sections on test structures

and methods, ring oscillator performance, low-frequency loop

performance and high-frequency loop performance.

Test Structures and Methods

Synthesizer Test System Structures

The test version of the multi-loop synthesizer system

comprises the multi-loop synthesizer IC, an external VCO, a

reference signal source, a discrete loop filter and a program¬

ming means. The arrangement of components is shown in

Figure 8-1. Numerals listed on the IC block in the figure

represent the pin numbers on the 36 pin ceramic chip carrier

used to package the synthesizer IC for test. Signal genera-



Figure 8-1. Schematic diagram of the multi-loop synthesizer evaluation circuit. 256
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tors implement both the loop 1 external VCO and the reference

signal source functions. The loop filter (R3, R4, C8, C9, CIO

and the MC34181 operational amplifier) uses the buffered

filter topology discussed in Chapter 7. Using the filter

component values shown in the figure, the nominal unity gain

frequency of loop 1 is 25 kHz. Programming for the IC is

provided via a Hewlett-Packard 9000 series computer with GPIO

interface [42] .

To achieve DC compatibility between the synthesizer IC

and the signal generators, supply and ground nodes are

redefined between the IC and system designs. System supply

voltages are designated 0V, -5V and +5V in the figure. Node

0V acts as a system ground and is connected to the chassis

ground on all test equipment in the system. All voltages in

the system are referenced to the potential of node 0V unless

otherwise noted. The ground nodes on the integrated circuit

(GND1, GND2, GND3 and GND4) are connected to node -5V (-5.0

volts), the lowest voltage node in the system. System ground

node 0V acts as the supply node for the IC (SUPl, SUP2, SUP3,

SUP4, VLN2 and VLN3) while node +5V (5.0 volts) is connected

to the loop 1 charge pump output supply VMULT. The supply

system described here facilitates tuning of the HP8640B signal

generator DC FM port (DC range -1.0 to +1.0 volts) by the loop

1 charge pump output (range GNDl + 0.5 volts to VMULT - 1.0

volts) without the use of level shift circuits. An additional

advantage the supply configuration shown is that the SUP and

VLN nodes on the IC, shown in Appendix B and Chapter 4 to be
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more sensitive to disturbance than GND nodes, are connected to

the system ground.

As explained in Chapter 4, the synthesizer IC is a

programmable device with the 66 bit programming word supplied

to the IC via a three wire bus. In the test version of the

synthesizer of Figure 8-1, a computer is used provide a user

interface, to format the control word and to transfer the word

to the synthesizer IC over the serial bus. A program was

written in HP Basic® [43] to control the programming opera¬

tion. A listing of the program appears in Appendix D.

+5V +5V

GPIO CTL((T) >
GPIO CTL(f)
GPIO DATA(1)

4.7KÍ2

4.7KÍ2;

QV

4.7K&

CLK
CEX
DATA

Figure 8-2. Schematic diagram of level-shift circuit for
GPIO interface.

A problem induced by the difference in ground reference

between the synthesizer IC and the test circuit of Figure 8-1

is that voltages of programming inputs DATA, CLK and CEX to

the IC must be negative with respect to the potential of

ground node OV. To provide interface between these nodes and

the positive voltage, open-collector outputs of the program-
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ming computer's GPIO interface, a level-shift circuit is

required. The circuit, shown as a functional block in

Figure 8-1, is shown in detail in Figure 8-2. One of the

transistor circuits shown in the figure is used on each of the

three control lines.

Test Methods and Equipment

A key objective in this chapter is the measurement of

output spectra associated with the low and high-frequency

loops of the synthesizer system. The instrument used for all

spectral measurements presented here is a Hewlett-Packard

HP3585 spectrum analyzer. The instrument operates with a

dynamic range of 90 dB, allowing direct measurements of

discrete spurs on both low and high-frequency carriers. For

measurements of FM sideband noise, the analyzer is used in

conjunction with a HP11729C carrier noise test set and a

HP8642B synthesized signal generator, both manufactured by

Hewlett-Packard. The instruments are arranged in a PLL

configuration as shown in Figure 8-3, with the HP8642 phase-

locked to the synthesizer under test and the HP11729C acting

as a phase detector. In this setup, the control line of the

test system PLL contains the noise spectrum of the device

under test, with energy transferred to baseband by the action

of the PLL [44].

An important issue in the measurement of high-frequency

signals on integrated circuits is loading. For the high-

frequency loop, this is not a problem. The VCO output signal

is provided by a signal generator with a 50 ohm output. For
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SYNTHESIZER
UNDER
TEST

RFOUT

HP11729C
CARRIER NOISE

TEST SET
RF IN

REFIN OCOUT

7T

JL
RFOUT DC FM

HP8642
SIGNAL

GENERATOR

HP3585
SPECTRUM
ANALYZER

RF

Figure 8-3 Test equipment arrangement for measurement of
sideband noise.

the low-frequency loop, all measurements were performed on the

loop 3 VCO output. This output is available in buffered form

through the test multiplexer at ports TESTB and TESTBX of the

IC. The output resistance at the test outputs is 200 ohms.

Direct loading of the test output nodes with 50 ohm impedance

test equipment proved to be a satisfactory technique. To

boost the amplitude of the output signal, a commercially

available amplifier with 23 dB gain and 50 ohm input and

output impedance was used.

Characterization of the Ring-Oscillator

In this section, results are reported for the character¬

ization of the ring-oscillator used as the VCO for the low-

frequency loops. Results are compared to the predicted

performance described in Chapter 6. Some discrepancies are

noted, all the result of the non-linear resistance character-
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istics of FET devices which were neglected in the analysis in

Chapter 6.

The ring-oscillator in loop 3 was used for all measure¬

ments in this section. All circuitry in loops 1 and 2 was

disabled. The ring-oscillator was phase-locked using loop 3

PLL circuitry to provide control of the frequency of the VCO.

A discrete loop filter was used in the loop to insure that the

characteristics of the loop did not corrupt the output

spectrum of the oscillator. The filter, shown in Figure 8-4,

produces a unity gain frequency for the PLL on order of 1.0

kHz.

Verification of Oscillator Load Capacitance and Bias Current

To apply the results of Chapter 6 to predict spectral

characteristics and tuning characteristics of the ring-

oscillator, it is necessary to characterize the bias current

and load capacitance of the oscillator. Neither of these

related quantities can be measured directly. Oscillator load

capacitance C is on order of 1 pF and imbedded in the circuit.

Because of the supply routing in both the synthesizer IC and

the test board, direct measurement of oscillator current
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cannot be accomplished. The technique used here to character¬

ize the quantities is to measure overall IC current supplied

to line -5V was measured as a function of frequency. From the

results, a set of discrete derivatives of supply current

versus oscillator frequency is found. These values can be

used to the actual load capacitance C, which, in turn, can be

used to calculate the oscillator bias current.

Table 8-1. Loop 3 bias current and change in bias current
versus frequency.

Test Frequency
(rad/sec)

Measured Synthe¬
sizer IC Current

(Amps)

Change in IC Cur¬
rent vs. Frequen¬
cy (A* sec/rad)

2 if 12.8- 106 4.67-10-3 —

2k- 19.2* 106 4.84- 10'3 4.2* 10'12

2jc* 25.6- 106 4.94- 1CT3 2.5* 1CT12

2JC-32.0- 106 5.02- 1(T3 2.0* 1(T12

2k- 38.4- 106 5.12- lO'3 2.5- 10-12

2K- 44.8* 106 5.23* 1CT3 2.1- 1(T12

2k- 51.2- 106 5.34* 10'3 2.7- 10'12

27t- 57.6- 106 5.45* 10'3 2.7- 1CT12

2k- 64.0-106 5.56- 1(T3 2.7- 1(T12

2Jt* 70.4- 106 5.69* 10-3 3.2* 10'12

2k- 76.0- 106 5.79- 10'3 2.5- 1(T12

Average Value: 2.77- 10'12

The value for the change in supply current with the

change in VCO frequency can be found from the expression for

VCO stage bias current Ie in Chapter 6:

I Q
“oCViM^ln (M2)

(8-1)



Substituting values for VT and ring-oscillator design con¬

stants Mi (1.5), M2 (16), M3 (4) and N (4), the expression can

be simplified:

Ie = 0.4320>oC. (8-2)

The total frequency dependent bias current in the VCO IF

includes contributions of all four VCO stages, the bias

circuit and the shaping circuits. Using appropriate scaling

constants described in Chapter 6 for the relationship between

bias currents in the VCO, bias and shaper circuits, the total

frequency-dependent current can be described:

(8-3)IF = 5.33 (0.432) 0>oC = 2.30ü)oC.

The change in current with respect to frequency can be

described:

(8-4)

Measured values of synthesizer IC bias current versus

frequency are shown in the first two columns of Table 8-1. In

the third column, the change in current with frequency is

expressed for each pair of adjacent current drain values in

the table. The average value for change in current drain with

frequency is 2.11' 10'12 A-sec/rad. Substituting this value

into (8-4) and solving for load capacitance C results in a

value for C of 1.20 pF. In the physical circuit, the value of

C includes the polysilicon capacitor in the design (1.0 ± 0.1

pF) in addition to parasitics. Thus, the value of derived

from the current drain measurement is reasonable. Applying

the calculated value for C to the stage current expression of
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(8-1) results in a value for ie of 167 (IA for an oscillator

frequency of 2tc51.2'106 radians/sec and 83.5 |1A at frequency

27p51.2’106 radians/sec. These values are 21% above the

design values listed in Chapter 6.

Oscillator Tuning Voltage versus Frequency

The tuning voltage versus frequency characteristic of the

ring-oscillator is predicted in Chapter 6:

= ' v^ttan(i)- <8_5)
Substituting values for process dependent parameters Vth (-1.0

volts) and Kp (1.93*10~5 Farad/volt*sec) , for design constants

M: (1.5), W/L (13.2), and N (4), and for oscillator load

capacitance C (found by indirect measurement be 1.2 pF), the

expression can be simplified:

0)o = 2u*4.51’107(Vgs - Vth). (8-6)
The resulting curve is compared to the measured values of

oscillator frequency versus voltage in Figure 8-4, Figure 8-5.

The three curves in the figure describe the predicted transfer

characteristic, the measured characteristic and a linear

approximation of the measured characteristic for tuning

voltages less than -2.0 volts.

As seen in the figure, the measured transfer curve shape

is basically linear, though the slope of the curve is less

than that of the predicted curve. The slightly non-linear

shape of the measured transfer curve for low frequencies,

insignificant in its impact on system performance, is the

result of mechanisms which occur as the tuning voltage applied
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Figure 8-5. Low-Frequency loop VCO tuning voltage versus
frequency.

to the oscillator approaches the threshold voltage of the

oscillator load FET devices. The mechanisms include depen¬

dence of the oscillator load FET resistance on drain-to-source

voltage, the increasing influence of fixed resistors in

parallel with the load FET devices1, and the effects of

clipping of the oscillator gain devices due higher than

predicted oscillator signal amplitude. All of the mechanisms

are significant only for operation at or below the low end of

the system defined operating range of the oscillator.

xThe parallel resistors, not discussed in Chapter 6, are
shown in the detailed schematics of Appendix A.
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The discrepancy between measured and predicted transfer

curve slopes is also minor in terms of impact on system

performance. The difference between the slope of the pre¬

dicted curve (45.1 MHz/volt) and the linear approximation to

the measured curve (35 MHz/volt) is 22%, more than can be

reconciled by possible process variation alone. An additional

contributor to this phenomenon may be the increased average

resistance of the oscillator FET load due to the effect drain-

to source voltage across the FET.

Oscillator Amplitude versus Frequency

Measurements of the VCO transfer characteristic and

output noise spectrum (presented below) give indications that

the oscillator signal amplitude does not match the character¬

istic predicted in Chapter 6. Direct measurement of signal

amplitude in the VCO is not possible, but an analysis more

inclusive than the one presented in Chapter 6 demonstrates the

problem.

Peak oscillator signal voltage Vdpeak is described in

Chapter 6 by

Vdpeak = VTM1M3ln(M2) = 0.43 VOltS, (8-7)
where Mx is the ratio of the current setting resistance in the

bias circuit to the oscillator load resistance, M2 is the

Widlar scaling ratio in the bias circuit, and M3 is the ratio

of bias circuit current to oscillator stage current. The

numerical value is derived assuming that resistance ratio Mx

is the ratio of width of the oscillator load FET to the width

of the FET which forms the current setting resistor in the
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bias circuit. Dependence on the FET source-to-drain voltage

is neglected.

An expression for M: can be derived which includes the

effect of drain to source voltage. The expression is based on

the resistance of a FET with length L and width W operating in

the triode region:

R = 2kp|(-vgs - Vch
(8-8)

Applying this expression to the ratio of bias circuit resis¬

tance to oscillator load resistance, a voltage-dependent

expression for Mx can be developed:

M.l(^GS' VDS) - Mx-
-VGS - Vth - VTln(M,)/2 (8-9)

-VGS - Vth - V^/2
In the expression, VTln(M2) is the drain-to-source voltage of

the current setting FET while Vdpeak is the peak drain-to-source

voltage of the oscillator load FET. Substituting the expres¬

sion for Vdpeak in (8-7), the ratio can be expressed

Wa,) = Mx-

= 1.5-

~vgs - vth ~ VTln(M2)/2
VGS - Vth - M1M3VTln(M2)/2

VGS - 1.036
(8-10)

-VGS - 1.216

The peak oscillator voltage can be expressed by using the

voltage dependent ratio for Mi in (8-7) :

Vdpeak (Ves) = M^V^n (M2) •-
-vGS - vth

vGS - vth

- VTln (M2) /2
M1M3VTln(M2) / 2

= 0.43
-v,GS
-V,GS

1.036

1.216 ‘

(8-11)
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Figure 8-6. Ring oscillator ideal and voltage-dependent
peak amplitude versus tuning voltage.

From the plot of this expression in Figure 8-6, the peak

oscillator voltage is near the value predicted in Chapter 6

(0.43 volts) for large negative values of VGS. However, Vdpeak

increases to greater than 0.6 volts for VGS of -1.7 volts. As

Vdpeak increases, the transconductance devices in the oscillator

circuit approach saturation, providing an amplitude limiting

mechanism not included in this analysis.

As demonstrated in the sections on oscillator tuning and

oscillator noise spectra (discussed below), the unexpectedly

high oscillator amplitude has an impact on circuit perfor¬

mance. This impact is not catastrophic to synthesizer system

performance under typical operating conditions. The defined
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Figure 8-7. Output spectrum of ring oscillator.

operating region of the oscillator is above 25 MHz (tuning

voltage less than -2.0 volts) where the increase in amplitude

is minimized. Furthermore, as explained in Chapter 6, the

oscillator was designed with a higher than optimal value for

Vdpeak. A reduction in the design value for the amplitude would

reduce the difference in drain-to-source voltage between

oscillator and bias circuits, improving the validity of the

design equations established in Chapter 6. Redesign of the

bias circuit to increase the voltage across the current

setting resistance would also help ameliorate the problem.
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Oscillator Noise Spectrum

The noise spectrum of the ring oscillator was measured

using the setup described in Figure 8-3. The results for a

sweep of the noise spectrum from 0 to 3 MHz for a 51.2 MHz

carrier frequency are shown in Figure 8-7. The shape of the

spectrum in the figure is characteristic of the VCO spectrum

predicted in Chapter 6. Noise power changes with the inverse

of frequency offset from the carrier (6 dB per octave, when

measured in dBc/Hz). Spurs shown in the figure, the result of

feedthrough from the loop 3 divider, are below -100 dBc and

are not significant.

Table 8-2. Ring-oscillator SBNR versus offset from
carrier for 25.6 MHz carrier.

Frequency
Offset from
Carrier
(MHz)

Measured SBNR
(dBc/Hz)

Predicted
SBNR (dBc/Hz)

Difference
(dB)

0.010 -68 -79 +11

0.025 -76 -87 +11

0.050 -83 -93 + 10

0.100 -88 -99 + 11

0.200 -96 -105 + 9

0.500 -103 -113 +10

1.000 -108 -119 + 11

2.000 -114 -125 + 11

5.000 -123 -133 + 10

10.000 -130 -139 + 9

The oscillator noise spectrum is shown in more detail in

Table 8-2 and Table 8-3 . Here, SBNR of the ring-oscillator is

listed as a function of frequency for carrier frequencies 25.6
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Table 8-3. Ring-oscillator SBNR versus offset from
carrier for 51.2 MHz carrier.

Frequency
Offset from
Carrier
(MHz)

Measured SBNR
(dBc/Hz)

Predicted
SBNR (dBc/Hz)

Difference
(dB)

0.010 -74 -76 + 2

0.025 -83 -84 + 1

0.050 -88 -90 +2

0.100 -94 -96 +2

0.200 -101 -102 + 1

0.500 -110 -110 0

1.000 -115 -116 + 1

2.000 -121 -122 + 1

5.000 -129 -130 + 1

10.000 -135 -136 + 1

MHz and 51.2 MHz. Results for a 25.6 MHz carrier are shown

in Table 8-2. A comparison is made in the table between

measured values and values predicted using the equation

developed in Chapter 6 (assuming P of 100, Ie of 83 |1A, Vdpeak
of 0.43 volts). Correlation between measured and predicted

results is poor, with measured noise consistently 9 to 11 dB

above predicted levels. Results for carrier frequency 51.2

MHz, shown in Table 8-3, exhibit better correlation between

measured and predicted noise spectra. For this case, the

difference between observed and predicted values (derived with

Ie of 167 |IA) is on order of 1 dB throughout the 10 kHz to 10

MHz range of the test.

The frequency dependence of SBNR results was explored

further through measurement and comparison to predicted values
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Table 8-4. SBNR versus carrier frequency for 25 kHz
offset from carrier.

Carrier Fre¬

quency (MHz)
Measured
SBNR
(dBc/Hz)

Predicted
SBNR
(dBc/Hz)

Difference
(dB)

12.8 -90 -91 + 1

13.6 -88 -90 +2

14.4 -86 -90 +4

15.2 -84 -90 + 6

16.0 -80 -90 +10

16.8 -79 -90 +11

17.6 -78 -89 + 11

18.4 -76 -89 + 13

19.2 -76 -89 + 13

25.6 -76 -87 + 11

32.8 -78 -86 +8

38.4 -80 -85 +5

44.8 -81 -85 +4

51.2 -83 -84 + 1

57.6 -85 -83 -2

64.8 -85 -83 -2

70.6 -85 -83 -2

76.0 -83 -82 -1

of SBNR levels at 25 kHz offset from the carrier for several

frequencies. Results of this experiment, shown in Table 8-4,

can be grouped into three distinct regions based on carrier

frequency. For carrier frequencies 51.2 MHz and above,

correlation between predicted and measured SBNR is accurate to

within 2 dB. Below 51.2 MHz, correlation worsens with

decreasing frequency. For frequencies below 16 MHz, measured

SBNR values again approach predicted levels. While the
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mechanism which causes this phenomenon is not clear, there is

strong correlation between the derivative of the oscillator

signal amplitude with respect to tuning voltage and the error

in predicting SBNR. This is demonstrated in Figure 8-8. In

the figure, the oscillator amplitude derivative is generated

assuming that saturation of the oscillator gain device occurs

abruptly at 0.65 volts, effectively limiting further increases

in oscillator amplitude. The frequency versus SBNR difference

data of Table 8-4 are mapped into tuning voltage for presenta¬

tion in the figure.

Results of the experiments in this section indicate that

the SBNR expression derived in Chapter 6 is valid in regions

of low rate of change in oscillator amplitude with tuning

voltage. For frequencies 51.2 MHz and above, the SBNR

predicted by the expression matches well the observed SBNR.

This is true over a range of carrier (51.2 to 76.0 MHz) and

over a range of offset frequencies (10 kHz to 10 MHz). The

SBNR expression also appears to be valid in the region where

oscillator gain devices are saturated, although presence of

additional noise generators in this region would tend to

reduce the accuracy of the expression. In the region where a

high value for the derivative of oscillator amplitude with

respect to tuning voltage exists, correlation between measured

and calculated SBNR is poor. Clearly, a noise mechanism not

considered in Chapter 6 operates in this region. A possible

explanation is AM to PM conversion of noise present in the

oscillator.
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Figure 8-8. Comparison of derivative of oscillator ampli¬
tude with respect to tuning voltage and SBNR
difference between measured and predicted
values.

From a design standpoint, the additional noise produced

in the region of high rate of change of oscillator amplitude

with tuning voltage is best addressed by avoiding that region

of operation. This could be accomplished by reducing the

ratio of oscillator amplitude to voltage across the current

setting resistance in the bias network (the product M^) . As

stated in Chapter 6, the oscillator amplitude is above the

optimal value for minimum SBNR anyway, and should be reduced

to 0.27 volts. Some increase in voltage across the current

setting resistance could be achieved by using a larger Widlar

scaling factor in the current source. By taking these two
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steps, oscillator amplitude would be better controlled and the

SBNR would more closely follow predicted values.

Noise Spectrum of the Low-Frequency Loop

The noise spectrum of the low-frequency loop was measured

using the test setup of Figure 8-3. Noise sweeps of the

spectrum in the ranges 0 to 3 MHz and 0 to 0.3 MHz offset from

the carrier are shown in Figure 8-9a and Figure 8-9b, respec¬

tively. As seen in the figure, the noise spectrum contains a

peak near the loop unity gain frequency (200 kHz) with noise

power reduced at both low and high frequencies. This is the

predicted characteristic described in Chapter 7.

Table 8-5. Low-frequency loop SBNR versus offset from
carrier for 51.2 MHz carrier.

Frequency
Offset from
Carrier
(MHz)

Measured SBNR
(dBc/Hz)

Predicted
SBNR (dBc/Hz)

Difference
(dB)

0.010 -107 -113 +6

0.025 -105 -110 +5

0.050 -104 -105 +1

0.100 -103 -102 -1

0.200 -101 -102 +1

0.500 -106 -107 +1

1.000 -115 -116 +1

2.000 -122 -123 +1

5.000 -129 -131 +2

10.000 -135 -137 +2

A more direct comparison of predicted and measured

results is shown in Table 8-5. As seen in the table, the

difference between measured and predicted values is 2 dB or
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Figure 8-9. SBNR of low-frequency loop, a) sweep 0 to 3
MHz; b) sweep 0 to 0.3 MHz.
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less except at for low frequency offset values of 10 and 25

kHz, where differences of 5 and 6 dB occur. This comparison

tends to prove the validity of the noise spectrum prediction

analysis for the low-frequency loop. The difference at low

frequencies may be due to higher than expected noise in the

phase-processing circuits or the presence of 1/f noise in one

or more of the low-frequency loop blocks.

Spur Spectrum of the Low-Freauencv Loop

As discussed in Chapter 7, the spur spectrum of the low-

frequency 'loop is a function of the denominator of the

fractional portion of the modulus of the loop divider. The

case for the integer divider (fractional denominator equal to

unity) is demonstrated in Figure 8-9, where the output

spectrum is plotted for carrier frequency 51.2 MHz (divider

modulus 16.0) . As seen in the figure, no spurs above -100 dBc

are present in the range 0 to 3 MHz. This is the result

predicted in Chapter 7.

Table 8-6. Low-frequency loop spurs versus offset from
carrier for carrier frequency 50.4 MHz, divid¬
er modulus 15.75.

Frequency
Offset from
Carrier
(MHz)

Measured
Spur Ampli¬
tude (dBc)

Predicted
Spur Ampli¬
tude
(dBc)

Difference
(dB)

00o -13 -14 1

1.6 -24 -27 3

2.4 -29 -34 5

3.2 -36 -40 4

4.0 -43 -43 0

4.8 -46 -46 0
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Figure 8-10. Spur spectrum of the low-frequency loop for
carrier frequency 50.4 MHz, loop divider
modulus 15.75.

The spur spectrum for a fractional loop divider (carrier

frequency 50.4 MHz, loop divider modulus 15.75) is shown in

Figure 8-10. The data were obtained by viewing the output of

the loop 3 VCO directly using a spectrum analyzer. As seen in

the figure, spurs are present at multiples of 800 kHz offset

from the carrier. A comparison of measured and predicted

spur amplitude is shown in Table 8-6. The predicted values

for spur amplitude are based on the approximation that all

spurs are generated by fractional division action and can be

modeled with amplitude relative to the carrier equal to the

attenuation in the loop from divider input to VCO output at
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the spur frequency. Predicted values were generated using the

spur prediction program in Appendix C.

As seen in the table, predicted and measured spurs match

identically in frequency. The difference in amplitude is 5 dB

or less for all measured spurs. This correlation between

observed and predicted results tends to verify the spur

analysis of Chapter 7 as it pertains to the low-frequency

loops.

Spur Spectrum of the Synthesizer System

As described in Chapter 7, the spur spectrum of the

synthesizer system is a function of the carrier frequency of

the system. A unique spectrum exists almost for each possible

frequency which can be produced. The approach used in Chapter

7 was develop a program to predict spurs for each frequency of

interest. Results were summarized in the form of charts

plotting maximum spur amplitude versus frequency over a test

range equal in extent to the system reference frequency.

In this section, the goal is to demonstrate the validity

of spur prediction program. The validation is accomplished

through a comparison of predicted spur spectra for a rela¬

tively small number of frequencies. It is assumed that

correlation in the channels tested could be duplicated for

other frequencies produced by the synthesizer.

The frequency range chosen for the test is the set of

frequencies at 12.5 kHz channel spacing between 454.2 and

454.4 MHz. This frequency set includes an occurrence of the

fourth-order spur mechanism analyzed in Chapter 7 in addition
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MULTI-LOOP SYNTHESIZER -- SETUP FILE X .

num_loops: 3

reference frequency (MHz): 12.8

frequency resolution (MHz): .0125

spur threshold (dB): -80

mismatch factor: .01
phase mismatch (degrees): 3

Loop 1 2 3 4 5

vco_frequency
min:
max:

reference divider R:

loop divider N
min:
max:

step:

output divider P:

vco divider Q:

multiplier
slope constant Ah:
slope constant Al:
output corner:

loop filter
pole 1:
pole 2:
pole 3:

400 28.8 25.6 0
500 54.4 51.2 0

0
0

8 4
64 32
.25 .25

1

1

■8

4 0
32 0
1.0 .5

-32 8

1 1

1.4 1.1
2.2 8.8
1000 100

.025 .2

.15 .6

.15 0

0
0
0

.2

.6
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
.5

1

1

0
0
0

0
0
0

Figure 8-11. Spur prediction setup file for measured spurs.

to other spur mechanisms. Operation of the synthesizer system

for this test includes a non-standard frequency range of 27.6

to 53.6 MHz on the loop 2 VCO. This set of frequency ranges

was selected because the resulting spur spectra contain high-
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level spurs produced both by mechanisms inherent to the system

and mismatch mechanisms. Changes to system performance

resulting from the non-standard VCO ranges are minimal.

Predicted spur values for the comparison were generated using

the same loop 2 VCO frequency range as was used in actual

measurements. This is shown in the setup file shown in

Figure 8-11.

Spurs were measured using a spectrum analyzer connected

directly to the output of the synthesizer. Typical results

are demonstrated in Figure 8-12. Part a of the figure

demonstrates the spur-free output found for carrier frequency

454.2000 MHz. In part b, the spectrum for carrier frequency

454.2125 is demonstrated. The spectrum at 454.2125 MHz is an

example of a frequency where multiple spurs are generated.

The comparison of measured and predicted values is shown

in Table 8-7. All measured spurs above -85 dBc are listed.

The threshold for predicted spurs is -80 dBc. The table

includes entries for ideal and non-ideal predicted spurs.

Ideal spur values were generated using the setup file of

Figure 8-11, but with the value zero assigned to both the

mismatch coefficient and phase coefficient. For non-ideal

values, the mismatch coefficient was assigned 0.01 and the

phase mismatch was assigned 3.0 degrees as shown in the

figure. Both of these values were selected to match measured

results.

Comparison of predicted and measured results shows

generally good correlation in spur location. Of 43 measured
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spurs above -80 dBc, the program identifies 39, including the

dominant spur at each of the 17 frequencies tested. There is

a relatively high incidence of false predicted spurs. These

are spurs which are identified by the spur prediction program

but are not found in measurements. In all cases, the false

predicted spurs are below -68 dBc in amplitude.

A comparison of ideal and non-ideal predicted results

shows that mismatch mechanisms account for about one-half of

the measured spurs and almost all of the false spurs. The

amplitudes of spurs identified in the ideal simulation are

generally unaffected by the presence of mismatch.

Prediction of spur amplitude appears to be somewhat

conservative. For the dominant spur at each frequency, the

mean predicted spur amplitude is 2.5 dB above the measured

value. The standard deviation for the difference between

predicted and measured amplitudes is 3.4 dB. Including all

spurs for which both measured and predicted amplitudes exist,

difference between predicted and measured spur amplitude is

3.6 dB with standard deviation 6.4 dB.

In summary, over the range of frequencies tested in the

experiment, the spur predictor program predicted dominant

spurs for a given carrier frequency and high amplitude spurs

in general with good accuracy. Amplitude prediction for all

spurs was accurate given the number of approximations and

simplifications used in the predictor program. This tends to

verify that the prediction algorithm is correct in modeling

major spur mechanisms. The number of false spurs generated by
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the predictor is indication that refinement is needed, and

that subtleties of the spur generation process are not

completely understood.

Table 8-7. Comparison of measured and predicted spur
spectra for selected carrier frequencies.

Carrier Offset Spur Amplitude (dBc)
Frequency

(MHz)
Frequency

(kHz) ideal non-ideal* measured

454.2000 - - - -

454.2125 25 -78 -35 -32
50 -21 -21 -21
75 - -70 -47
100 -53 -52 -42
125 - - -67
150 - - -64
200 - -77 -83
350 - - -86
400 -71 -71 -86

454.4250 50 - -39 -37
100 -29 -29 -33
150 - - -66
200 -65 -66 -66

454.4375 50 _ -73 _

75 - -43 -42
100 - -68 -

150 -35 -35 -40
200 - -77 -

225 - - -78
250 -78 -77 -

300 - -73 -73
400 -71 -71 -

454.4500 100 — -47 -47
200 -41 -41 -46
300 - - -85
400 - - -80

454.4625 50 _ -71 _

100 - -68 -

125 - -50 -52
150 -67 -67 -73
200 - -77 -

250 -45 -45 -52
400 -71 -71 -

500 - - -83
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Table 8-7--continued.

Carrier Offset Spur Amplitude (dBc)
Frequency

(MHz)
Frequency

(kHz) ideal non-ideal' measured

454.4875 50 -53 -53 -49
100 - -58 -65
175 - -56 -58
200 - -77 -

350 -53 -53 -60
400 -71 -71 -85

454.5000 200 — -58 -62
400 -56 -56 -64

454.5125 50 -56 -56 -49
100 - -78 -

225 - -61 -63
400 -74 -74 -

450 -59 -59 -66

454.5250 250 _ -63 -67
500 -62 -62 -70

454.5375 100 — -69 -74
275 - -65 -68
550 -64 -64 -73

454.5500 300 _ -67 -71
600 -66 -66 -76

454.5625 100 _ -74 —

325 - -69 -73
650 -68 -68 -78

454.5750 100 -73 -73 —

350 - -71 -75
700 -70 -70 -80

454.5875 25 — -70 -

50 -69 -74 -

200 - -77 -

375 - -72 -77
400 -74 -74 -

750 -72 -72 -82

454.6000 400 -74 -79
800 -73 -73 -85

"Non-ideal spur characteristics were modeled assuming an
amplitude mismatch coefficient of 0.01, a phase mismatch term
of 3.0 degrees.



CHAPTER 9
SUMMARY, CLOSING COMMENTS AND CONCLUSION

Summary of Dissertation

Techniques are investigated for the realization of a

multi-loop frequency synthesizer for portable communications

applications. Areas of focus include the design and analysis
of a multi-loop synthesizer system, a monolithic tunable

oscillator and a frequency summation mechanism. All designs

are implemented on a BICMOS integrated circuit and tested.

Results are reported in this dissertation, with discussion

separated into chapters:

In Chapter 1, the topic is introduced and goals of the

study are outlined.

In Chapter 2, background for the topic and a discussion

of the present state of the art in frequency synthesis is

provided. Goals for the performance of the synthesizer are

defined.

In Chapter 3, the design and specification of the

synthesizer system is presented.

In Chapter 4, the design of the integrated circuit

containing the synthesizer system is discussed. This chapter
is largely desciptive, containing information on non-original
circuits used in the synthesizer integrated circuit.

286
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In Chapter 5, the design and analysis of the frequency

summation mechanism is presented. The design is based on the

use of analog multipliers connected in an image-balanced

configuration. The key element in the chapter is a time-

domain analysis of the multiplier circuit for non-sinusoidal

inputs.

In Chapter 6, the design and analysis of the monolithic

tunable oscillator is presented. The discussion includes

analyses of the tuning and spectral characteristics of the

circuit.

In Chapter 7, the discrete and continuous output spectra

of the synthesizer are derived. The discrete analysis is

accomplished with the aid of a computer program which models

spur mechanisms in the synthesizer.

In Chapter 8, results of measurements performed on the

working synthesizer system are reported. Observations are

compared with predicted performance from Chapters 5, 6 and 7.

In addition to the main body of the text, information is

contained in four appendices. Appendix A contains detailed

schematics for the synthesizer integrated circuit. Appendix

B contains a discussion on the circuit design techniques used

to implement signal path circuits in the synthesizer.

Appendix C contains a listing of the program used to analyze

the discrete spur spectrum of the synthesizer. Appendix D

contains a listing of a program used to facilitate programming
of the synthesizer integrated circuit.
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Closing Comments

On the Success of the Design Element of the Dissertation

The work presented in this dissertation represents a

first step towards a goal of realizing a monolithic multi-loop

synthesizer with a very wide control bandwidth. The effort is

not complete; the system described here does not meet goals

outlined in Chapter 2, and many possible design alternatives

are not explored. However, significant progress is made in

the design and characterization of synthesizer components and

of the multi-loop synthesizer system. The potential of the

system is demonstrated in the work presented here.

The most serious problem encountered in the study is the

high level of spurs found in the system output for some

operating frequencies. By modifying the control bandwidth

goal defined in Chapter 2, it would have been possible to

present the performance of the synthesizer as having achieved

targeted goals with respect to these spurs, and to have

achieved a loop unity gain bandwidth wider than in previously

reported systems. This approach was avoided with the purpose

of emphasizing the potential of the multi-loop design pre¬

sented here. For comparison, it is possible to extrapolate

the discrete spectrum results of Chapter 7 to estimate the

control bandwidth required to reduce spurs to the target value

of -7 0 dBc. Assuming the fourth order spur mechanism dis¬

cussed in Chapter 7 is dominant, a loop 1 unity gain bandwidth

of about 2jp3.5*103 radians/sec would be required to reduce

spurs to the target level. This value is higher than the
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bandwidth of the best existing PLL system (noted in Chapter 2)

by a factor of 8. An alternate way to extrapolate the data

would be to find the system frequency resolution for which -7 0

dBc spurs could be achieved given a bandwidth of 2rc* 25*103

radians/sec. As shown in Chapter 7, this value is 200 kHz.

On Directions for Future Research

Many possibilities for future research are suggested by

the work presented here. Possible topics include both studies

of solutions to problems identified in this dissertation and

extensions of the multi-loop approach in new directions. A

list of topics is presented below:

Progammable reference generator. A key limitation of the

multi-loop synthesizer as described here is the high level of

spurs for some output frequencies. It is demonstrated in this

study that this problem can be ameliorated through the

selective use of multiple system reference frequencies. More

work is needed to define optimum frequencies, spectral

requirements for the reference signal and efficient methods of

implementation for circuits used to provide the multiple

reference signals.

Further investigation of the multi-loop design. The

specific design presented here represents one of many possible

variations. Much work remains in identifying optimal refer¬

ence frequencies and operating ranges for the system. In

addition, study is needed in how to best take advantage of

flexibility which can be designed into the system via progam-

mability features for counters and other circuits.
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Channel spacing issues. The design presented here is

based on narrow channel spacing. The potential of the system

for wide (100 kHz or greater) channel spacing requirements

should be investigated.

Integrated loop 1 VCO. Recent papers have described

monolithic LC feedback oscillators [33], [34]. Investigation

is needed to study inclusion of these circuits into the multi¬

loop design.

Circuit characterization and optimization. Characteriza¬

tion of key blocks in the multi-loop synthesizer, especially

the frequency summation mechanism, is not complete. Further

characterization and optimization of circuit blocks could

improve multi-loop synthesizer performance.

Conclusion

A multi-loop synthesizer for portable communications

applications has been designed, built and tested. The control

bandwidth of system is 2tp 25- 103 radians/sec, much wider than

that of other synthesizers which are compatible with the

portable communications environment. The study features the

multi-loop system design and designs for a monolithic, tunable

ring-oscillator and a frequency summation mechanism.

Analysis and test of the multi-loop synthesizer demon¬

strates the basic functionality of the system. Predicted and

observed behavior of the system output spectrum correlate

reasonably well. A serious problem with high amplitude spurs

in the synthesizer output spectrum is identified for some
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synthesizer output frequencies. The problem is analyzed in

the dissertation, along with possible solutions.

Test of the ring-oscillator demonstrates basic function¬

ality and general adherence to predicted performance for

tuning and spectral characteristics. A problem with variation

in the amplitude of the oscillator amplitude which has some

impact on tuning and spectral characteristics is identified.

Techniques for correcting the problem are discussed.

The frequency summation mechanism, a circuit imbedded in

the multi-loop system, is not tested explicitly. The func¬

tionality of the multi-loop system and the high degree of

correlation between predicted and measured system output

spectra indicate that the frequency summation mechanism

functions as designed.

Overall, the potential of the multi-loop approach to

result in a wide control loop synthesizer is demonstrated in

this study. That further work is needed to realize that

potential is also demonstrated.



APPENDIX A
DETAILED SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS FOR THE MULTI-LOOP

SYNTHESIZER INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
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APPENDIX B
STRUCTURE AND OPERATION OF EMITTER-COUPLED

LOGIC USED IN THE SYNTHESIZER

Introduction

All signal-path digital circuitry in the synthesizer

system is implemented using emitter-coupled logic (ECL). This

approach was chosen because of the inherently high operating

speed and good noise immunity of the ECL structure. Within

the framework of the basic ECL structure, circuits used in the

synthesizer have been designed to minimize power dissipation

and to take advantage of the MOS devices available in the

mixed bipolar-CMOS technology used to implement the synth¬

esizer .

In this appendix, an overview is presented of the

structures and techniques used in the design of the ECL

circuits used in the synthesizer. Discussion is focused in

two areas. The first section treats ECL structures and design

techniques. Included in the section are several examples of

ECL logic circuits and a discussion of bias techniques. The

second section is devoted to the topic of propagation delay.

The focus of the section is to demonstrate methods for

predicting propagation delay of an ECL circuit.

This appendix is intended to provide background informa¬

tion for the synthesizer design presented in Chapter 4. While

no single source describes all of the techniques presented
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here, most have been previously reported. The use of fully-

differential logic and low logic thresholds is common in

frequency dividers for PLL applications.1 Utilization of MOS

devices in ECL is covered by a recent U. S. Patent [45].

Methods for evaluating propagation delay in ECL structures has

also been reported [46].

ECL Structures

Rules and Conventions

Emitter-coupled logic is based on the use of the non¬

saturating differential amplifier as a switching element. The

function of the diff-amp is to steer current from a constant

bias source to one or more load devices depending on the

inputs applied to the base nodes of the diff-amp transistors.

This concept is demonstrated in the schematic diagram of an

ECL buffer in Figure B-l. In the figure, transistors QN1 and

QN2 form a differential amplifier which steers current from

the bias source to either of resistor loads R1 and R21 Values

for bias current and load resistance are selected such that

transistors in the circuit operate outside of the saturation

region at all times.

As the name suggests, ECL is intended for logic circuits.

In logic circuit design, physical circuit parameters are

related to binary states logic 0 and logic 1. In ECL, unlike

other common logic families such as TTL or CMOS, logic state

definition can be tailored to the application. Common to all

1These techniques are used in frequency synthesizers for Saber
series portable transceivers manufactured by Motorola, Inc.
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Figure B-l. Generalized schematic of ECL buffer.

ECL circuits is the concept that in each diff-amp, current

must be steered substantially through only one output node.

Beyond that, many variations are possible, including unipolar

and differential logic and a wide range of acceptable values

for voltage differences between logic states.

For the circuits used in this study, a custom set of

logic state definitions was developed to fit the synthesizer

application. The rules are:

1. All signal voltages are measured differentially
between the non-inverting (OUT) and inverting
(OUTX) output nodes.

2. Logic 1 is defined as the condition where the
difference in voltage between nodes OUT and OUTX is
greater than zero. Logic 0 is defined as the
condition where the voltage between nodes OUT and
OUTX is less than zero.

3. The target steady state voltage difference between
inverting and non-inverting nodes for valid logic
definition is 0.13 volts at 27°C.

4. All switched circuit inputs must be differential
and must conform to the definitions of Rules 1
through 3.
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5. For static inputs (inputs not switched for a given
application), unipolar input signals are accept¬
able. For this case, logic 1 is defined as sub¬
stantially the same potential as system supply
voltage. Logic 0 is defined as substantially the
same potential as the system ground voltage.

6. The maximum number of base-emitter junctions al¬
lowed in any path between the supply voltage and
the collector of a current source is three.

Rationale for the rules follows from the overriding goal

of low power operation in addition to other system con¬

straints. The requirement for all-differential outputs and

switching inputs (Rules 1 and 4) promotes improved noise

immunity and reduces the potential for coupling of switching

transients between circuits. The relatively low threshold

voltage (Rule 3) facilitates low power operation at the

expense of noise immunity. The unipolar input rule (Rule 5)

facilitates interface between the ECL switching circuits and

CMOS logic circuits used in setup and control of the synthesi¬

zer IC. Switched unipolar inputs are prohibited because of

the problems associated with switching transients. The limit

on base-emitter junctions (Rule 6) follows from the require¬

ment that the system operate with a supply voltage of 3.0

volts.

Throughout this discussion, ground is assigned the lowest

potential in the circuit. Values of all unipolar voltages are

referenced to ground unless otherwise noted. This negative-

ground convention is opposite to the positive-ground conven¬

tion typically used in discussions of ECL circuits and can

lead to some awkwardness in expressing voltages at ECL nodes.
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It is used because it is consistent with the convention for

non-ECL circuitry used in the synthesizer IC and in the system

in which the chip operates.

Logic Structures

ECL structures can be used to construct logic gates,

flip-flops and other elements used in digital design.

However, in ECL, more than other logic families, there is a

significant interaction between a logic operation and its

implementation as a circuit. For example, to minimize power

dissipation and propagation delay, common practice in ECL is

to incorporate multiple logic elements into a single structure

whenever possible. For example, the D input on a D flip-flop

might be merged with a NAND structure. Another consideration

unique to ECL is the use of level-shift circuits to account

for base-emitter voltage drops between inputs of a structure.

The use of these circuits is an essential concession to the

link between the logic circuit and the physical circuit in

ECL. This is discussed below in more detail.

In this section, an overview of ECL design as it is used

in this project is presented. The discussion is conducted

through the use of example circuits, including a two-input

NAND gate, a D flip-flop and a combined gate structure. Each

of these circuits is presented in a separate section below.

Two-input NAND with level-shift. Many of the basic

techniques of ECL design are demonstrated in the schematic of

the two-input NAND with level-shift, shown in Figure B-2. The

NAND relationship in the circuit is produced by a current
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steering network, a technique which is central to ECL design.

Also, the circuit can be used to demonstrate basic level-shift

techniques and ECL inverter concepts.

Figure B-2. Schematic diagram of ECL 2-input NAND with
level-shift.

Basic NAND operation can be seen by treating the circuit

in Figure B-2 as separate logic gate and level-shift sections.

The NAND structure, which includes transistors QN1 through QN5

and resistors R1 through R3, is similar to the simplified

buffer structure of Figure B-l. The bias current source is

implemented by resistor-degenerated transistor QN5, with

collector current set by a voltage applied to node BIAS. Load

resistors Rl and R2 perform the same role as in the buffer

circuit. The current steering network, consisting of

transistors QNl through QN4, replaces the simple diff-amp in

Figure B-l.
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The steering circuit functions by directing, or steering,

bias current to one or the other of load resistors R1 and R2.

If current is steered through R2, voltage at node OUTO becomes

negative with respect to voltage at node OUTXO and a logic 0

is attained at the NAND output. If current is steered through

Rl, then voltage OUTO is positive with respect to OUTXO and

logic 1 is attained. Because of the design of the steering

network in Figure B-2, a logic 0 (current steered through Rl)

results if and only if current is conducted through transis¬

tors QN1 and QN3 . This is possible if and only if the voltage

at node A is greater than the voltage at node AX (input A is

assigned logic 1) and the voltage at node B is greater than

the voltage at BX (input B is assigned logic 1) . This

condition can be described by the logic expression for NAND

operation,

OUTO = (B_1)

The circuit in Figure B-2 demonstrates both the need for

and implementation of the level-shift circuit. The need is

seen through an examination of the A and B inputs to the

circuit. For both A and B at logic 1 with analog voltages at

nodes A and B set to the same value, QN3 is forced to operate

in saturation. This causes incorrect function of the circuit.

The problem can be avoided by operating the circuit with the

voltage at node B at least several tenths of a volt below the

voltage at node A. Note that this has no effect on the logic

levels assigned to ports A and B, which are defined by

differential voltages.
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The circuit solution to the level-shift problem is the

use of emitter-follower buffers at logic gate outputs. A

typical implementation is shown in Figure B-2, where transis¬

tors QN6 and QN7 form the emitter-follower devices, diode

connected transistors QN8 and QN9 provide additional level-

shifts and transistors QN10 and QN11 provide constant bias

currents to the circuits. The notation applied to the level-

shift output nodes identifies the number of level-shifts at an

output port. Node OUTO has zero level-shifts from the supply

voltage. Nodes 0UT1 and 0UT2 have one and two level-shifts,

respectively. From Rule 6, the maximum number of level-shifts

in a circuit is two. This can be seen from examination of

port B in the two-input NAND, where for a two level-shift

input, the maximum of three base-emitter junctions occurs in

the path from supply to current source QN5.

For the two-input NAND, level-shifted inputs can be

connected in several configurations. If the signal applied

between nodes A and AX has zero level-shifts, the signal

between B and BX may have either one or two level-shifts. For

inputs with single level-shift between A and AX, only inputs

with two level-shifts are acceptable between B and BX. In all

cases, complementary inputs (A and AX, for example) must have

the same number of level-shifts.

Because inputs and outputs of ECL circuits are differen¬

tial, inverter operations are hard-wired, requiring no

explicit structure. This gives great flexibility to simple

logic structures. For example, the two-input NAND structure
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of Figure B-2 produces an AND function if the polarities of

OUT and OUTX outputs are reversed. When input polarities are

reversed, an OR function results. Polarity reversal at inputs

and outputs results in a NOR function. Polarity reversal is

used widely in the synthesizer design to minimize both the

number of gates and number of different gate designs.

Figure B-3. Schematic of typical ECL combined structure.

Combined Structures. A common and useful technique in

ECL is to combine the functions of two or more logic gates

into a single structure biased by a single current source.

This technique is used in the synthesizer to minimize gate
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count, power dissipation and propagation delay. A typical

example is demonstrated in Figure B-3. As in simpler struc¬

tures, the circuit consists of a current source (QN7), load

resistors (R1 and R2) and a current steering mechanism. The

current steering mechanism implements the logic expression

OUTO = A • (B + C) , (B-2)

where logic signals A, B and OUTO are represented by differen¬

tial signals in the ECL circuit, and logic signal C is a

unipolar, rail-to-rail signal in the circuit.

The current steering mechanism operates on the same

principle as in simpler circuits. Bias current is steered to

either of load resistors Rl or R2 depending on the desired

output state. To produce an output at logic 1, current must

be steered through QN1. Possible paths for this current are

through QN3 or MP1. In a logic context, to produce a logic 1

at the output node OUTO, input A must be at logic 1 and either

input B or input C must be at logic 1. This is a restatement

of (B-2).

The circuit in Figure B-3 demonstrates how unipolar CMOS

signals can be merged into an ECL structure. In the figure,

p-channel FET MP1 acts as a current steering element. In

typical applications, the device is sized to operate in the

linear region when on (voltage at CX equal to ground) and at

cutoff when off (CX at supply) . Depending on the application,

the unipolar signal is merged into the ECL structure using a

p-channel or n-channel device, or both devices in a transmis¬

sion configuration. In most applications, including the one
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of Figure B-3, use of a bipolar device as an interface

mechanism would lead to a saturation condition and incorrect

operation.

A potential problem with MOS switching in ECL circuits is

in transients which may occur at state change of MOS inputs.

This results because MOS signal swings cover the full supply

range while ECL levels are small, on order of 0.1 volts. A

potential exists for introduction of incorrect states in ECL

circuits when the MOS circuits are switched. In the synthe¬

sizer design, this problem is avoided by limiting the use of

MOS devices to the control register interface. These circuits

are static for a given application, eliminating the possi¬

bility of switching transients. This usage is discussed in

Rule 6.

D flip-flop. Storage of information is essential in a

digital design. In ECL, the primary storage structure is the

cross-coupled latch. When two latches are cascaded, the

result is a D flip-flop. This structure is shown in

Figure B-4.

In the D flip-flop, two latches are connected in a

master-slave configuration to enable edge-triggered operation.

The input, or master, latch is comprised of transistors QNl

through QN7 and resistors Rl, R2 and R4. Storage is facili¬

tated by cross-coupled transistors QN2 and QN3. When the

differential voltage between nodes CLK and CLKX is negative

(logic 0 at port CLK), current is steered to the diff-amp

comprised of QNl and QN4 and the differential voltage between
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master latch output nodes M and MX is determined by the

differential voltage between inputs D and DX (the logic value

at port M is determined by the value at port D) . When the

differential voltage between CLK and CLKX becomes positive

(logic 1) , the diff-amp comprised of cross-coupled transistors

QN2 and QN3 is enabled the voltages at M and MX are held.

The slaved latch in the flip-flop includes transistors

QN8 through QN14 and resistors R3, R4 and R6. It is structur¬

ally identical to the master latch. Master and slave roles

are defined by interconnect. The slave latch input nodes are

connected to the master latch output nodes. The clock nodes

CLK and CLKX are connected with opposite polarity to the

master latch. It is this polarity reversal which facilitates

edge-triggered operation. On the rising edge of the clock
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signal (voltage at CLK becomes greater than voltage at CLKX),

the values at nodes M and MX are simultaneously latched and

transferred to flip-flop outputs QO and QXO. On the falling

edge of the clock signal, values at D and DX are transferred

to M and MX while the values at Q and QX are latched.

The flip-flop of Figure B-4 serves as a basis for several

modified structures in the synthesizer design. Common

modifications include the addition of level-shifts and

replacement of the D input diff-amp (QNl and QN4) with

combined structures.

Bias and Supply Considerations

All logic circuits presented in the previous section

require application of a voltage to node BIAS to set the bias

current value. In the synthesizer IC designed for this study,

bias voltages are generated using the self-biased Widlar [31,

p. 238] current source of Figure B-5. The circuit consists of

a Widlar current source stage (resistor Rl and scaled, matched

NPN transistors QNl and QN2) self-biased in a positive-

feedback arrangement by a p-channel MOS current mirror (MP1

and MP2). A start-up circuit (not shown) is required to

insure that a stable, zero-current operating point does not

exist. The output voltage is generated by mirroring the

current from the loop through MP3 and the beta-independent

bias source formed by QN3 and MN1. The voltage produced at

the base of QN3 (node OUT for the current source) is applied

to BIAS nodes in ECL logic circuits in a current mirror

arrangement.
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The self-biased Widlar source was selected for this

applications because of its immunity to supply voltage

variation and favorable temperature characteristics. Supply

independence is a result of both the Widlar configuration and

the self-bias. For the Widlar source of Figure B-5 (QNl, QN2

and Rl) with the emitter area ratio of QNl to QN2 described by

N, currents Ix and I2 described as shown and base currents

neglected, the current through the collector of QNl can be

described by

x _ ^Ri - ^bei ~ Vbe2 _

1 " Rl *1 I:
(B-3)

where thermal voltage VT/ is a constant equal to KT/q.

In this definition K is Boltzman's constant, T is the absolute

temperature and q is the charge of an electron. For the
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complete circuit of Figure B-5, I: and I2 are forced to

equality by the MOS current mirror. Then,

11 = ^ln(N) '
(B-4)

Thus, neglecting base current and Early voltage effects, the

current Ix is independent of supply. Since the output voltage

of the bias circuit and, therefore, the bias current for the

gates controlled by the circuit are generated by mirroring

operations from I1( the bias currents mirrored from QN1 are

also supply independent. Thus bias currents produced as shown

in Figure B-5 are dependent only on Rx, VT, scaling factor N

and the scaling factor between the bias circuit and the

current sources in the biased gates.

To appreciate the utility of the temperature character¬

istic of the Widlar source, it is necessary to. examine the

transfer characteristic of the differential pair system on

which ECL switching is based. From [31, p. 194], neglecting

transistor base currents, the transfer characteristic of the

simple diff-amp of the type shown in Figure B-l is

(B-5)

where RL is the resistance value of load resistors Rx and R2

and Vid and Vod are the differential inputs and output vol¬

tages, respectively. It can be seen that for large Vid, all

current is steered through only one of the two switching

transistors and the magnitude of the output voltage Vod

approaches IBiasrl- For smaller values of Vid, output magnitude
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is described by Table B-l. From the table, Vod achieves 90%

of its maximum magnitude for Vid equal to 3VT, and approx¬

imately 99% at 5Vt. At 27 Celsius, this corresponds to input

values of 0.078 volts and 0.130 volts, respectively. (The

latter value is the target input voltage of Rule 3 for logic

state definitions.)

Table B-l. Differential amplifier transfer characteristics.

Vid vod

0 0

0.5 • VT 0.245• Ieias^l

1.0 • VT 0.462- IbiasRl

1.5 • VT 0.635- Ieias^l

2.0 • VT 0.761" IBias^L

2.5 • VT 0.848 • IBias^l

3.0 • VT 0.905- IbiasRl

4.0 • VT 0.964 - Ibjas^-l

5.0 * Vc 0.986- IbiasRl

The temperature characteristics of the differential

amplifier are evident from (B-5) and from Table B-l. From

Table B-l, the ratio of differential output voltage magnitude

Vod to the maximum magnitude IBIASRL is a constant proportion of

the maximum magnitude if Vid is a multiple of VT. The constant

relating Vod to IBiasrl is temperature independent. The

significance of this temperature independent relationship is

that full (or at least 99%) switching of a diff-amp can be

assured over temperature if the differential input to the

circuit has the same temperature characteristic as VT. That

the typical ECL input meets this criterion can be seen by
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recognizing that ECL inputs are produced as outputs from

structures like those of Figure B-l. For typical operation

(differential voltages on order of 5.0 times VT) Vid can be

approximated as IBiasrl- But from (B-4) and the previous

discussion of the operation of the bias circuit, IBIAS is

proportional to Widlar current source current Ix described in

(B-4) . Thus, Vid can be approximated by

R
vid = VT—¿Mln(N) , (B-6)

Ri

where M is the scaling constant relating Ix in the current

source to IBIAS. In the expression, Vid is a function of VT,

temperature independent constants M and N, and the temperature

independent ratio of Rx to RL.

From (B-6), it can be seen that Widlar biased diff-amps

produce outputs which have the same temperature characteristic

as Vx. From Table B-l, it can be seen that such inputs

applied to a diff-amp produce a current ratio in the two

branches of the diff-amp which is constant over temperature.

Current steering in the diff-amp to some minimum defined

level, critical to correct ECL operation, can thus be assured

with a minimum input voltage if Widlar bias is used. Other

bias schemes produce input voltages with temperature charac¬

teristics different from the VT characteristic. This

necessitates higher nominal differential voltage to insure

correct current steering at temperature extremes. It will be

shown in the section on timing that propagation delay for a

given bias current is proportional to the differential signal
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level used in the gate. Thus, to minimize propagation delay

and bias current, Widlar bias is necessary.

Propagation Delay, Bias Current and Power Dissipation

In the circuits used in this study, the bias current

value is set as a trade-off between propagation delay and

power dissipation. In this section, an overview is presented

on the relationship between the two parameters. The discus¬

sion includes a qualitative description of the mechanisms

which define propagation delay, a summary of results obtained

using an analog circuit simulator, simplified set of rules

for estimating propagation delay for an ECL gate of arbitrary

construction.

Propagation Delay Mechanisms in an ECL Gate

ECL gate structures. In estimating propagation delay,

basic ECL gates and level-shift structures must be considered

separately. For gate structures, the propagation delay

mechanism can modelled by a resistor-capacitor (RC) time

constant formed at the structure load. The resistor portion

of the time constant is simply the load resistance. Parasitic

resistive loading at the structure output can, in general, be

neglected. The capacitance at the ECL structure load consists

of parasitic capacitances of the switching devices, the load

resistors and circuits connected to the device outputs. In

this model, it is assumed that mechanisms associated with the

gate input structure either do not dominate propagation delay

or can be included as part of the parasitic capacitance at the

gate output.
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Of possible parasitic capacitance mechanisms in the ECL

structure, mechanisms in both the structure itself and loading

circuits can contribute significantly in typical situations.

The dominant inherent mechanism is the collector-substrate

capacitance of bipolar devices with collectors connected to

output nodes of the ECL structure. This capacitance tends to

be large in comparison to other parasitic values. Also, in

many ECL structures such as the D flip-flop shown in

Figure B-4, there are two or more devices at each output node.

An effect similar to the collector-substrate capacitance of a

bipolar device is produced by the source-bulk or drain-bulk

capacitance of a MOSFET at an ECL output node. The circuit in

Figure B-3 demonstrates a typical incidence of this parasitic

mechanism. One difference between the two effects is that the

bipolar parasitic is bias current independent while the MOSFET

parasitic is a function of gate width, which may be influenced

by selection of a bias current value. A third inherent

parasitic capacitance is the junction capacitance associated

with the load resistor itself. From previous discussion, the

resistance and, therefore, the capacitance are dependent on

bias current. In most cases, this parasitic is significant

only for low bias current values, where resistor value and

area are relatively large.

Parasitic capacitance in ECL gates also can be contri¬

buted by gates attached to the gate output under study. Main

components of this parasitic are stored charge due to trans¬

port phenomena, base-collector junction capacitance and base-
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emitter junction capacitance. Collector-base capacitance can

be influenced by Miller effect depending on the configuration

of the loading circuit. Transport capacitance increases with

bias current, ultimately limiting the minimum propagation

delay and maximum bias currents in most ECL gates.

As mentioned previously, propagation delay is related to

differential voltage levels. This can be seen by recognizing

that for a given bias current, signal amplitude is propor¬

tional to load resistance. At the same time, increased

resistance results in a longer time constant and increased

propagation delay. Thus, propagation delay is minimized if

load resistance and signal amplitude are minimized.

Level-shift structures. Propagation delay in a level-

shift structure (the emitter follower structures in

Figure B-2) is more complicated than in a gate structure.

While parasitic capacitance in the current source, level-shift

device and loading circuits contribute to the delay, there is

no simple calculation for resistance to form a time constant.

For a low-high voltage transition, current in the emitter-

follower device increases resulting in a fast transition. A

high-low voltage reduces the emitter-follower current,

resulting in a transition limited by the current source bias

current. The analysis is further complicated by the collec¬

tor-emitter capacitance of the emitter-follower device. This

series capacitance is influenced by transport and is a

function of bias current.
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Prediction of Propagation Delay

While an understanding of delay mechanisms is important

for the design of ECL circuits, the number and complexity of

the mechanisms involved makes closed form calculation of

propagation delay for each gate structure and bias current

cumbersome. To overcome this problem, a simplified set of

rules has been developed for estimation of propagation delay.

The rules are based on an indexing technique, where the

propagation delay of an arbitrary gate with arbitrary loading

is referenced to the delay of an unloaded buffer stage.

Adjustments are made for loading, level-shifts and gate

structure. The rules are technology dependent, although the

technique used to derive the rules is general. Both the rules

and their derivation are described below.

Derivation of Propagation Delay Rules. Propagation delay

rules were derived from data collected using the analog

simulator MSPICE™ [47]. Data were collected through tran¬

sient simulation of various ring-oscillator structures. The

structure used for simulating propagation delay for a buffer

with one level-shift is shown in Figure B-6. Propagation

delay was estimated using the formula

^delay - £ • (B - 7 )

where f0 is the oscillator frequency, tdelay is the propagation

delay and K is the number of stages in the ring. The formula

is derived by recognizing that the period of oscillation for
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a K stage ring-oscillator is approximately K times the

propagation delay for a gate in the oscillator.

The relationship between bias current and propagation

delay was studied through simulation of circuits at multiple

bias currents. For each bias current, resistor values were

adjusted for the target (0.13 volts) differential output

voltage. Propagation delay versus bias current curves were

generated for each of the ring-oscillator circuits used in the

study. The curve for the ring-oscillator of Figure B-6, shown

in Figure B-7, shares general characteristics with curves

generated for other circuits. Propagation delay decreases

with increasing bias current. A minimum propagation delay is

reached at the bias current where transport capacitance begins

to dominate the parasitic capacitance of the loaded output

node. For the case demonstrated in the figure, a minimum
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propagation delay of approximately 0.12 nS is reached at bias

Figure B-7. Simulated values of gate propogation delay
versus bias current.

By testing several ECL structure configurations in the

ring-oscillator studies and applying differential analysis to

the results, it was possible to isolate the delay contribu¬

tions of the major ECL elements, including switching transis¬

tors, MOSFETS, level-shifts and loads. This information was

used to develop a set of rules for prediction of propagation

delay.

Statement of propagation delay rules. The ring-oscilla¬

tor studies were used to develop expressions for the propaga¬

tion delay in ECL gates of arbitrary configuration. There are
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two rules: one for gate structures, and one for level-shifts.

For gate structures, the rule is

Tjj = xbuffer* [ (1.0* # of NPN pairs at output nodes)
+ (0.4* # of single NPNs at output nodes )
+ (0.8* # of MOSFET pairs at output nodes)
+ (0.3 * # of single MOSFETs at output nodes )
+ (0.4* # of gate loads )
+ (0.16* # of level-shift loads ) ].

For the level-shift structure, the rule is

xd = ^buffer* [ (0.25* # of level-shifts) (B_9)
+ (0.13* # of loads)] .

In both expressions, xbuffer is the propagation delay of a

simple ECL buffer without load. This value is expressed as a

function of bias current in Table B-2.

The estimation technique developed above is, to a large

degree, consistent with the discussion on delay mechanisms in

the previous section. The expressions of (B-8) and (B-9)

consist of a group of constant coefficients used as multi¬

pliers for tallies of various circuit elements. This models

the physical circuit where loads and switching devices add

capacitance to a node. Nonlinear and current dependent

effects can, to some degree, be treated by the look-up table

based parameter xdelay.

There are delay mechanism which are not well modeled by

the technique. Among them are high current performance of

level-shifts, delay due to stacked diff-amps and current

dependent resistor parasitics. More complex estimation

schemes could be devised to more accurately account for these

and other phenomena at the expense of simplicity.
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Table B-2. Propagation delay versus bias current for ECL
buffer.

Ibias (|1A) ^buffer (nS)

10 1.59

15 0.98

20 0.72

30 0.44

50 0.29

70 0.22

100 0.160

150 0.132

200 0.116

300 0.096

For demonstration, the expressions for propagation delay

are applied to the ECL two-input NAND with level-shift of

Figure B-2 . The estimated delay from input nodes A, B or C to

differential output nodes OUTO and OUTXO is found through

application of (B-8) . The number of NPN differential pair at

the output nodes is one (QN1, QN2). The number of single

devices is also one (QN4) . In the absence of external

loading, the only load to the circuit is supplied by the

level-shift structure (QN6 through QN11). Applying the rule

for gate structures, the delay is

^m.ODTO = ^buffer* [(1-0*1) + (0*4*1) + (0.16*1)]
(B-10)

- 1.56Tbuffer.

For delay from OUTO to either 0UT1 or 0UT2, (B-9) can be

applied. For this case, the number of level-shifts is two.

Assuming no external load, the delay is
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TOUTO:OUT1 = 'COUTO:OUT2 = ^buffer * ■ 25 *2) = 0.50Tbuffer . (B-ll)

The total delay from the input nodes to the level-shifted

output nodes can be found by summing the two results:

Tin¡OUTl = Tin:0UT2 = ^ • O6Tbuff0r . (B-12)

Applications and limitations of the estimation technique.

The technique demonstrated above provides a relatively simple

method for estimating the propagation delay of an ECL gate as

a function of bias current. It is well suited for use with

logic simulation of large ECL circuits, where propagation

delay values can be programmed to track bias current. A

limitation of the estimation technique is that it is not

sufficiently accurate for critical timing studies. Comparison

of results for multi-stage divider circuits simulated with the

QUICKSIM™ logic simulator [48] and the MSPICE™ analog simu¬

lator shows the logic simulator estimation of maximum operat¬

ing frequency to be 20% to 40% higher than the estimate

produced by the analog simulator. Furthermore, the variabil¬

ity of the results is bias current dependent, with better

agreement observed for higher bias currents.

In the design of the synthesizer for this project, the

estimation technique was used in support of logic simulation

for functional verification and noncritical timing studies.

Critical timing issues were analyzed with analog simulation.

While further refinement of the estimation technique might

produce an approach accurate enough for more widespread use,

the effort to achieve this could not be justified within the

framework of the synthesizer study.



APPENDIX C
PROGRAM LISTING -- MULTI-LOOP SYNTHESIZER DISCRETE

SPECTRUM ANLYSIS PROGRAM



/* file: /disserta/spurexp2.c/ *. ^ s.. « / w*. f *—> /

/* Main program for multi-loop synthesizer spur calculation
1 X /package. */

/* created: 12/10/90
/* modified: 04/08/92

modified: 05/18/92

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>

F. Martin */
adapted for multiplier model
described in dissertation
-- F Martin */
deleted limiter stage, added FM
mod stage, added phase_mismatch
-- F Martin */

#define MAX_NUM_LPS 5
#define NUM_SPURS 430

typedef struct
{

double freq;
double ampl;
double phase;

} SPUR;

#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

1 spursort.h"
'divider.h"
' program.h"
1spur_sum.h"
'shaper.h"
'im_bal_m.h"
1sampfil.h"
'rolloff1.h"
'fft.h"
1fm mod.h"

int
{

main(void)

*signal_vco_ptr =

FILE *out;
SPUR signal_vco[NUM_SPURS]

&signal_vco[0];
SPUR signal_injected[NUM_SPURS];
SPUR *signal_injected_ptr = &signal_injected[0]
SPUR signal_inloop[NUM_SPURS];
SPUR *signal_inloop_ptr = &signal_inloop[0];
SPUR signal_mixer[NUM_SPURS];
SPUR *signal_mixer_ptr = &signal_mixer[0];
SPUR signal_init[2];
SPUR *signal_init_ptr = &signal_init[0];
char filename[30];
double freq_ref, *freq_ref_ptr = &freq_ref;
double ampl_threshold;
double *ampl_threshold_ptr = &ampl_threshold;

368
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double loop_ampl_threshold;
double mismatch, *mismatch_ptr = &mismatch;
double phase_mismatch;
double *phase_mismatch_ptr = &phase_mismatch;
double freq_res, *freq_res_ptr = &freq_res;
double freg_min[MAX_NUM_LPS] , *freq_min_ptr = &freq_min[0];
double freq_max[MAX_NUM_LPS] , *freq_max_ptr = &freq_max[0];
double freq_vco[MAX_NUM_LPS], *freq_vco_ptr = &freq_vco[0] ;
double r[MAX_NUM_LPS] , *r_ptr = &r[0];
double p[MAX_NUM_LPS] , *p_ptr = Sep [ 0 ] ;
double q[MAX_NUM_LPS], *q_ptr = &q[0];
double n[MAX_NUM_LPS] , *n_ptr = &n[0];
double nmin[MAX_NUM_LPS] , *nmin_ptr = &nmin[0];
double nmax[MAX_NUM_LPS] , *nmax_ptr = &nmax[0];
double nstep[MAX_NUM_LPS] , *nstep_ptr = &nstep[0];
double mxr_ah[MAX_NUM_LPS] , *mxr_ah_ptr = &mxr_ah[0];
double mxr_al[MAX_NUM_LPS] , *mxr_al_ptr = &mxr_al[0];
double mxr_pole_out [MAX_NUM_LPS] ;
double *mxr_pole_out_ptr = &mxr_pole_out[0];
double lp_pole[4], *lp_pole_ptr = &lp_pole[0];
double lp_polel [MAX_NUM_LPS], *lp_polel_ptr = &lp_polel[0] ;
double lp_pole2[MAX_NUM_LPS] , *lp_pole2_ptr = &lp_pole2[0];
double lp_pole3 [MAX_NXJM_LPS], *lp__pole3_ptr = &lp_pole3 [0] ;
double freq_sample, fract_denominator;
int i, j, num_loops, *num_loops_ptr = &num_loops;

/***** read setup file ********/
printf("\n\nEnter name of setup file: ");
scanf("%30s", filename);
fflush(stdin);
if (setup_rd(filename, num_loops_ptr, freq_ref_ptr,

ampl_threshold_ptr, mismatch_ptr, phase_mismatch_ptr,
freq__res_ptr, freq_min_ptr, freq_max_ptr, r_ptr,
nmin_ptr, nmax_ptr, nstep_ptr, p_ptr, g ptr,
mxr_ah_ptr, mxr_al_ptr, mxr_pole_out_ptr,
lp__Polel_ptr, lp_pole2_ptr, lp_pole3_ptr) != 0)

{
printf ("Cannot read setup file.Xn");
return 0;

}
/***** set up output file ****************************/
printf("\n\nEnter name of output file: ");
scanf("%3Os", filename);
fflush(stdin);
if ((out = fopen(filename, "w")) == NULL)

fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open output file.\n");

/***** calculate vco and n values *********************/
printf ("\n\nlnput Frequency: ");
scanf ("%lf", freq_vco_ptr);
fflush(stdin);
if (programmer(num_loops, freq_ref, freq_res,

freq_min_ptr,freq_max_ptr, freq_vco_ptr, r_ptr, n_ptr,
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p_ptr, q_ptr, nmin_ptr, nmax_ptr, nstep_ptr) == 0)
printf("Warning: Unsuccessful programmer

calculation\n");
printf ("********************************************\n") ;
for (i = 0; i < num_loops; i++)
printf ("%f %f\n",n[i], freq_vco[i]);

/***** convert amplitude threshold value to scalar **********/
ampl_threshold = pow(10, ampl_threshold/20);

/***** simulate first loop - no image balanced multiplier ***/
/*★*** generate carrier signal *****/
printf ("loop %d\n",num_loops);
signal_init[0].freq = freq_vco[num_loops-l];
signal_init[0].ampl = 1;
signal_init[0].phase = 0;
signal_init[1].ampl = -1;

/***** set i00p ampl threshold *****/
loop_ampl_threshold=ampl_threshold;
for (i=num_loops-l; i>=0; i--)

loop_ampl_threshold *= fabs(p[i]);
loop_ampl_threshold /= pow(2, (double) (num_loops)-1) ;

divider (signal_init_ptr, signal_inloop_ptr, q [num_loops-l] ,

loop_ampl_threshold);

for (fract_denominator = 1;
fmod(n[n\im_loops-l] *fract_denominator, 1) > .001;
fract_denominator *= 2);

freq_sample = freq_ref/r[num_loops-l]/fract_denominator ;
lp_polet0] = lp_polel[num_loops-l];
lp_pole[l] = lp_pole2[num_loops-l];
lp_pole[2] = lp_pole3[num_loops-l];
lp_Pole[3] = -1;

if (sample_and_filter (signal_inloop_ptr, signal_vco_ptr,
freq_sample, lp_pole_ptr, loop_ampl_threshold,
NUM_S PURS) != 0)

{
printf ("signal lngth exceeded in sample_&_filter.\n");
return 1;

}

fm_mod(signal_vco_ptr, signal_inloop_ptr,
freq_vco[num_loops-l], loop_ampl_threshold) ;

/*** print first loop output to file *************/
fprintf (out, "******* loop %d\n", num_loops);
spur_sort_freq(signal_inloop_ptr, 1);
for (j = 0; signal_inloop[j].ampl >= 0; j++)
fprintf (out, "%f %f %f\n", signal_inloop[j].freq,

20*logl0(signal_inloop[j].ampl));
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/***** simulate remaining loops *****************************/
for (i=num_loops-2; i>=0; i--)
{
/***** generate carrier signal *****/
printf ("loop %d\n",i+l);
signal_init[0].freq = freq_vco[i];
signal_init[0].ampl = 1;
signal_init[0].phase = 0;
signal_init[1].ampl = -1;

/***** adjust loop amplitude threshold *****/
loop_ampl_threshold /= fabs(p[i+1])/2 ;

/***** injected signal path *****/
divider(signal_inloop_ptr, signal_injected_ptr,

fabs(p[i+1]), loop_ampl_threshold) ;
if (shaper(signal_injected_ptr, mxr_al[i],
mismatch, loop_ampl_threshold, NUM_SPURS) != 0)
{
printf ("signal length exceeded in injected shaper. \n") ;
return 1;
}

/***** in-loop signal path *****/
divider(signal_init_ptr, signal_inloop_ptr, q[i],

loop_ampl_threshold);
if (shaper(signal_inloop_ptr, mxr_ah[i],

mismatch, loop_ampl_threshold, NUM_SPURS) != 0)
{
printf ("signal length exceeded in in-loop shaper.\n");
return 1;
}

/***** frequency summation operation ***************/
if (image_balanced_mixer(signal_inloop_ptr,

signal_injected_ptr, signal_mixer_ptr, mismatch,
phase_mismatch, p[i+1]/fabs(p[i+1]),
loop_ampl_threshold, mxr_pole_out[i], NUM_SPURS)
i= 0)

{
printf ("signal length exceeded in image balanced

mixer.\n");
return 1;
}

/***** sampler and loop filter **********************/
for (fract_denominator = 1;

fmod(n[i]*fract_denominator,1) > .001;
fract_denominator *= 2);

freq_sample = freq_ref/r[i]/fract_denominator;
lp_pole[0] = lp_polel[i];
lp_pole[1] = lp_pole2[i] ;
lp_pole[2] = lp_pole3[i];
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if (sample_and_filter(signal_mixer_ptr, signal_vco_ptr,
freq_sample, lp_pole_ptr, loop_ampl_threshold,
NUM_SPURS) ¡=0)

{
printf ("signal length exceeded in sample_&_filter. \n") ;
return 1;
}

fm_mod(signal_vco_ptr, signal_inloop_ptr, freq_vco[i],
loop_ampl_threshold);

/*** print output to file ************************/
fprintf (out, "******* loop %d\n", i+1);
spur_sort_freq(signal_inloop_ptr, 1);
for (j = 0; signal_inloop[j].ampl >= 0; j++)
fprintf (out, "%f %f %f\n", signal_inloop [ j] .freq,

20*logl0(signal_inloop[j].ampl));
}
fclose(out);
return 0;
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/* file: spursort.h */
/* This file contains spur sorting routines for the multi-loop

synthesizer */
/* created: 11/27/90 F Martin */
/* modified 01/09/91 changed freq sort routine to

eliminate problems with
equal frequency terms.
F Martin */

/* modified 04/17/92 added direct amplitude sum
option to freq sort.
F Martin */

/* Note: The file SPUR_SUM.H must be included with this file.
*/

/*********************** SPUR_SORT_AMPL *********************/
/**★** This routine sorts a spur structure vector by amplitude
then truncates the vector length to include only entries with
amplitude greater than input threshold. To disable truncation
feature, set threshold < 0. Returns 0. *****/

int spur_sort_ampl(SPUR *spur_ptr, double ampl_threshold)
{

SPUR temp_storage;
int i, sort_flag=l;

while (sort_flag==l) /* sort loop */
{

sort_flag=0;
for (i=l; (spur_ptr+i)->ampl >= 0; i++)
{
if ((spur_ptr+i)->ampl > (spur_ptr+i-l)->ampl)
{.

temp_storage = *(spur_ptr+i);
*(spur_ptr+i) = *(spur_ptr+i-l);
*(spur_ptr+i-l) = temp_storage;
sort_flag=l;

}
}

}
for (i=0; (spur_ptr+i)->ampl >= 0; i++) /* threshold test*/
if ((spur_ptr+i)->ampl < ampl_threshold)
(spur_ptr+i)->ampl = -1;

return 0;
}
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/********************* SPUR_SORT_FREQ **********************/
/***** This routine sorts the elements in the input structure
from low frequency to high. Elements of equal (diference less
than .0001) frequency are combined. If sumtype is equal to
zero, equal frequency elements are summed trigonometrically.
If one, resulting sum is rms and phase is ignored. Otherwise
amplitudes are added. Returns 0. *****/

int spur_sort_freq(SPUR *spur_ptr, int sumtype)
{

SPUR temp_storage;
int i, sort_flag=l, spur_cnt;
double high_val = 1000000, reducer = 1;

for (spur_cnt = 0; (spur_ptr+spur_cnt)->ampl >= 0;
spur_cnt++);

(spur_ptr+spur_cnt)->freq = high_val; /^marker freq high */

while (sort_flag == 1) /* sort loop */
{

sort_flag = 0;
for (i = 1; i <= spur_cnt; i++)
{
if (fabs((spur_ptr+i)->freq-(spur_ptr+i-l)->freq) <

.0001)
{
if (sumtype == 0) /* 1 for rms, 0 for trigonometric*/

spur_sum((spur_ptr+i), (spur_ptr+i-l),
(spur_ptr+i-l));

else if (sumtype == 1)
(spur_ptr+i-l)->ampl =

pow(pow((spur_ptr+i)->ampl,2)+
pow((spur_ptr+i-l)->ampl,2),.5);

else
(spur_ptr+i-l)->ampl += (spur_ptr+i)->ampl;

(spur_ptr+i)->freq = high_val+reducer; /* > max f */
(spur_ptr+i)->ampl = -1; /* shorten on next pass */
reducer++; /*increments reducer to avoid equal freq*/
sort_flag=l;

}
if ((spur_ptr+i)->freq < (spur_ptr+i-l)->freq)

{
temp_storage = *(spur_ptr+i);
*(spur_ptr+i) = *(spur_ptr+i-l);
*(spur_ptr+i-l) = temp_storage;
sort_flag=l;

}
}

}
return 0;

}
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/* file: divider.h */
/* This file contains the routine DIVIDER for the multi-loop

synthesizer. */
/* created: 11/27/90 F. Martin */
/* modified: 12/12/90 removed divider declaration, added

code to normalize spur outputs
F Martin */

/* Note: Files SPURSORT.H and SPUR_SUM.H must be included
with this file.*/

/****** This routine models an out-of-loop frequency divider.
The divider operates by identifying the highest amplitude spur
in SPUR vector in and
dividing freq and ampl of that spur by the divisor. All other
spur spur amplitudes are divided by the divisor. All other
frequencies are reduced by the same amount as the first
frequency with wrap around for negative values. Phases are
set to 0. Output stored at out_ptr. Returns 0. *****/

int divider(SPUR *in_ptr, SPUR *out_ptr, double divisor,
double ampl_threshold)

{
int i;
spur_sort_ampl(in_ptr, ampl_threshold);

(out_ptr+0)->ampl = 1;
(out_ptr+0)->freq = (in_ptr+0)->freq/divisor;
(out_ptr+0)->phase = 0;

for (i=l; (in_ptr+i)->ampl > 0; i++)
{

(out_ptr+i)->freq =

fabs((in_ptr+i)->freq+(out_ptr+0)->freq-
(in_ptr+0)->freq);

(out_ptr+i)->ampl =

(in_ptr+i)->ampl/(divisor*(in_ptr+0)->ampl);
(out_ptr+i)->phase = 0;

}
*(out_ptr+i) = *(in_ptr+i);
return 0;
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/* file: program.h */
/* Programming routines for the multi-loop synthesizer */
/* created: 11/27/90 - F Martin */
/* modified: 12/14/90 - number of loops input added to

setup file. F Martin */
/* modified: 04/08/92 - modified multiplier description

-- F Martin. */
/* modified: 05/18/92 - added phase mismatch input.

-- F Martin.*/

/***** This group of routines is used to read a setup file and
calculate vco and divider values for the multi-loop
synthesizer. The file contains the following routines:

1. setup_rd
2. programmer
3. next_value */

/*********************** SETUP_RD ***************************/
/****** This routine reads the setup file in file 'filename'.
Note that the information in the file must be in order. Info
records are separated by colons. Fields are separated by
blanks or LF. *****/

int setup_rd(char *filename, int *num_loops_ptr,
double *freq_ref_ptr, double *ampl_threshold_ptr,
double *mismatch_ptr, double *phase_mismatch_ptr,
double *freq_res_ptr, double *freq_min_ptr,
double *freq_max_ptr, double *r_ptr, double
*nmin_ptr, double *nmax_ptr, double *nstep_ptr,
double *p_ptr, double *g ptr. double *mxr_ah_ptr,
double *mxr_al_ptr, double *mxr_pole_out_ptr,
double *lp_polel_ptr, double *lp_pole2_ptr,
double *lp_pole3_ptr)

double num_loops_dbl, *num_loops_dbl_ptr = &num_loops_dbl ;
int num_loops;

FILE *in;
if ((in = fopen(filename, "rt")) == NULL)
{
fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open input file.Xn");
return 1;

}

next_value (in, num_loops_dbl_.ptr, 1);
num_loops = (int)num_loops_dbl;
*num_loops_ptr = num_loops;

next_value(in, freq_ref_ptr, 1);
next_value(in, freq_res_ptr, 1);
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}

next_value(in,
next_value(in,
next_value(in,
next_value(in,
next_value(in,
next_value(in,
next_value(in,
next_value(in,
next_value(in,
next_value(in,
next_value(in,
next_value(in,
next_value(in,
next_value(in,
next_value(in,
next_value(in,
next_value(in,
fclose(in);
return 0;

ampl_threshold_ptr, 1);
mismatch_ptr, 1) ;

phase_mismatch_ptr, 1);
freq_min_ptr, num_loops);
freq_raax_ptr, num_loops);
r_ptr, num_loops);
nmin_ptr, num_loops);
nmax_ptr, num_loops);
nstep_ptr, num_loops);
p_ptr, num_loops);
q_ptr, num_loops);
mxr_ah_ptr, num_loops);
mxr_al_ptr, num_loops);
mxr_pole_out_ptr, num_loops) ;
lp_polel_ptr, num_loops);
lp_Pole2_ptr, num_loops);
lp_pole3_ptr, num_loops);

/********************** NEXT VALUE **************************/
/*★*** This routine reads double precision numbers from an
already open ascii file and stores it at address pointed to by
*value_ptr. The number of values read is value_cnt. Numbers
to be read must be placed in file according to the following
guidelines:

1. A colon (:) precedes first value to be read.
Arbitrary text before colon is ok.

2. Values are separated by blank spaces or line feeds.
Note that there is no format checking in this routine.
Also, stdlib.h and string.h are must be included. **/

int next_value(FILE *in, double *value_ptr, int value_cnt)
{

char string[10];
const char blank_string[10] = "
const int BLANK =32, LF = 10, TAB = 9;
int i, j;

while (fgetc(in) != /*find colon - start of # */
for (i=0; i < value_cnt; i++)
{

strcpy(string, blank_string);
/* toss leading zeros */

while (((string[0]=fgetc(in)) == BLANK) II (string[0] ==
TAB));

for (j =1; (((string[j] = fgetc(in)) != BLANK) &&
(string[j] != LF) && (string[j] != TAB)); j++);

*(value_ptr+i) = atof(string);
}
return 0;
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/************************ PROGRAMMER ************************/
/***** This routine generates VCO frequencies (freq_vco_ptr)
and loop divider values (n_ptr) for a given input frequency
(freq_vco[0]). Note that the given loops must be completely
specified for each use. (For fewer loops, specify nmin and
nmax to be 0 for unused loops.) Note p_ptr and freq_vco_ptr
freq_min_ptr and freq_max_ptr must be dimensioned with value
at least one greater than the number of loops. Returns 1 for
success, 0 for error. Returns 0. *****/

int programmer(int num_loops, double freq_ref, double
freq_res, double *freq_min_ptr, double
*freq_max_ptr, double *freq_vco_ptr, double
*r_ptr, double *n_ptr, double *p_ptr, double
*q__ptr, double *nmin_ptr, double *nmax_ptr,
double *nstep_ptr)

{
int i ;

*(freq_min_ptr+num_loops) = *(freq_max_ptr+num_loops) = 0;
*(p_ptr+num_loops) = 1;
for (i=0; i < num_loops; i++)
{

for (*(n_ptr+i) = *(nmin_ptr+i);
*(n_ptr+i) <= *(nmax_ptr+i);

{
*(n_ptr+i) += (nstep_ptr+i))

*(freq_vco_ptr+i+l) =

(freq_ref*(*(n_ptr+i)) /(*(r_ptr+i))-
(*(freq_vco_ptr+i))/(*(q ptr+i)))*(*(p_ptr+i+l)) ;
if ((*(freq_vco_ptr+i+l) >=

*(freq_min_ptr+i+l)-freq_res/2) &&
(*(freq_vco_ptr+i+l) <=

*(freq_max_ptr+i+l)+freq_res/2))
break;

}
if (*(n_ptr+i) > *(nmax_ptr+i)) return 0;

}
return 1;

}
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/************************ SPUR_SUM.H ***********************/
/* SPUR SUM - calculation program for multi-loop synth. */
/* created: 11/27/90 F Martin */
/* modified: 12/12/90 - removed spur_sum declaration.

-- F Martin */
/* modified: 12/13/90 - rewrote summation mechanism,

added check for equal freqencies.
-- F Martin */

/* Note: math.h must be included. */
/**********************************************************/
/***** This function calculates the sum of spur values at
inl_ptr and in2_ptr & stores in out_ptr. Checks for equal
frequencies, returns 0 if frequencies are equal, 1 and no
calculation for unequal frequencies. ***/

int spur_sum(SPUR *inl_ptr, SPUR *in2_ptr, SPUR *out_ptr)
{

double phase_argl, phase_arg2;

if ((out_ptr->freq = inl_ptr->freq) != in2_ptr->freq)
return 1;

out_ptr->ampl =

pow(pow( inl__ptr->ampl, 2) +pow(in2_ptr->ampl, 2) +
2*inl_ptr->ampl*in2_ptr->ampl*
cos(inl_ptr->phase-in2_ptr->phase),.5);

phase_arg2 = inl_ptr->ampl*cos(inl_ptr->phase)+
in2_ptr->ampl*cos(in2_ptr->phase);

phase_argl = inl_ptr->ampl*sin(inl_ptr->phase)+
in2_ptr->ampl*sin(in2_ptr->phase);

if ((phase_argl<le-10) && (phase_arg2<le-10))
out_ptr->phase = 0;

else
out_ptr->phase = atan2(phase_argl, phase_arg2);

return 0;
}
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/* file: shaper.h */

/* Harmonic generation routines for multi-loop synth. */
/* created: 11/28/90 F Martin */
/* modified: 01/10/91 major modification to include

filter roll-off and add cap on
number of spurs. - F Martin */

/* modified: 04/07/92 rewrite to model tanh clipping
as described in dissertation.
-- F Martin */

/* Note: Must include <math.h>, spursort.h, spur_sum.h. */

#ifndef SIGPTS
#define SIGPTS 128
#endif

#ifndef NUMPTS
#define NUMPTS 512
#endif

/**************** GENERATE HARMONICS ************************/
/* This routine models the shaper and image-balanced
multiplier clipping roles in the multi-loop synthesizer.
Operation is as follows:

1. A 128 point triangle wave with slope 2*pi*a*f is
generated then clipped with the function tanh(x).
Mismatch is added at both input and output of
clipper.

2. Frequency components are found via FFT and expressed
in a SPUR structure.

3 . Modulation terms on input are added to each generated
term.

Returns 0 for normal operation, 1 if length of
spur_vector_length is exceeded. *****/

int shaper (SPUR *spur_ptr, double a, double mismatch, double
ampl_threshold, int spur_vector_length)

{
SPUR temp_spur[NUM_SPURS];
double x[SIGPTS], *x_ptr = &x[0];
int i, j, spur_cnt, harmonic_cnt = 0;

/***** identity carrier frequency *********/
spur_sort_ampl(spur_ptr, ampl_threshold);

/***** generate unmodulated clipped waveform *****/
for (i = 0; i < SIGPTS; i++)
x[i] = a*sin(2*M_PI*(double)i/SIGPTS+M_PI/SIGPTS);

for (i = 0; i < SIGPTS-1; i++)
{
if (x[i+1] — x[i] > a*(1-cos(M_PI/2*(1+1/(10*SIGPTS)))))

x[i+1] =x[i]+2*M_PI*a/SIGPTS;
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else if (x[i+l] - x[i] <

a*(-1+cos(M_PI/2*(1+1/(10*SIGPTS)))))
x[i+1] =x[i]-2*M_PI*a/SIGPTS;

else;
}
for (i = 0; i < SIGPTS; i++)
x[i] = tanh(x[i]+mismatch)+mismatch;

/***** take fft of waveform **********/
fft(x_ptr, SIGPTS);

/***** place fft harmonics in SPUR format ******/
for (i = 0; i <= SIGPTS/2; i++)
{

temp_spur[harmonic_cnt].freq =

(spur_ptr+0)->freq*(double)i;
temp_spur[harmonic_cnt].ampl = x[i]/x[l];
temp_spur[harmonic_cnt].phase = 0;
if (temp_spur [harmonic_cnt] .ampl > ampl_threshold/2)

harmonic_cnt++;
}
temp_spur[harmonic_cnt].ampl = -1;

/***** apply modulation terms to each harmonic *****/
spur_cnt = harmonic_cnt;
for (i = 0; i < harmonic_cnt; i++)
{

for (j = 1; (spur_ptr+j)->ampl >0; j++)
{
temp_spur[spur_cnt].freq = fabs(temp_spur[i] . freq

+ (spur_ptr+j ) ->freq- (spur_ptr+0) ->freq) ;
temp_spur[spur_cnt].ampl =

temp_spur [i] .ampl* (spur_ptr+j ) ->ampl
/(spur_ptr+0)->ampl;

temp_spur[spur_cnt].phase = 0;
if (temp_spur [spur_cnt] .ampl > ampl_threshold/2)

spur_cnt++;
if (spur_cnt > spur_vector_length) return 1;
}

}
temp_spur[spur_cnt).ampl = -1;

/***** copy temp_spur to address of spur **********/
for (i = 0; i <= spur_cnt; i++)

*(spur_ptr+i) = temp_spur[i];

/***** combine equal frequency spurs & check amplitude *****/
spur_sort_freq(spur_ptr, 1);
spur_sort_ampl(spur_ptr, ampl_threshold);

}
return 0;
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/* file: im_bal__mxr.h */
/* This file contains the routines IMAGE_BALANCED_MIXER and
SPUR_PRODUCT for the multi-loop synthesizer. */
/* created: 12/12/90 F. Martin */
/* modified: 01/08/91 removed definition for

-- F Martin */
PI.

/* modified: 01/11/91 added roll-off filter, added
check for length of output
vector. -- F Martin */

/* modified: 04/08/92 cleanup modifications.
-- F Martin. */

/* modified: 05/17/92 added phase mismatch.
-- F Martin*/

/* Note: Files spur_sum.h, spursort.h and <math.h> must

included. */

/*********************************************************/
/* This routine implements an image balanced multiply
operation on the two input spur vectors at inl_ptr and
in2_ptr. The output is in out_ptr. A mismatch described by
the variable mismatch is applied before the summation of the
two balanced mixer products. To account for carrier
feedthrough, the input vectors must include dc terms. To
select positive freq sum term, set sign to 1. Otherwise, set
to -1. Inputs must be amplitude sorted. The function returns
0 for successful operation, 1 if spur_vector_length is
exceeded out_ptr. *****/

int image_balanced_mixer(SPUR *inl_ptr, SPUR *in2_ptr, SPUR
*out_ptr, double mismatch, double
phase_mismatch, double sign, double
ampl_threshold, double freq_corner,
int spur_vector_length)

{
SPUR in_phase_outl, in_phase_out2, quad_outl, quad_out2;
SPUR quad_inputl, quad_input2;
int i, j, spur_cnt = 0 ;

/***** Define quadrature inputs and multiply *****/
for (i = 0; (inl_ptr+i)->ampl>=0; i++)
{

quad_inputl = *(inl_ptr+i);
quad_inputl.phase +=

(M_PI/2)*(inljptr+i)->freq/(inl_ptr+0)->freq
+phase_mismatch*M_PI/180;

for (j = 0; (in2_ptr+j)->ampl>=0; j++)
{

quad_input2 = *(in2_ptr+j);
quad_input2.phase += (-sign*M_PI/2)*(in2_ptr+j)->freq

/(in2_ptr+0)->freq;
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spur_product(inl_ptr+i, in2_ptr+j, &in_phase_outl,
&in_phase_out2);

spur_product(&quad_inputl, &quad_input2, &quad_outl,
&quad_out2);

/***** add mismatch *****/
quad_outl.ampl *= l+mismatch/2;
quad_out2.ampl *= 1-mismatch/2;

/***** combine incident, quad terms *****/
spur_sum(&in_phase_outl, &quad_outl, out_ptr+spur_cnt) ;
if (rolloffl_filter (out_ptr+spur_cnt, out_ptr+spur_cnt,

freq_corner, ampl_threshold) == 0)
if((spur_cnt++) >= spur_vector_length) return 1;

spur_sum(&in_phase_out2, &quad_out2, out_ptr+spur_cnt) ;
if(rolloffl_filter(out_ptr+spur_cnt, out_ptr+spur_cnt,

freq_corner, ampl_threshold) == 0)
if((spur_cnt++) >= spur_vector_length) return 1;

(out_ptr+spur_cnt)->ampl = -1;
}

/**★** sort & combine *****/
spur_sort_freq(out_ptr, 1);
spur_sort_ampl(out_ptr, ampl_threshold);
return 0;

/**********************************************************/
/* This routine implements a multiplication of two SPUR
vectors at inl_ptr and in2_ptr. The two outputs are at
outl_ptr and out2_ptr. Returns 0. *****/

int spur_product (SPUR *inl__ptr, SPUR *in2_ptr, SPUR *outl_ptr,
SPUR *out2_ptr)

{
outl_ptr->ampl = out2_ptr->ampl =

inl_ptr->ampl*in2_ptr->ampl/2 ;
outl_ptr->freq = inl_ptr->freq+in2_ptr->freq;
out2_ptr->freq = fabs(inl_ptr->freq-in2_ptr->freq) ;
outl_ptr->phase = inl_ptr->phase+in2_ptr->phase-M_PI/2 ;
if (inl_ptr->freq >= in2_ptr->freq)

out2_ptr->phase = inl_ptr->phase-in2_ptr->phase+M_PI/2;
else

out2_ptr->phase = in2_ptr->phase-inl_ptr->phase+M_PI/2;
return 0;
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/* file: sampfil.h */
/* This file contains the routine SAMPLE_AND_FILTER for the
multi-loop synthesizer. */
/* created: 01/07/91 F. Martin */
/* modified: 01/11/91 Major modification to test for

output vector length, adjust for
freq_offset and q, eliminate
fractional adjust. F Martin */

/* modified: 05/18/92 moved output set to baseband.
-- F Martin */

/* Note: Files spursort.h, spursum.h and <math.h> must be
included. */

/***** This routine models the phase detector of a PLL and
consists of sampler and filter operations. The sampler
reproduces the input spur vector at offsets of the sample
freq. The fractional division amplitudes may be considered
using vector fract. Filter poles are stored in filter.***/

int sample_and_filter(SPUR *in_ptr, SPUR *out_ptr, double
freq_sample, double *filter_ptr, double
ampl_threshold, int spur_vector_length)

{
double freq_max, freq_fc, den;
double fltr_bw, fltr_gain = 1;
int i, in_cnt, corner_cnt, out_cnt = 0, i_start = 0;
int num_spurs;

/***** identify frequency range *****/
spur_sort_freq(in_ptr, 1) ;
for (in_cnt = 0; (in_ptr+in_cnt)->ampl >= 0; in_cnt++);
freq_max =

ceil((in_ptr+in_cnt-l)->freq/freq_sample)*freq_sample;

/***** find number of spurs *********/
for (num_spurs = 0; (in_ptr+num_spurs)->ampl >= 0;

num_spurs++) ;
i_start = num_spurs;

/***** estimate bw of filter -- screen to reduce calcs.*****/
for (fltr_bw = *(filter_ptr+0)*10; fltr_gain >

ampl_threshold/3;
fltr_bw += *(filter_ptr+0)*10)

{
fltr_gain = 1;
for (corner_cnt = 0; *(filter_ptr+corner_cnt) > 0;

corner_cnt++)
fltr_gain *= *(filter_ptr+corner_cnt)/fltr_bw;

}
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/***** calculate sample_spurs *******************************/
for (freq_fc = -freq_max-freq_sample; freq_fc <= 0;
freq_fc += freq_sample)

{
if (i_start < num_spurs) i_start++;
while (((in_ptr+i_start)->freq+freq_fc > -fltr_bw) &&

(i_start > 0))
i_start--;

for (i = i_start; (in_ptr+i)->ampl >= 0 &&
(in_ptr+i)->freq+freq_fc <= fltr_bw; i++)

{
(out_ptr + out_cnt) - >freq =

fabs((in_ptr+i)->freq+freq_fc);
(out_ptr+out_cnt)->phase = 0;
(out_ptr+out_cnt)->ampl = (in_ptr+i)->ampl;

/*** apply filter ***/
for (corner_cnt = 0; * (filter_ptr+corner_cnt) > 0;

corner_cnt++)
{

den = pow(pow((out_ptr+out_cnt)->freq,2)+
pow(*(filter_ptr+corner_cnt),2),.5) ;

(out_ptr+out_cnt)->ampl *=
* (filter_ptr+corner_cnt)/den;

}
if ((out_ptr+out_cnt)->ampl >= ampl_threshold/2)
if ((out_cnt++) > spur_vector_length) return 1;

}

/*** combine duplicate frequency entries ***/
(out_ptr+out_cnt)->ampl = -1;
spur_sort_freq(out_ptr, 1);
for (out_cnt = 0; (out_ptr+out_cnt)->ampl >= 0;

out_cnt++);
}

/****************** normalize **************************/
spur_sort_ampl(out_ptr, ampl_threshold);
for (i = 1; (out_ptr+i)->ampl >= 0; i++)

(out_ptr+i)->ampl /= (out_ptr+0)->ampl;
(out_ptr+0)->ampl = 1;

}
return 0;
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/* file: rolloffl.h */
/* This file contains the routine R0LL0FF1_FILTER for the
multi-loop synthesizer. */
/* created: 01/10/91 This routine is the single spur

version of the routine
ROLL_OFF_FILTER. - F Martin */

/* note: must include math.h, spursort.h and spur_sum.h.*/

/***** -phis routine implements a single pole low pass filter
at corner at corner freq_corner. Amplitudes below amplitude
threshold are set to -1. Returns 0 for positive amplitude
output, 1 for negative amplitude output. *****/

int rolloffl_filter(SPUR *in_ptr, SPUR *out_ptr, double
freq_corner, double ampl_threshold)

{
out_ptr->ampl = in_ptr->ampl*freq_corner/

pow(pow(in_ptr->freq, 2) +pow(freq_corner, 2) , .5) ;
if (out_ptr->ampl < ampl_threshold)
{

out_ptr->ampl = -1;
return 1;

}
out_ptr->phase =

in_ptr->phase+atan2(in_ptr->freq,freq_corner);
out_ptr->freq = in_ptr->freq;
return 0;
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/* file: fft.h */
/* This file contains the routine FFT for the multi-loop
synthesizer. */
/* created: 04/06/92 F. Martin */

/* Note: File math.h must be included with this file.
Constant NUMPTS must be defined for this file. */

/****** This routine implements a decimation-in-time radix-2
FFT. Input vector is areal with length N. The magnitudes of
the positive-freq output terms are stored in the first N/2 +1
terms in A. The return value is 0.

This routine is translated from a Fortran FFT routine in
"Digital Filter Design Handbook, Fred J. Taylor, Marcel
Dekker, Inc. New York, 1983, p. 43.*/

int fft(double *areal_ptr, int n)
{

double t, treal, timag, temp, ureal, uimag, wreal, wimag;
int i, j=l, k, 1, m, lei, ip;
double areal[NUMPTS], aimag[NUMPTS];

/*★*** Map inpUt data into areal *****/
for (i = 0; i < n; i++)
{
areal[i] = *(areal_ptr+i);
aimag[i] = 0;

}

/**★** start bit reversal here *****/
for (i = 1; i <= n-1; i++)
{
if (i < j)
{
temp = areal[j—1];
areal[j-1] = areal [i — 1] ;
areal[i-1] = temp;
}
k = n/2;
while (k < j)
{
j ~= k;
k /= 2;
}
j += k;

}

/*★*** pF<p Computation *****/
m = (int)(loglO((double)n)/loglO(2)+.001);
for (1 = 1; 1 <= m; 1++)
{
lei = (int)(pow(2,(double)(1-1))+.001);



ureal = 1;
uimag = 0;
wreal = cos(M_PI/(double)lei);
wimag = -sin(M_PI/(double)lei);

for (j = 1; j <= lei; j++)
{
for (i = j; i <= n; i += 2*lel)
{

ip = i+lel;

temp = areal[ip-1]*ureal-aimag[ip-1]*uimag;
timag = areal[ip-1]*uimag+aimag[ip-1]*ureal;
treal = temp;

areal[ip-1] = areal[i—1]-treal;
aimag[ip-1] = aimag[i—1]-timag;

areal[i—1] += treal;
aimag[i—1] += timag;

}
temp = ureal*wreal-uimag*wimag;
uimag = ureal*wimag+uimag*wreal;
ureal = temp;
}

/***** find magnitude of output *****/
for (i = 0; i <= n/2; i++)
{
*(areal_ptr + i) = areal[i

sqrt(areal[i]*areal[i]+aimag[i]*aimag[i]);
}

}
return 0;
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/* file: fm_mod.h */
/* This file contains the routines FM_MOD and BESSEL for the
multi-loop synthesizer. */
/* created: 05/18/92 F. Martin */
/* Note: Files SPURSORT.H and SPUR_SUM.H must be included
with this file.*/

double bessel(int n, double x); /* declaration */

/***** This routine models an FM modulation process. The
input signal set (carrier frequency = 0, carrier amplitude =
1) is assumed to represent a baseband signal with all positive
frequency terms and amplitudes expressed in radians. A
carrier frequency is also provided. The output signal set is
produced by generating positive and negative FM sidebands on
the carrier frequency for each member of the input signal set.
Returns 1. */

int fm_mod(SPUR *in_ptr, SPUR *out_ptr, double freq_carrier,
double ampl_threshold)

{
int in_cnt, out_cnt = 1, order = 1;

/***** generate carrier term *********/
spur_sort_ampl(in_ptr, ampl_threshold);
(out_ptr+0)->freq = freq_carrier;
(out__ptr+0) ->ampl = (in_ptr+0)->ampl;
(out_ptr+0)->phase = 0;

/***** generate modulation spurs *****/
for( in_cnt = 1; (in_ptr+in_cnt)->ampl >= 0; in_cnt++)
{

for (order = 1; bessel(order, 2*((in_ptr+in_cnt)->ampl))
> ampl_threshold/2; order ++)

{
(out_ptr+out_cnt)->ampl = (out_ptr+out_cnt+l)->ampl

= bessel(order, 2* ((in_ptr+in_cnt)->ampl));
(out_ptr+out_cnt)->freq =

f req_carrier+ (in_ptr+in_cnt) ->freq;
(out_ptr+out_cnt+l)->freq =

freq_carrier- (in_ptr+in_cnt) ->freq;
(out_ptr+out_cnt) ->phase = (out_ptr+out_cnt+l)->phase

= 0;
out_cnt += 2;

}
}

/***** sort output ****************************************/
(out_ptr+out_cnt)->ampl = -1;
spur_sort_freq(out_ptr, 1);
spur_sort_ampl(out_ptr, ampl_threshold);

return 0;
}
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y**********************************************************/
/***** Approximates nth order Bessel Function of order n for
argument x. Note that x is limited to 0 <= x < .5. Returns
calculated value. (Approximation from Clarke & Hess, pg.
636.) ******/

double bessel(int n, double x)
{
int i ;
double factorialn = 1;

for (i = 1; i <= n; i++)
factorialn *= (double)i;

return (pow(x/2,(double)n)/factorialn);



APPENDIX D
PROGRAM LISTING -- BASIC PROGRAM FOR MULTI-LOOP SYNTHESIZER

SERIAL LOADER
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! ML_LOAD -- Loader program for Multi-Loop Synthesizer

! Rev 0. F Martin 12 March 92 -- from C56A_LOAD

! This program implements a menu driven SRL loader
! for the ML Synthesizer IC. It requires a GPIO card
! and cable for interface to the IC. The program
! consists of a subprogram call to the program
! LOADER_DISPLAY. Subprograms TRANSLATOR and
! GPIO_CNTL_1_0 are also required.

CALL Loader_display
END

lic-k'k'k'kicic'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'klcit'k'k'kic'k'k'klc'k'kicic'k-kicic'k'k'k'kic’k'k'k'k-k'k'kic-k'k'k'k'k-k

SUB Loader_display
I

! Rev. 0.0 12 March 92 based on same routine in
! C56A_LOAD. -- F Martin
i

! Program provides a user menu type display for
! loading a register on an IC. Data statements at
! the bottom of the program are user specific to ML
! synthesizer.Otherwise, the program is application
! independent. Application dependent subprogram
! TRANSLATOR and application independent subprogram
! GPI0_CNTL_1_0 are required.
I

DIM Header$(32) [25],Set_members$(32,20) [10]
DIM Value$(32) [10], Heading$ [80]
REAL Value(32)

GOSUB Init_settings
GOSUB Update_select
STOP

¡This routine updates the select menu.

1000
1010
1020
1030
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1151
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1251
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1311
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380 Main:
1390
1400
1410 !
1420 i******
1430 Update_select:
1440
1450 ON KEY 5 LABEL

1460 ON KEY 6 LABEL

1470 ON KEY 8 LABEL

Incr _sel_rt
1480 ON KEY 7 LABEL

Deer _sel_rt
1490 ON KEY 9 LABEL

1510 ON KEY 1 LABEL

1520 ON KEY 3 LABEL

Fast _incr_rt
1530 ON KEY 2 LABEL

ARROW UP" GOSUB Arrow_up_rt
ARROW DOWN" GOSUB Arrow_dn_rt
INCR SELECTION" GOSUB

DECR SELECTION" GOSUB

LOAD" GOSUB Loader_call
KBD INPUT" GOSUB Kbd_input_rt
FAST INCREMENT" GOSUB

FAST DECREMENT" GOSUB
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Fast_decr_rt
1540 ON KEY 4 LABEL "EXIT MENU" GOTO Exit_menu
1550 Update_loop: GOTO Update_loop
1560 !******************************************************
1570 Exit_menu: ! This routine exits the subprogram.
1580 !
1590 SUBEXIT
1600 !
1610 i******************************************************
1620 Loader_call: ! Calls the srl load subprogram.
1630 !
1640 CALL Srl_load(Header$(*),Value$(*),Header_cnt,
Gpio_out)
1650 RETURN
1660 !
1670 !******************************************************
1750 Kbd_input_rt: ! This routine accepts keyboard inputs.
1760 !
1770 IF VAL(Set_members$(Active_header,0))<>0 THEN
1780 BEEP 135,.1
1790 RETURN
1800 END IF
1810 Min=VAL(Set_members$(Active_header,1))
1820 Max=VAL(Set_members$(Active_header,2))
1830 Step=VAL(Set_members$(Active_header,3))
1840 Kbd_input_st: INPUT "Enter numeric value then press
ENTER ",Value(Active_header)
1850 IF Value(Active_header)>Max OR Value(Active_
header) < Min OR ABS(Value(Active_header)/Step-INT(Value (
Active_header)/Step)) >.001 THEN
1860 BEEP 135,.1
1870 GOTO Kbd_input_st
1880 ELSE
1890 Value$(Active_header)=VAL$(Value(Active
_header))

GOSUB Update_datum
END IF
RETURN

J

Arrow_dn_rt: Active_header=Active_header+2
Arrow_up_rt: Active_header=Active_header-l

IF Active_header<l THEN Active_header=Header_cnt
IF Active_header>Header_cnt THEN Active_header=l
GOSUB Update_arrow
RETURN

j
|******************************************************

Fast_incr_rt: Value_pointer=Value_pointer+20
Fast_decr_rt: Value_pointer=Value_pointer-ll
Incr_sel_rt: Value_pointer=Value_pointer+2
Decr_sel_rt: Value_pointer=Value_pointer-l

IF Set_members$(Active_header,0)[1]="0"

1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070 THEN
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2080
2090
2100
2110

Step=VAL(Set_members$(Active_header,3))
Min=VAL(Set_members$(Active_header,1))
Max=VAL(Set_members$ (Active_header, 2) )
Value(Active_header)=Value(Active_header)+

Value_pointer*Step
IF Value(Active_header)>Max THEN

Value(Active_header)=Max
BEEP 300,.1

END IF
IF Value(Active_header)<Min THEN

Value(Active_header)=Min
BEEP 600,.1

END IF

Value$ (Active_header) =VAL$ (Value (Active

Value_max=VAL(Set_members$ (Active_header,

Value_min=l
Value(Active_header)=Value(Active_header)+

2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
2190
2200
_header))
2210 !
2220 ELSE
2230
0) )

2240
2250
Value_pointer
2260 IF Value (Active_header) <Value_min THEN
Value(Active_header)=Value_max
2270 IF Value (Active_header) >Value_max THEN
Value(Active_header)=Value_min
2280 Value$(Active_header)=Set_members$(
Active_header,Value(Active_header))
2290 END IF
2300 GOSUB Update_datum
2310 Value_pointer=0
2320 RETURN
2330 !
2340 i******************************************************

2350 Update_arrow: ! This routine updates the arrow on the
2360 ! select menu. Input is the variable Active_header
2370 ! describing the header to which the arrow should
2380 ! point. The previous arrow location is stored in
2390 ! Last_xloc and Last_yloc.
2400 !
2410 Yloc=Active_header+2
2420 Xloc=l
2430 IF Header_cnt>16 AND Active_header>INT((Header
cnt+1)/2) THEN

2440
2450
2460
2470
2480

Yloc=Yloc-INT((Header_cnt+1)/2)
Xloc=Xloc+40

END IF
PRINT TABXY(Xloc,Yloc) ; " =>"
IF Last_yloc<>0 THEN PRINT TABXY(Last_xloc,Last

_yloc) ;
2490
2500
2510

Last_xloc=Xloc
Last_Yloc=Yloc
RETURN
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2520
2530
2540 Update_datum:
2550
2560
2570
2571
2572
2580
2590
2600
2610
nt+1)/2)
2620

I*****************************************************

This routine updates the datum on the
select menu. Input is the variable
Active_header describing the header to
which the arrow should point, and the
vector Value$ containing the value to
be printed.

2630
2640
2650
2660
2670
2680
2690
2700
2710
2720
2730
2731
2740
2750
2760
2761
2770
2780
2781
2790
2800
2810
2811
2812
2813
2820
2830
2840
2841
2850
2851
2860
2861
2870
2871
2880
2881
2890
2891

Yloc=Active_header+2
Xloc=33
IF Header_cnt>16 AND Active_header>INT((Header_c

THEN

Yloc=Yloc-INT((Header_cnt+1)/2)
Xloc=Xloc+40

END IF
PRINT TABXY(Xloc,Yloc);"
PRINT TABXY(Xloc,Yloc);Value$(Active_header)
RETURN

1 It****************************************************

Init_settings: This routine reads input from the data
statements beginning at "Init_table."
The format of the data lines is:

1. header$: 25 character string -

name of data
2. Set_members$(0): indicates

number of allowed entries. If
zero, indicates that entry is
a range of values.

3. set_members$(1 thru n): For
non-zero value of
set_members$(0), the next n
values in the data statement
contain the set of allowed
values for the header. For a

zero value of set_members$ (0),
min, max and step entries are
required.

4. Value$: This contains the
initial value for that data
header.

This unit generates the following
variables:

Data_header$: vector containing
names of data.

Set_members$: matrix of possible
values:

Value$: vector for value of each
data point.

Header_cnt: scalar representing
number of headers.
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2900
2910
2920
2930
2940
2950

ON ERROR GOTO End_init_set! ChecK for end
RESTORE Init_table
READ Heading$
FOR Header_cnt=l TO 32

READ Header $ (Header_cnt) , Set_members$ (
Header_cnt,0)
2960 IF Set_members$(Header_cnt,0)[1]="0" THEN
2970 READ Set_members$(Header_cnt,1),Set
_members$(Header_cnt,2),Set_members$(Header_cnt,3),Value
(Header_cnt)

2980 Value$ (Header_cnt) =VAL$ (Value (Header
_cnt))
2990 ELSE
3000
Header_cnt,0))
3010
Member cnt)

FOR Member_cnt=l TO VAL(Set_members$(

READ Set_members$(Header_cnt,

3020
3030
3040

NEXT Member_cnt
READ Value(Header_cnt)
Value$(Header_cnt)=Set_members$(Header

.cnt,Value(Header_cnt))
3050
3060
3070
3080
3090
3100
3110
3120
3130
3140
3150
3160
3170
3180
3190
3200
3210
3220
3230
3231
3240
3250
3260
3270

END IF
NEXT Header_cnt

i

End_init_set: OFF ERROR
IF ERRN<>3 6 THEN

DISP ERRM$
STOP

ELSE

Header_cnt=Header_cnt-1
Active_header=l
GOSUB Disp_routine
GOSUB Update_arrow

END IF
RETURN

I

I*****************************************************

Disp_routine: ! Displays headers and present data
1 entered through the init settings
! routine. See that routine for DATA
!statement format.

OUTPUT KBD;"K";
PRINT Heading$
PRINT "

3280 !
3290
3300
3310
3320
12) THEN

FOR 1=1 TO Header_cnt
Yloc=I+2
Xloc=l
IF Header_cnt>16 AND I>INT((Header_cnt+1)
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3330 Yloc=Yloc-INT((Header_cnt+1)/2)
3340 Xloc=Xloc+40
3350 END IF
3360 PRINT TABXY(Xloc+5,Yloc);Header$(I);":";TA
BXY(Xloc+32, Yloc);Value$(I)
3370 NEXT I
3380 RETURN
3390 !
3400 !******************************************************
3410 Init_table:Í

DATA MULTI-LOOP SYNTHESIZER SPI LOAD MENU
DATA Test Output Enable,2,OFF,ON,1
DATA Test Output A,4,NONE,LOOP1,LOOP2,LOOP3,1
DATA Test Output B,4,NONE,LOOPl,LOOP2,LOOP3,1
DATA Input Buffer Enable,2,OFF,ON,2
DATA LOOP 3 Pdet Mode,3,OFF,LOW,HIGH,2
DATA LOOP 3 Modulus R,2,4,5,1
DATA LOOP 3 Modulus N,0,4,32,.125,16
DATA LOOP 3 Modulus P,5,4,8,16,32,64,3
DATA LOOP 3 N Out EN,2,OFF,ON,2
DATA LOOP 3 P Out EN,2,OFF,ON,2
DATA LOOP 3 Test A,4,NONE,N_in,P_out,R_out,1
DATA LOOP 3 Test B,4,NONE,N_out,VCO,P_out,1
DATA LOOP 3 VCO Enable,2,OFF,ON,2
DATA LOOP 2 Pdet Mode,3,OFF,LOW,HIGH,2
DATA LOOP 2 Mult Mode,3,DIFF,SUM,ZERO,1
DATA LOOP 2 Modulus R,2,4,5,1
DATA LOOP 2 Modulus N,0,4,32,.125,16
DATA LOOP 2 Modulus P,5,4,8,16,32,64,2
DATA LOOP 2 N Out EN,2,OFF,ON,2
DATA LOOP 2 P Out EN,2,OFF,ON,2
DATA LOOP 2 Test A,4,NONE,N_in,VCO,R_out,1
DATA LOOP 2 Test B,4,NONE,N_out,VCO,P_out,1
DATA LOOP 2 VCO Enable,2,OFF,ON,2
DATA LOOP 1 Mode,2,OFF,ON,2
DATA LOOP 1 Mult Mode,3,DIFF,SUM,ZERO,1
DATA LOOP 1 Modulus N,0,8,64,.0625,16
DATA LOOP 1 N Out EN,2,OFF,ON,2
DATA LOOP 1 Test A,2,NONE,N_OUt,1
DATA AUX1,2,LOW,HIGH,1
DATA AUX2,2,LOW,HIGH,1

SUBEND
i

3680 i*****************************************************
3690 i*****************************************************
3700 SUB Srl_load(Header$(*),Value$(*),Header_cnt,
Gpio_out)
3710 Í
3720 ! Rev. 0.0. F Martin 6 April 89
3730 !
3740 ! This IC dependent program translates programming
3750 ! data from its entered format in the vectors
3760 ! Value$ and Header$ to a series of descriptive

3411
3412
3414
3415
3416
3417
3419
3420
3421
3422
3423
3425
3426
3427
3429
3430
3431
3432
3433
3434
3435
3436
3437
3438
3440
3441
3442
3443
3444
3445
3446
3660
3670
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3770
3771
3780
3790
3800
3810
3820
3830
3840
3850
3860
3870
3880
3890
3900
3910
3910
3920
3930
3940
3941
3942
3943
3944
3945
3946
3947
3948
3949
3950
3951
3953
3954
3955
3956
3957
3958
3959
3960
3961
3962
3963
3964
3965
3966
3967
3968
3969
3970
3971
3972
3973
3974

! integer variables. The data are then converted to
! an 88 bit binary string and output over the GPIO
! interface bus.

t

DIM Srl_word$[88],Srl_word(87)
i

GOSUB Translator
GOSUB Map_tO_srl
CALL Gpio_cntl_l_0(Srl_word$,Gpio_out)
DISP Srl_word$
SUBEXIT

I

1*****************************************************

Translator: ! This routine generates a group of numeric
! variable values based on the values of
! the input vectors Value$ and Header$.
I

FOR Active_header=l TO Header_cnt
SELECT Header$(Active_header)

I

CASE "Test Output Enable"
SELECT Value$(Active_header)
CASE "OFF"

Test_out_enable=0
CASE "ON"

Test_out_enable=l
END SELECT

i

CASE "Test Output A"
SELECT Value$(Active_header)
CASE "NONE"

Test_out_a=0
CASE "LOOPI"

Test_out_a=l
CASE "LOOP2"

Test_out_a=2
CASE "LOOP3"

Test_out_a=3
END SELECT

i

CASE "Test Output B"
SELECT Value$(Active_header)
CASE "NONE"

Test_out_b=0
CASE "LOOPI"

Test_out_b=l
CASE "LOOP2"

Test_out_b=2
CASE "LOOP3"

Test_out_b=3
END SELECT

I

CASE "Input Buffer Enable"



3975
3976
3977
3978
3979
3980
3981
3990
3992
3993
3994
3995
3997
3998
3999
4001
4002
4003
4005
4006
4007
4008
4009
4010
4011
4012
4013
4014
4015
4016
4017
4018
4019
4020
4021
4023
4024
4025
4026
4027
4028
4029
4030
4031
4032
4033
4034
4035
4036
4037
4038
4039
4040

SELECT Value$(Active_header)
CASE "OFF"

Buffer_enable=l
CASE "ON"

Buffer_enable=0
END SELECT

CASE "LOOP 3 Pdet Mode"
SELECT Value$(Active_header)
CASE "OFF"

Loop3_enable=0
Loop3_enh=0

CASE "LOW"

Loop3_enh=0
Loop3_enable=l

CASE "HIGH"

Loop3_enh=l
Loop3_enable=l

END SELECT

CASE "LOOP 3 VCO Enable"
SELECT Value$(Active_header)
CASE "OFF"

Loop3_vco_en=0
CASE "ON"

Loop3_vco_en=l
END SELECT

CASE "LOOP 3 Modulus R"
SELECT Value$(Active_header)
CASE "4"

Loop3_modr=0
CASE "5"

Loop3_modr=l
END SELECT

CASE "LOOP 3 Modulus P"
SELECT Value$(Active_header)
CASE "4"

Loop3_modp=5
CASE "8"

Loop3_modp=2
CASE "16"

Loop3_modp=6
CASE "32"

Loop3_modp=3
CASE "64"

Loop3_modp=7
END SELECT

CASE "LOOP 3 N Out EN"
SELECT Value$(Active_header)
CASE "OFF"
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4042
4043
4044
4045
4046
4047
4048
4049
4050
4051
4052
4053
4054
4055
4056
4057
4058
4059
4060
4061
4062
4063
4064
4065
4066
4067
4068
4069
4070
4071
4072
4073
4074
4075
4076
4077
4078
4079
4080
4081
4082
4083
4084
4085
4086
4087
4088
4089
4090
4091
4092
4093
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Loop3_muxn=0
END SELECT

CASE "LOOP 3 P Out EN"
SELECT Value$(Active_header)
CASE "OFF"

IF Loop3__modp>=4 THEN
Loop3_modp=4

ELSE
Loop3_modp=0

END IF
END SELECT

CASE "LOOP 3 Test A"
SELECT Value$(Active_header)
CASE "NONE"

Loop3_testa=0
CASE "N_in"

Loop3_testa=l
CASE "P_out"

Loop3_testa=2
CASE "R_out"

Loop3_testa=3
END SELECT

CASE "LOOP 3 Test B"
SELECT Value$(Active_header)
CASE "NONE"

Loop3_testb=0
CASE "N_out"

Loop3_testb=l
CASE "VCO"

Loop3_testb=2
CASE "P_out"

Loop3_testb=3
END SELECT

CASE "LOOP 2 Pdet Mode"
SELECT Value$(Active_header)
CASE "OFF"

Loop2_enable=0
Loop2_enh=0

CASE "LOW"

Loop2_enable=l
Loop2_enh=0

CASE "HIGH"

Loop2_enable=l
Loop2_enh=l

END SELECT

CASE "LOOP 2 VCO Enable"
SELECT Value$(Active_header)
CASE "OFF"
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4095
4096
4097
4098
4101
4102
4103
4104
4105
4106
4107
4109
4110
4111
4112
4113
4114
4115
4116
4117
4118
4119
4120
4121
4122
4123
4124
4125
4126
4127
4128
4129
4130
4131
4132
4133
4134
4135
4136
4137
4138
4139
4140
4141
4142
4143
4144
4145
4146
4147
4148
4149
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Loop2_vco_en=0
CASE "ON"

Loop2_vco_en=l
END SELECT

CASE "LOOP 2 Modulus R"
SELECT Value$(Active_header)
CASE "4"

Loop2_modr=0
CASE "5"

Loop2_modr=l
END SELECT

CASE "LOOP 2 Modulus P"
SELECT Value$(Active_header)
CASE "4"

Loop2_modp=5
CASE "8"

Loop2_modp=2
CASE "16"

Loop2_modp=6
CASE "32"

Loop2_modp=3
CASE "64"

Loop2_modp=7
END SELECT

CASE "LOOP 2 N Out EN"
SELECT Value$(Active_header)
CASE "OFF"

Loop2_muxn=0
END SELECT

CASE "LOOP 2 P Out EN"
SELECT Value$(Active_header)
CASE "OFF"

IF Loop2_modp>=4 THEN
Loop2_modp=4

ELSE

Loop2_modp=0
END IF

END SELECT

CASE "LOOP 2 Mult Mode"
SELECT Value$(Active_header)
CASE "DIFF"

Loop2_sum=0
Loop2_zero=0

CASE "SUM"

Loop2_sum=l
Loop2_zero=0

CASE "ZERO"
Loop2_zero=l



4150
4151
4152
4153
4154
4155
4156
4157
4158
4159
4160
4161
4162
4163
4164
4165
4166
4167
4168
4169
4170
4171
4172
4173
4174
4175
4176
4177
4178
4179
4180
4181
4182
4183
4184
4185
4186
4187
4188
4189
4190
4191
4192
4193
4194
4195
4196
4197
4198
4199
4200
4201
4202
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Loop2_sum=0
END SELECT

CASE "LOOP 2 Test A"
SELECT Value$(Active_header)
CASE "NONE"

Loop2_testa=0
CASE "N_in"

Loop2_testa=l
CASE "VCO"

Loop2_testa=2
CASE "R_out"

Loop2_testa=3
END SELECT

CASE "LOOP 2 Test B"
SELECT Value$(Active_header)
CASE "NONE"

Loop2_testb=0
CASE "N_out"

Loop2_testb=l
CASE "VCO"

Loop2_testb=2
CASE "P_out"

Loop2_testb=3
END SELECT

CASE "LOOP 1 Mode"
SELECT Value$(Active_header)
CASE "OFF"

Loopl_en=0
CASE "ON"

Loopl_en=l
END SELECT

CASE "LOOP 1 Mult Mode"
SELECT Value$(Active_header)
CASE "DIFF"

Loopl_sum=0
Loopl_zero=0

CASE "SUM"

Loopl_sum=l
Loopl_zero=0

CASE "ZERO"

Loopl_sum=0
Loopl_zero=l

END SELECT

CASE "LOOP 1 N Out EN"
SELECT Value$(Active_header)
CASE "OFF"

Loopl_muxn=0
END SELECT
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4203 í
4204
4205
4206
4207
4208
4209
4210
4211 !
4212
4213
4214
4215
4216
4217
4218
4219 !
4220
4221
4222
4223
4224
4225
4226
4227 !
4228
4229
4231
muxn=l
4232
muxn=2
4233
muxn=3
4234
4235
4236
4238
4239
4240
4241
4243 !
4244
4245
4247
muxn=l
4248
muxn=2
4249
muxn=3
4250
4251
4252
4254

CASE "LOOP 1 Test A"
SELECT Value$(Active_header)
CASE "NONE"

Loopl_test=0
CASE "N_out"

Loopl_test=l
END SELECT

CASE "AUX1"
SELECT Value$(Active_header)
CASE "LOW"

Auxl=0
CASE "HIGH"

Auxl=l
END SELECT

CASE "AUX2"
SELECT Value$(Active_header)
CASE "LOW"

Aux2=0
CASE "HIGH"

Aux2=l
END SELECT

CASE "LOOP 3 Modulus N"

Nmod=VAL(Value$(Active_header))
IF Nmod>=4 AND Nmod<8 THEN Loop3_

IF Nmod>=8 AND Nmod<16 THEN Loop3_

IF Nmod>=16 AND Nmod<=32 THEN Loop3_

Nmod_base=Nmod* 8 * 2 A(3-Loop3_muxn)
Base_min=128
GOSUB Greycode_gen
Loop3_modn=Greycode+64 ! invert high b
IF Nmod_base<160 OR Nmod_base>224 THEN

Loop3_modn=Loop3_modn+128
END IF

CASE "LOOP 2 Modulus N"

Nmod=VAL(Value$(Active_header))
IF Nmod>=4 AND Nmod<8 THEN Loop2_

IF Nmod>=8 AND Nmod<16 THEN Loop2_

IF Nmod>=16 AND Nmod<=32 THEN Loop2_

Nmod_base=Nmod* 8 *2 A(3-Loop2_muxn)
Base_min=128
GOSUB Greycode_gen
Loop2_modn=Greycode+64 ! invert high b
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4255
4256
4257
4258 !
4259
4260
4261
muxn=l
4262
muxn=2
4263
muxn=3
4264
4265
4266
4268
4269
4270
4271
4272 !
4273
4274
4275 !
4276

IF Nmod_base<160 OR Nmod_base>224 THEN
Loop2_modn=Loop2_modn+128

END IF

CASE "LOOP 1 Modulus N"

Nmod=VAL(Value$(Active_header))
IF Nmod>=8 AND Nmod<16 THEN Loopl_

IF Nmod>=16 AND Nmod<32 THEN Loopl_

IF Nmod>=32 AND Nmod<=64 THEN Loopl_

Nmod_base=Nmod*16 * 2 ~(3-Loopl_muxn)
Base_min=512
GOSUB Greycode_gen
Loopl_modn=Greycode+256 ! invert hi b
IF Nmod_base<640 OR Nmod_base>89 6 THEN

Loopl_modn=Loopl_modn+512
END IF

END SELECT
NEXT Active_header

RETURN
4277 !
4278 !******************************************************
4279 Greycode_gen:! This routine converts divisor(Nmod_base)
4280 ! in the range Base_min to 2*Base_min to the
4281 ! decimal equiv. of a Grey code value (Greycode).
4282 ! Min_divisor is power of 2 with max value 2^15.
4283 !
4284
4285
4286
4287
Index/2'

4288
4289
4290
4291
4292 !
4293
4294
4295
4296
4297
4298
4299
4300
4301
4302
4303
4304

Greycode=0
Index=2*(Nmod_base-Base_min)
FOR 1=1 TO 16

IF FRACT(Index/2A(I+l))>=.25 AND FRACTI
(1+1))<.75 THEN

Greycode=Greycode+2/v (1-1)
END IF

NEXT I
RETURN

i*****************************************************

Map_to_srl:I IC-dependent routine converts programming
! data to a single SRL programming word. The
! output of the routine is an 88 bit string of
! ones and zeroes Srl_word$.
i

Srl_word(l)=BIT(Test_out_enable,0)
Srl_word(2)=BIT(Test_out_a, 0)
Srl_word(3)=BIT(Test_out_a,1)
Srl_word(4)=BIT(Test_out_b,0)
Srl_word(5)=BIT(Test_out_b,1)
Srl_word(6)=BIT(Buffer_enable,0)
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4358
4359
4360
4361
4362
4363
4364
4365
4366
4367
4368
4369
4370
4371
4372
4373
4374
4375
4376
4377
4378
4379
4380
4381
4382
4383
4384
4385
4386
4387
4388
4389
4390
4391
4392
4393
4394
4395
4396
4397
4398
4399
4400
4401
4402
4403
4404
4405

4406
4407
4408
4410

406

Srl_word
Srl_word
Srl_word
Srl_word
Srl_word
Srl_word
Srl_word
Srl_word
Sri word

(61)
(60)
(59)
(58)
(57)
(56)
(55)
(54)
(53)

=BIT (Loopl.
=BIT (Loopl.
=BIT(Loopl
=BIT(Loopl
=BIT(Loopl
=BIT(Loopl
=BIT (Loopl.
=BIT(Loopl
=BIT(Loopl

_modn, 1)
_modn, 2)
jnodn, 3)
_modn,4)
_modn, 5)
jnodn, 6)
jnodn, 7)
jnodn, 8)
jnodn, 9)

FOR 1=1 TO 68
Srl_word$[I]=VAL$(Srl_word(69-1))

NEXT I

RETURN
SUBEND
*****************************************************

*****************************************************

SUB Gpio_cntl_l_0(Dataword$,Data_out_value)
******************************************************

REV 0. Fred Martin 21 Jan 88
REV 1.0 Fred Martin 5 April 89

Effects the GPIO port of the 9816 as a serial loader
for devices with 3 wire inputs. The sequence of
operations of the GPIO output lines is:

1. The clock, and data lines are set low.
2. The CE$ line is set low.
3. The data line is set to the logical value of

the first character of the data word.
4. The clock line is set high then reset.
5. Steps 3 and 4 are repeated for each char.
6. The designated CE$ line is set high.
7. The CLK and DATA lines are set high.

During load sequence, other outputs on GPIO data
bus are held to value ASSIGNED at the variable
Data_out_value. GPIO bit functions:

- DOO: data
- CTL0: default CE* (1 - output inverted)
- CTL1: clock (2 - output inverted)

REQUIRED INPUTS:
- Dataword$: string defining data stream to

be loaded (leftmost first)
******************************************************

DISP Dataword$,"***"
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4412 Data_out_value=0
4414 !
4415 CONTROL 12,2;2 ! step 1.
4416 CONTROL 12,3;Data_out_value
4417 !
4418 CONTROL 12,2;3 ! step 2.
4419 !
4420 FOR 1=1 TO LEN(Dataword$) ! step 3-5.
4421 CONTROL 12,3;Data_out_value+VAL (Dataword$
[i,i]:1

4428 CONTROL 12,2;1
4429 CONTROL 12,2;3
4430 NEXT I
4431 !
4432 CONTROL 12,2;2 ! step 6,7
4433 CONTROL 12,3;Data_out_value+l
4434 CONTROL 12,2;0
4435 !
4437 SUBEND
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